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ITEM

SUBJECT

Presented
by
LIZ KELLY

1
2

APOLOGIES FOR ABSENCE
Apology received from S Cook.
APPOINTMENT OF A VICE CHAIR

3

DECLARATIONS OF INTEREST (IF ANY)

4

MINUTES OF THE MEETING OF THE INTERIM
JARAC HELD ON 14 MARCH 2013

CHAIR

5

Terms of Reference, Meeting Protocol and Future
Meeting dates

HELEN
BOFFY

6
6A

EXTERNAL INSPECTION
HMIC Inspection Activity

7
7A

RISK
Force Risk Management

7B

PCC Risk Management

8
8A

EXTERNAL AUDIT
External Audit Progress Report

8B

Statement of Responsibilities of Auditors and of
Audited Bodies

9
9A

INTERNAL AUDIT
Internal Audit Annual Report

9B

Internal Audit Governance Arrangements

10
10A

INTERNAL CONTROL AND GOVERNANCE
Derbyshire Joint Code of Corporate Governance for the
Police and Crime Commissioner and the Chief
Constable

11
11A

FINANCIAL REPORTING
Annual Governance Statement 2012/13 Police and
Crime Commissioner TO FOLLOW

11B

Annual Governance Statement 2012/13 Chief
Constable

CHAIR
ALL

TERRY
NEAVES
TERRY
NEAVES
HELEN
BOFFY
EXTERNAL
AUDIT
EXTERNAL
AUDIT

INTERNAL
AUDIT
INTERNAL
AUDIT
HELEN
BOFFY

HELEN
BOFFY
TERRY
NEAVES

11C

Statement of Accounts 2012/13
APPENDIX TO FOLLOW

12
12A

DATA QUALITY
NCRS and NSIR quarterly report

HELEN
BOFFY

TERRY
NEAVES
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MINUTES of a meeting of the INTERIM JOINT, AUDIT, RISK AND
ASSURANCE COMMITTEE held at the Derbyshire Police Headquarters,
Butterley Hall, Ripley on 14 March 2013
PRESENT
Miss K Alcock, Mr M Carrington, Mr L Newby and Cllr T Rogers
No apologies for absence received.
OPCC Present: DPCC Dhindsa, Mrs H Boffy, Mrs L Kelly,
ACPO Present: Mr T Neaves
Internal Audit: Mr P Green, Ms A Ward
External Audit: Mr J Cornett, Ms T Endicott
01/13

APPOINTMENT OF THE CHAIR
01.1 Miss K Alcock was nominated and seconded to act as Chair of the
Committee for this one meeting of the Interim JARAC.
RESOLVED:
Miss K Alcock be appointed Chair of the Interim JARAC

02/13

TERMS OF REFERENCE AND PROCEDURE RULES
02.1 Noting that there will be an annual review of performance and that
the performance review of the JARAC and its members will be
commissioned and undertaken independently, members queried
who would carry on this review and on what basis. Mrs Boffy
informed members’ that as this was a new committee some finer
details would still need to be arranged and the criteria of the review
would be based around individual members previous backgrounds
and experience.
RESOLVED:
The terms of reference and the meetings and general protocol for the Joint,
Audit, Risk and Assurance Committee were noted.

03/13

DECLARATIONS OF INTEREST
RESOLVED
To note that no Members declared any Personal or Prejudicial Interests.
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04/13

HMIC INSPECTION ACTIVITY
04.1 Members were updated on Her Majesty’s Inspectorate of
Constabulary (HMIC) inspection activity undertaken since October
2012.
04.2 As a result of a thematic report ‘Revisiting the Police Relationship
2012’, a list of 12 recommendations had been published, attached at
Appendix A to the report.
04.3 Members enquired if a procedure would be put into place to brief
members of the JARAC on any potential, forthcoming issues that
may arise. Members were reminded that the role of the committee is
to understand how risk is being managed to provide reassurance
that it is being managed appropriately. Members were reassured that
the Force have sound risk management arrangements
RESOLVED
To note the report.

05/13

FORCE RISK MANAGEMENT
05.1 The Force Risk Management Board meets quarterly to assess the
impact of identified risks, the likelihood of risks occurring and the
measures in place to ameliorate the damage that could occur from
those risks.
05.2 Following the latest review of the Strategic Risk Register the Force
Risk Management Board considered updates of high priority
provided by nominated risk owners, the re-prioritisation /re-scoring of
high priority risks was detailed within the report.
05.3 Members noted at para 4.9 (risk Ref 1036) that the risk around data
quality of NCRS and NSIR will be closed and archived. Members
considered it important for the permanent JARAC to monitor this
area and that it should be flagged as an area for new member
induction.
RESOLVED:
The report was noted.
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06/13

ARRANGEMENTS FOR OFFICE OF THE POLICE AND CRIME
COMMISSIONER RISK MANAGEMENT: STRATEGY AND
REGISTER
06.1 Members were informed of the arrangements being put in place with
regards to the management of risk at the Office of the Police and
Crime Commissioner.
06.2 The draft risk management strategy was attached at Appendix A for
members’ information.
RESOLVED:
1.
The Derbyshire Police and Crime Commissioner Risk Management
Strategy was approved, subject to any amendments that may be
highlighted through discussions;
2.
The plans highlighted in this cover report for implementing the PCC
Risk Management Strategy was approved subject to any
amendments that may be highlighted through discussions.
3.
Progress in preparing the risk register for the Office of the Police
and Crime Commissioner and to receive a report on the full register
at the next meeting in June

07/13

EXTERNAL AUDIT FEES AND PLAN
07.1 A copy of the external audit fee letters were attached to the report at
Appendices A & B and the External Audit Plan at Appendix C.
07.2 The external auditor provided the committee with the key highlights
from the plan and explained that the key audit risk will be around
producing the joint financial statements under group accounting
requirements for the 2012/13 financial year, which is a change from
previous periods. The external auditor was keen to emphasise that
there were no concerns about the capacity or capability of staff, but
the risk would be inherent in the new accounting framework.
07.3 The audit fee for 2012/13 was £66,000, a reduction of 14%
compared to 2011/12. This fee was based on a number of
assumptions based on accurate financial statements, good quality
supporting working papers within agreed timeframes.
RESOLVED:
1.
To note the fees for the 2012/13 audit
2.
To note the External Audit Plan 2012/13
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08/13

STRATEGY FOR INTERNAL AUDIT 2013/
08.1 The updated Strategy for Internal Audit 2013/14 (not 2011/12 as
detailed in the report) was attached at Appendix A.
08.2 After some discussion, the committee were satisfied on the
adequacy of the Strategy for Internal Audit 2013 and content to
recommend to the Chief Constable and the Police and Crime
Commissioner for their approval. This will be presented at the
meeting of the Strategic Governance Board on Monday 18 March.
RESOLVED:
1.
The adequacy of the proposed Strategy for Internal Audit 2013 was
reviewed.
2.
The committee agreed to recommend the plan to the Chief
Constable and the Police and Crime Commissioner for their
respective approval.

09/13

INTERNAL AUDIT REPORT – RSM TENON – KEY FINANCIAL
CONTROLS
09.1 The Internal Audit Report on Key Financial Controls was attached as
an exempt Appendix A to the report. The committee moved to a
closed session of the meeting whilst this report was being discussed.
09.2 The report provided substantial reassurance that the controls upon
which the organisation replies to manage risk were suitably
designed, consistently applied and effective.
RESOLVED:
The internal audit report on Key Financial Controls was received.

10/13

INTERNAL AUDIT REPORT:
NOVEMBER 2012

INTERIM OPINION APRIL TO

10.1 The internal audit interim opinion report dated November 2012 was
attached at Appendix A.
10.2 This report was originally prepared to assist the Corporate
Governance Committee under the Police Authority, but was
presented to the JARAC as a handover to provide assurance from a
clean audit report.

RESOLVED:
The Internal Audit Interim Report was received.
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11/13

PCC SCHEME OF DELEGATION
11.1 The Scheme of Delegation and Consent was attached to the report
at Appendix A.
11.2 The document may be amended to take into account any changes
that may occur in relation to a Second Stage Transfer and the
committee were informed that the JARAC will be consulted on any
revisions.

RESOLVED:
The report and the Scheme of Delegation and Consent November 2012
were noted.
12/13

FINANCIAL
ORDERS

REGULATIONS

AND

CONTRACT

STANDING

12.1 The Financial Regulations and Contract Standing Orders were
attached at Appendix A.
RESOLVED
The report and associated document was noted.
13/13

ARRANGEMENTS FOR THE
STATEMENT OF ACCOUNTS

PREPARATION

OF

THE

13.1 Members were advised of the changes to the final accounts process
both nationally and locally and the statement of Accounting Policies
for the Commissioner and the Chief Constable were attached at
Appendices A & B respectively.
13.2 An amendment to appendix B was noted within the para ‘Accruals of
Expenditure’ which should read “Activity is accounted for in the year
it takes place, not simply when cash payments are made”.
RESOLVED:
1.
The report was noted.
2.
The Statement of Accounting Policies was approved.
14/13

ANY OTHER BUSINESS
14.1 The Treasurer explained to the committee that the Code of
Corporate Governance was being prepared and would hopefully be
ready by end of March. This would then be presented to a future
meeting of the JARAC.
5
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Section B
Part I For Publication

JOINT AUDIT, RISK AND ASSURANCE COMMITTEE
20 JUNE 2013
REPORT OF THE TREASURER

5:

TERMS OF REFERENCE, MEETING PROTOCOL AND FUTURE
MEETING DATES

1.

PURPOSE OF THE REPORT

1.1

To provide the Committee with the terms of reference and the meetings and
general protocol that will provide a framework to operate the meetings within.
Also detailed are the future meeting dates of the JARAC 2013/14.

2.

INFORMATION AND ANALYSIS

2.1

The Police and Crime Commissioner and Chief Constable have established
the Joint Audit Risk and Assurance Committee (JARAC) and have given it a
number of responsibilities within its terms of reference. The Committee are
asked to consider and note the terms of reference (attached as Appendix A)
and the meetings and general protocol (attached as Appendix B) which will
enable good governance at meetings.

2.2

Members are asked to note the future meeting dates of the Committee as
follows:
20 June 2013
26 September 2013
17 December 2013
13 March 2014

All meetings will commence at 09:30 and will be held at Police
Headquarters, Ripley.
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3.

RECOMMENDATIONS

i.

To note the future meeting dates of the JARAC, the terms of reference and
the meetings and general protocol for the Joint, Audit, Risk and Assurance
Committee.

4.

IMPLICATIONS

All implications are assessed and scored to the table below.
HIGH – supporting explanation and narrative required and to be contained
within the report
MEDIUM – narrative to be contained within the report at the discretion of the
author
LOW – no narrative required

LOW

MEDIUM

HIGH

Crime & Disorder
Environmental
Equality & Diversity
Financial
Health & Safety
Human Rights
Legal
Personnel

Contact details

Helen Boffy

in the event

External telephone number: 03001226005

of enquiries

Email address: Helen.boffy.4808@derbyshire.pnn.police.uk

BACKGROUND PAPERS
None
ATTACHMENTS
Appendix A. JARAC Terms of Reference
Appendix B. Meetings and general Protocol
2
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DERBYSHIRE CONSTABULARY
POLICE AND CRIME COMMISSIONER FOR DERBYSHIRE

TERMS OF REFERENCE FOR
JOINT AUDIT, RISK & ASSURANCE COMMITTEE
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1.

INTRODUCTION

1.1

In line with the principles of good governance as laid down by the
Chartered Institute of Public Finance & Accountancy (CIPFA) and the
Financial Management Code of Practice for the Police Service of
England and Wales, this independent Joint Audit, Risk & Assurance
Committee (JARAC) has been established, covering the separate roles
and offices of both the Police & Crime Commissioner (PCC) and the
Chief Constable.

1.2

The Office of PCC and Chief Constable are intrinsically linked by the
priorities of the Police and Crime Plan and therefore it is in the best
interests of the public, value for money and probity that a Joint Audit,
Risk and Assurance Committee (JARAC) is established.

1.3

To give the Police and Crime Commissioner and the Chief Constable
the opportunity to be involved in the recruitment of a permanent
Committee, an interim committee will be in place for the period 22
November 2012 to 31 March 2013.

1.4

These Terms of Reference (TOR) cover both an interim and a long
term solution. Where the interim arrangements differ, this is shown
accordingly by reference to the (Interim) JARAC.

1.5

The purpose of the JARAC is to provide independent assurance of the
adequacy the following:






The risk management and the internal control framework operated
by the PCC and the Chief Constable.
The effectiveness of their respective governance arrangements
including providing for value for money services.
Appointment, support and keep under review the work of internal
and external auditors as they provide assurance on risk
management, internal controls and the annual accounts through
their work.
The financial reporting process.

1.6

The JARAC is a non-executive Committee and has no executive
powers, other than those specifically detailed in these Terms of
Reference.

1.7

The JARAC will establish effective communication with the PCC and
Chief Constable, their nominated representatives, their respective Chief
Finance Officers, Head of Internal Audit, the External Auditor and other
relevant stakeholders, including the Police and Crime Panel, for the
purpose of fulfilling these terms of reference. A working protocol will be
established to ensure that this is achieved by all parties.
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2.

MEMBERSHIP

2.1

The JARAC will have a Chair, a deputy chair and three other members,
all of whom must be independent of the PCC, the Chief Constable and
the Police and Crime Panel.

2.2

Members of the Interim JARAC shall be recruited from volunteers
drawn from the members of the Derbyshire Police Authority. The
Interim JARAC will consist of four members who will appoint a Chair at
the meeting in March 2013. The Chair will hold the casting vote.

2.3

Members of the JARAC shall be recruited by the JARAC Chair on
application and through open competition, in conjunction with the Police
and Crime Commissioner and Chief Constable or their representatives.
They shall be recruited to ensure that the JARAC has all the necessary
skills and experience to fulfil its terms of reference, in accordance with
the job description for JARAC members. To ensure the independence
of the JARAC, members shall not be:






A standing or ex-PCC or Chief Constable.
A member or ex-member of a Police and Crime Panel.
Serving police officers or any person who has served as a police
officer within the last 5 years.
Currently serving officers of councils within the force area.
Have no direct or indirect fiduciary relationship with the
Constabulary i.e. a member of any partnership body.

2.4

The Chair of the JARAC will be jointly recruited by the PCC and the
Chief Constable and will serve for one term in this role as Chair.

2.5

All JARAC Members will serve for a maximum of 2 terms, each term
being a maximum of 5 years. To ensure continuity, where possible,
members shall be rotated on and off the JARAC in turn rather than as a
group, therefore the term of membership for the JARAC will be
determined on recruitment of the member.

2.6

The deputy Chair is selected by a vote by members of the JARAC. The
deputy will serve for one term only in this role. The deputy Chair will
act as Chair at meetings in the absence of the Chair. If the Chair can no
longer continue in this role, the deputy Chair will act as the Chair until
the formal appointment of a new Chair. The deputy Chair will not
automatically become the new Chair, although may apply for the post of
Chair as part of the recruitment and replacement process run by the
PCC and Chief Constable.

2.7

All members of the JARAC will be subject to an independent annual
appraisal, the outcomes will inform the member development
programme. See paragraph 9.4 of these terms of reference.
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2.8

On joining the JARAC, each member must attend an induction training
course to help them understand the roles of the PCC and the Chief
Constable, the Police and Crime Committee and the organisations
pertaining to the PCC and Chief Constable. Further training on specific
relevant topics will be provided as necessary, according to the
members’ own relevant experience and emerging business needs of
the JARAC. Members of the JARAC will be expected to attend all such
training and to develop their skills as part of a member development
programme. Training needs will be considered during the annual
appraisal process and a training & development programme
established both for the JARAC and its individual members as
appropriate.

2.9

In accordance with the JARAC members code of conduct, each
member will be required to record any conflicts of interest in the register
of pecuniary and non-pecuniary interests. In addition, JARAC members
will be required to disclose any such interests at the commencement of
any meeting where there is a need to do so due to the nature of the
JARAC agenda, or immediately if they arise unexpectedly in
discussion.

3

RIGHTS

3.1

The JARAC may with reasonable justification and with prior agreement
of the PCC and Chief Constable, procure specialist ad-hoc advice to
obtain additional skills, knowledge and experience at the expense of
the PCC and Chief Constable to support the JARAC in the achievement
of its terms of reference. This will be considered appropriate where
specialist advice is not available within the existing JARAC support
arrangements or it is not considered appropriate to use this support.

3.2

Only members of the JARAC have the right to vote on matters.

3.3

The members of the JARAC will be remunerated and reimbursed for all
expenses incurred in the fulfilment of their JARAC duties, roles and
responsibilities in accordance with the schedule of allowances and
expenses agreed by the PCC and Chief Constable. The allowances
and expenses of the Interim JARAC are detailed in par 3.4

3.4

The members of the Interim JARAC will be remunerated and
reimbursed for all expenses incurred in the fulfilment of their Interim
JARAC duties, roles and responsibilities in line with the allowances
specified as follows


for a full day attendance (more than 4 hours including travel)
Chair £263.94; Ordinary Member £211.15.
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for a part day attendance (less than 4 hours including travel)
Chair £130.62; Ordinary Member £104.50.
Notional preparation and reading time, per hour £15.00
Travel by car £0.45 per mile irrespective of engine size
Car parking: costs incurred, receipt required
Travel by taxi: costs incurred, receipt required
Carer or child care: costs incurred 1 , receipt required

SUPPORT

4.1

The Chair, in conjunction with the PCC and Chief Constable has
particular responsibility for ensuring that the work of the JARAC is
appropriately resourced, including appropriate secretariat support and
any other specialist support necessary to ensure its members are
effective in their role. The JARAC Chair has a duty to report any
shortfall in the level of support to the PCC and Chief Constable in the
first instance and in a public report if this is not remedied.

4.2

The allocation of secretariat support to the JARAC and its funding will
be agreed between the PCC and Chief Constable. This will include
ensuring that best practice as contained in relevant good governance
codes and protocols are upheld so that the JARAC is effective and the
members independence is maintained.

5

FREQUENCY AND NOTICE OF MEETINGS

5.1

The Interim JARAC will meet in March 2013.

5.2

The JARAC will meet at four times a year after March 2013. The
calendar of meetings shall be agreed at the start of each financial year.
One meeting shall be dedicated to the scrutiny of the statement of
accounts of the PCC and Chief Constable before submission to
external audit.

5.3

Further meetings outside of the normal cycle of the JARAC can be
convened at the request of the JARAC Chair or any of its members,
subject to agreement by the Chair.

5.4

The PCC and or CC may ask the JARAC to convene further meetings
to discuss particular issues on which they want the JARAC’s advice.

1

The carer cannot be a member of the claimant’s household;
The minimum rate will be the adult hourly minimum wage, and the maximum rate
will be £11.72 (the hourly weekday rate charged locally to Derby City Council for
a home care assistant).
The payment is payable only in respect of children aged 16 or under and in
respect of other dependants where there is medical or social work evidence that
care is required.
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5.5

Meetings can be requested by the external or internal auditors where
this is considered necessary and on agreement of the JARAC Chair.

5.6

Unless otherwise agreed, formal notice of each meeting confirming the
venue, time and date together with the agenda of items to be
discussed, will be forwarded to each member of the JARAC, any other
person required to attend and all other appropriate persons determined
by the Chair, no later than five working days before the date of the
meeting.

5.7

Any meetings held outside the normal cycle of meetings should be
convened with a minimum notice of five working days. Extraordinary or
urgent meetings may be held with less notice but should be for
exceptional matters only, subject to the Chair’s agreement and quorum
requirements. In this case the agenda and any supporting papers will
be sent to the JARAC members and to other attendees at the same
time as the meeting notice is sent out, recognising that if the matter is
so urgent that there may only be an oral report. If this is the case then
this will be identified on the agenda.

6

ATTENDANCE AT MEETINGS

6.1

Members of the JARAC are expected to attend all meetings. If two or
more meetings are missed in a year, this will be discussed as part of
the annual appraisal. Regular non-attendance of JARAC members will
lead to their removal as a member of the JARAC on agreement by the
Chair.

6.2

The PCC and Chief Constable, will attend all meetings of the JARAC,
or ensure that they are suitably and appropriately represented,
therefore ensuring that the purpose of the meeting is not compromised
and that the members are able to appropriately fulfil their
responsibilities. In addition, the Police Reform and Social Responsibility
Act 2011, Section 114 of the Local Government Finance Act 1988 and
the Audit and Accounts Regulations 2011 assign a number of statutory
responsibilities to each of the Chief Finance Officers of the PCC and
Chief Constable. Given the nature of these responsibilities it is
expected that both the Chief Finance Officers of the PCC and the Chief
Constable will attend all meetings of the JARAC, or where this is not
possible then their nominated representatives.

6.3

The Head of Internal Audit and representatives of the external auditor
will be invited to attend meetings on a regular basis. The JARAC should
meet with the Head of Internal Audit and representatives of the external
auditor separately and privately at least once a year.
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6.4

A minimum of three members of the JARAC or the Interim JARAC must
be present for the meeting to be deemed quorate, one of whom must
be either the Chair or deputy Chair.

6.5

All JARAC meetings will be held in public with the matters discussed
being placed in the public domain. Where items are considered
commercially sensitive or contain issues which are deemed confidential
or relate to a member of staff the JARAC may sit privately, that is,
excluding members of the public or press, and will record their reasons
for this decision in the public domain.

6.6

The JARAC may hold private informal meetings e.g. for briefing and
training purposes without any non-members present if they so decide.
Decisions cannot be taken at such meetings.

7
7.1

8

ACCESS
The Chief Finance Officers, Head of Internal Audit and the
representative of external auditor of the PCC and Chief Constable will
have free and confidential access to the Chair of the JARAC.
MINUTES OF MEETINGS

8.1

The secretary of the JARAC will record the names of those present at
the meeting, write minutes, including the key points and decisions of all
JARAC meetings, along with any actions stemming from discussion
that need to be taken before the next meeting. The minutes of the
previous meeting must be approved by the JARAC and signed by the
chair as a true record at each meeting.

8.2

The secretary of the JARAC will establish, at the beginning of each
meeting, the existence of any conflicts of interest and minute them
accordingly, see also paragraph 2.9 of these terms of reference.

8.3

The unsigned and unapproved minutes of the most recent JARAC
meeting will be circulated promptly and no later than ten working days
after the meeting to all members of the JARAC, to the PCC and the
Chief Constable along with their nominated representative at the
JARAC, the Chief Finance Officers of the PCC and Chief Constable
and to the internal and external auditors, once they have been
approved by the Chair or deputy Chair in the Chair’s absence.

8.4

The minutes of the JARAC will be placed in the public domain as soon
as these have been approved and signed by the Chair, with exclusion
to any matter deemed private and confidential, as per paragraph 6.5 of
these terms of reference.

9

REPORTING
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9.1

The Chair of the Interim JARAC will provide the PCC and Chief
Constable with a Report in the name of the Interim JARAC at the end
of its tenure in March 2013, summarising its conclusions from the work
it has done during the previous 4 months and drawing attention to any
significant or emerging issues as appropriate. This report will be placed
in the public domain following its discussion with the PCC and Chief
Constable along with their responses. The Chair will be responsible for
dealing with any public or media questions relating to that report.

9.2

The Chair of the JARAC will provide the PCC and Chief Constable with
an Annual Report in the name of the JARAC, timed to support
finalisation of the accounts and the Annual Governance Statement,
summarising its conclusions from the work it has done during the year
and drawing attention to any significant or emerging issues as
appropriate. This report will be placed in the public domain following its
discussion with the PCC and Chief Constable along with their
responses. The Chair will be responsible for dealing with any public or
media questions relating to that report.

9.3

The JARAC will, having regard to best governance practice, review
these terms of reference annually and make any changes deemed
necessary in consultation with the PCC and Chief Constable.

9.4

The JARAC will annually review its own performance to ensure it is
fulfilling its terms of reference and operating effectively. In doing so it
will make any recommendations for change to the PCC and Chief
Constable. This annual review of performance will include an individual
appraisal of all members of the JARAC, including the Chair. The
performance review of the JARAC and its members will be
commissioned and undertaken independently.

10
10.1

RESPONSIBILITIES
Risk
Management,
responsibilities

Governance

and

internal

control

The JARAC will obtain assurance in connection with the following:
10.1.1. The establishment and maintenance of an effective system of risk
management, integrated governance and internal control, across the
whole of the PCC and Chief Constable activities that supports the
achievement of the objectives of the Police and Crime plan, ensuring
probity, value for money and good governance.
10.1.2. The timely implementation of any actions necessary to ensure
compliance with all internal standards and best practice, both financial
and non-financial operated by the PCC and Chief Constable.
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10.1.3. The adequacy of relevant disclosure statements, in particular the
Annual Governance Statement, together with any accompanying
Head of Internal Audit report, external audit opinion, risk register or
other appropriate independent assurances, prior to endorsement by
the PCC and / or the Chief Constable.
10.1.4. The adequacy of arrangements for ensuring compliance with relevant
regulatory, legal and code of conduct requirements and fraud and
corruption as set out in Secretary of State Directives and other
relevant bodies or professional standards.
10.1.5. The JARAC will recommend for adoption the Annual Governance
Statement for the PCC and Chief Constable.
10.2. Internal audit responsibilities
It is anticipated that the PCC and Chief Constable will engage the same
internal auditors. The role of the JARAC in relation to internal audit will include
advising the PCC and Chief Constable on the following:
10.2.1. Consider and make recommendations on the provision of internal
auditors, including appointment, assessment of performance and
dismissal.
10.2.2. Review and advise on the internal audit strategy and annual internal
audit plan, ensuring that this :
 is consistent with professional standards;
 meets the audit needs of PCC and Chief Constable; and
 provides the JARAC with adequate coverage for the
purpose of obtaining appropriate levels of assurance over
the adequacy of the risk management, governance and
internal control environment of both the PCC and Chief
Constable.
10.2.3. Consider the Head of Internal Audit’s annual report and opinion, and a
summary of audit activity (actual and proposed) and the level of
assurance it gives over the risk management and governance
arrangements of the PCC and Chief Constable.
10.2.4. Consider the findings of internal audit reports (or their summaries),
the assurance provided and the adequacy of the response by the
PCC and / or Chief Constable.
10.2.5. Commissioning additional work from the internal auditor, having
regard to any actual or potential conflicts of interest.
10.2.6. Ensuring co-ordination between the internal and external auditors to
optimise audit resources.
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10.2.7. Annually review the effectiveness of internal audit.
10.2.8. Where the JARAC considers there is evidence of ultra vires
transactions, evidence of improper acts, or if there are other
important matters that the JARAC wishes to raise, the chair of the
JARAC must raise the matter with the PCC and Chief Constable and
where appropriate seek legal advice if required. Exceptionally, the
matter may need to be referred directly to the external auditor, HMIC
and / or the Home Office e.g. fraud suspicion directly involving the
PCC or Chief Constable.
10.3. External audit responsibilities
It is anticipated that the PCC and Chief Constable will engage the same
external auditors. The role of the JARAC in relation to external audit will
include advising the PCC and Chief Constable on the following:
10.3.1. Consider and make recommendations on the provision of external
auditors, including appointment and dismissal in conjunction with the
Audit Commission who are currently responsible for the appointment
of external auditors in England to bodies subject to audit under the
Audit Commission Act 1998.
10.3.2. Review, advise on and endorse the external audit strategy and annual
audit plan, ensuring that this is consistent with professional standards
and the External Audit Code of Audit Practice.
10.3.3. Consider the external auditor’s annual letter, relevant reports and the
report to those charged with governance.
10.3.4. Consider specific reports as agreed with the external auditor.
10.3.5. Commissioning work from the external auditor, having regard to any
actual or potential conflicts of interest.
10.3.6. Consider major findings of external audit work and the adequacy of
response of the PCC and / or Chief Constable
10.3.7. Ensuring co-ordination between the internal and external auditors to
optimise audit resources.
10.3.8. Annually review the effectiveness of external audit.
10.4. Annual Accounts of the PCC and Chief Constable
The JARAC will:
10.4.1. Review and scrutinise the annual statement of accounts prior to their
external audit. Specifically, it will seek assurances whether
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appropriate accounting policies have been followed and whether
there are any concerns arising from the financial statements.
10.4.2. Consider the external auditor’s report to those charged with
governance on issues arising from the audit of accounts.
11

INFORMATION REQUIREMENT

11.1

For each meeting the JARAC will be provided with:
 A report summarising any significant changes to the PCC and Chief
Constable risk and controls profile and any action planned in
response.
 A report on any governance matters arising or a note that no
governance matters have arisen since the last meeting and any
action planned in response.
 A progress report from the head of internal audit summarising:
o Work performed and a comparison with work planned
o Key issues emerging from internal audit work
o Management response to audit recommendations
o Changes to the periodic plan
o Any resourcing issues affecting the delivery of internal audit
objectives
 A progress report from the external audit representative
summarising work done and emerging findings.
 A summary report of actions being tracked and progress made in
connection with their implementation on significant risk, governance
and internal controls matters. Thereby providing for an on-going
process of follow-up.

Alan Charles
Police and Crime Commissioner for Derbyshire

Mick Creedon QPM
Chief Constable of Derbyshire Constabulary
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Version 2
Effective from 14 December 2012
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MEETINGS AND GENERAL PROTOCOL 1
Meetings of the Strategic Governance Board of Police and Crime Commissioner for
Derbyshire and the JARAC

1.

The Police and Crime Commissioner for Derbyshire shall determine and
publish the schedule of meetings annually at the start of the financial year.

2.

Police and Crime Commissioner for Derbyshire’s decision making body will
be the Strategic Governance Board.

3.

Any ordinary meetings of the Strategic Governance Board convened by the
Police and Crime Commissioner for the transaction of general business shall
be held in public on such days as may be determined by the Police and Crime
Commissioner.

4.

The Police and Crime Commissioner may call a special meeting of the
Strategic Governance Board at any time. If the office of Police and Crime
Commissioner is vacant, or if the Police and Crime Commissioner is unable to
act for any reason, the Deputy Police and Crime Commissioner may at any
time call a special meeting of the Strategic Governance Board.

5.

The term “year” means the period from 1st April in one calendar year to 31st
March in the next following year.

6.

Unless the Police and Crime Commissioner otherwise determines, all
meetings of the Strategic Governance Board shall be held at 14.00 on a
Monday. The venue will be determined to afford public access across the
county.

7.

Save as provided elsewhere in these Meetings and General Protocols, all
meetings of the Strategic Governance Board, including any committee, subcommittee and working party meetings shall be called by the Chief Executive.
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MEETINGS AND GENERAL PROTOCOL 2
Chair of the Strategic Governance Board Meeting
1.

The Chair of the Strategic Governance Board shall be the Police and Crime
Commissioner or his/her deputy.

2.

Any power or duty of the Chair in relation to the conduct of a meeting may be
exercised by the person presiding at the meeting.

MEETINGS AND GENERAL PROTOCOL 3
Quorum
1.

The quorum for meetings of the Strategic Governance Board shall be at least
the presence of the Police and Crime Commissioner or their deputy. The
quorum for the JARAC shall be three

2.

If during any meeting of the Strategic Governance Board the meeting
becomes inquorate the meeting shall stand adjourned. The consideration of
any business not transacted shall be adjourned to a time fixed by the Police
and Crime Commissioner at the time the meeting is adjourned, or, if no time
not fixed, to the next ordinary meeting of the Strategic Governance Board.

MEETINGS AND GENERAL PROTOCOL 4
Minutes of the Strategic Governance Board and JARAC
1.

Minutes of every meeting of the Strategic Governance Board and JARAC
shall be signed at the same or next suitable meeting of the Strategic
Governance Board by the person presiding thereat.

2.

Matters arising may only be allowed at the discretion of the Chair.

3.

If no such matter is raised, or if it is raised, then as soon as it has been
disposed of the Chair shall sign the minutes.
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MEETINGS AND GENERAL PROTOCOL 5
Agenda Items
1.

The Agenda for a meeting of the Strategic Governance Board shall include
consideration of any item requested by the Police and Crime Commissioner,
the Deputy Police and Crime Commissioner or the Chief Constable, subject to
the Chief Executive receiving written notice at least 10 days before the date of
the meeting.

2.

Subject to the provisions within the Police and Social Responsibility Act 2011,
the Freedom of Information Act 2000 and the Local Police Body (Specified
Information) Orders 2011 and 2012, the Strategic Governance Board reports
and documents marked as “Confidential”, “Exempt”, “Restricted”, “Part II” or
“not for publication” shall be treated as confidential until they become public in
the ordinary course of the Strategic Governance Board’s business.

MEETINGS AND GENERAL PROTOCOL 6
Adjournment of Meetings
1.

If the Chair seeks to adjourn the meeting so that it may be continued at a later
hour or on another occasion s/he may do so.

2.

On the resumption after adjournment of a meeting the Strategic Governance
Board shall proceed to the further consideration of the adjourned business as
though the meeting had been continuous for the purposes of these Meeting
Protocols.

MEETINGS AND GENERAL PROTOCOL 7
Decisions, Reserved Matters and Urgency Powers
1.

The decision of the Police and Crime Commissioner or the Deputy Police and
Crime Commissioner is final.

2.

A decision shall be recorded in the minutes of the Strategic Governance
Board meeting and shall be published on the website of the Police and Crime
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Commissioner for Derbyshire as soon as possible after the decision has been
taken.
3.

Decisions taken between Strategic Governance Board meetings shall be
reported to the next Board meeting.

4.

There is a presumption that all decisions not delegated to the officers will be
made by the Police and Crime Commissioner in consultation with/at the SGB.
In the event that a decision is needed in respect of an urgent matter that
cannot wait for the next meeting of the SGB, the Police and Crime
Commissioner or their representative in their absence, may make the relevant
decision, if necessary after consulting the Chief Constable in accordance with
the reserved decisions.

5.

The Police and Crime Commissioner may make any decision that is an
exercise of his/her statutory function and does not breach the Policing
Protocol Order 2011 or the Financial Management Code of Practice.
However any decision on the Reserved Matters listed here will be made after
consultation with the Chief Constable and taken at the Strategic Governance
Board. The reserved matters referred to are

i.

How the PCC expects the funds provided to the Chief Constable for
policing to be applied

ii.

How the PCC will hold the Chief Constable to account for the day to
day management of the funds provided to the Chief Constable for
policing

iii.

How the Chief Constable will carry out their duty to assist in the
exercise of the PCC’s functions

iv.

Completion of any contract for the supply of goods, services, or
works, which are outside the remit given under Contract Regulations
and Scheme of Consent/Delegation

v.

Acquisition of any land by the PCC

vi.

Disposal of any land owned by the PCC
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vii.

Variation of any completed contract which is outside the remit given
under Financial Regulations

viii.

Approval or disapproval of any expenditure proposal, settlement
proposal (subject to having been written within the Financial
Procedure Rules) or issue concerning a Significant Case i.e. any
case (whether or not it involves litigation) where any one or more of
the following criteria are met:
a.

A Tribunal or court hearing is likely to generate significant
publicity

b.

There is potential to call into question the effectiveness of the
constabulary’s response likely to have a significant impact on
the confidence of the victim, their family and/or the community
and/or damage the reputation of the Derbyshire Constabulary or
PCC

c.

Any case that is likely to attract an unusually high compensation
award (£50,000 or over) or any liability that the PCC might
reasonably regard as being novel, contentious or repercussive

d.

Discriminatory behaviour is alleged by the appellant

e.

The case has significant policy / operational / legal implications
for the PCC or the Derbyshire Constabulary

f.

Involves issues of principle and/or financial policy e.g. medical
retirements

ix.

Determination of the charges for special police services

x.

Development and monitoring of any collaboration arrangement with
other PCCs and chief constables whether inside or outside the East
Midland region

xi.

Approval of budget virements, which are outside the remit given
under Financial Regulations

xii.

Approval of the write off of all debts in excess of £10,000
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MEETINGS AND GENERAL PROTOCOL 8
General Disturbances
1.

If a member of the public interrupts the proceedings at any meeting the Chair
shall warn him/her. If he/she continues the interruption the Chair shall order
his/her removal from the room. In case of general disturbance in any part of
the room open to the public the Chair shall order that part to be cleared.

2.

If, in the opinion of the Chair, misconduct or obstruction renders the due and
orderly dispatch of business impossible, the Chair, in addition to any other
power vested in him/her, may suspend the meeting for a period not exceeding
30 minutes.

MEETINGS AND GENERAL PROTOCOL 9
Interests in Contracts and Other Matters
1.

The Police and Crime Commissioner or the Deputy Police and Crime
Commissioner or a member of the JARAC shall withdraw from any meeting if
s/he has a disclosable pecuniary interest within the meaning of Paragraph 1
of Schedule A to the Police and Crime Commissioner‘s Code of Conduct and
the Code of Conduct for Audit, Risk and Assurance Committee members,
unless there is a dispensation from the Chief Executive. Where the Police
and Crime Commissioner, Deputy Police and Crime Commissioner or
member of the JARAC has declared an interest at a meeting, left the meeting
and has chosen to remain within easy reach, s/he shall be recalled before any
further business has begun.

2.

The Police and Crime Commissioner and Deputy Crime Commissioner will
record any interests in accordance with the Code of Conduct on the face of
the decision record.
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MEETINGS AND GENERAL PROTOCOL 10
Record of Attendances
1.

All those attending a meeting of the Strategic Governance Board, or any
committee

or

sub-committee

convened

by

the

Police

and

Crime

Commissioner of which he/she is a member, shall sign his/her name in the
attendance book or sheet provided for that purpose.

MEETINGS AND GENERAL PROTOCOL 11
Canvassing of and Recommendations for appointment by the Police and Crime
Commissioner, the Deputy Police and Crime Commissioner or the Chief Constable
1.

Canvassing of the Police and Crime Commissioner, the Deputy Police and
Crime Commissioner, the Chief Constable or any executive officers of the
Office of the Police and Crime Commissioner (OPCC) directly or indirectly for
any appointment under the OPCC, as a police officer or member of Police
Staff, shall disqualify the candidate concerned for that appointment.

The

purport of this paragraph of this Meeting and General Protocol shall be
included in any form of application.
2.

A member of the Strategic Governance Board shall not solicit for any person
any appointment under the Strategic Governance Board or as a police officer,
but this shall not preclude a member from giving a written testimonial of a
candidate’s ability, experience, or character for submission to the Strategic
Governance Board or the Chief Constable with an application for
appointment.

MEETINGS AND GENERAL PROTOCOL 12
Relatives of the Police and Crime Commissioner, the Deputy Police and Crime
Commissioner or Employees
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1.

A candidate for any appointment under the Police and Crime Commissioner
who knows that he/she is related to the Police and Crime Commissioner or
Deputy Police and Crime Commissioner shall disclose that relationship in
his/her application. A candidate who fails to disclose such a relationship shall
be liable to be disqualified for the appointment and if appointed shall be liable
to dismissal without notice.

2.

Every senior officer of the Police and Crime Commissioner’s Office shall
disclose to the Chief Executive any relationship known to him/her to exist
between him/herself and any person who s/he knows is a candidate for an
appointment by the Police and Crime Commissioner.

3.

The purport of this General Protocol shall be included in any form of
application.

4.

For the purpose of this General Protocol “senior officer” means any officer so
designated by the Police and Crime Commissioner or under the Police
Reform & Social Responsibility Act 2011.

MEETINGS AND GENERAL PROTOCOL 13
Sealing and Attestation of Documents

1.

The common seal of the Police and Crime Commissioner for Derbyshire shall
be kept in a safe place in the custody of the Chief Executive.

2.

The common seal of the Police and Crime Commissioner for Derbyshire shall
be affixed to a document only on:

(a)

a resolution of the Strategic Governance Board;

(b)

a resolution of a committee or sub-committee which the Police and
Crime Commissioner has empowered to authorise the use of the
seal;

(c)

a decision by the Police and Crime Commissioner, the Deputy
Police and Crime Commissioner, the Strategic Governance Board,
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or by a duly authorised committee, sub-committee or officer, to do
anything where a document under the common seal is necessary to
complete the action.
3.

The affixing of the common seal shall be attested by the Chief Executive or
the person authorised by him/her. An entry of every sealing shall be made
and numbered consecutively in a book kept for the purpose and shall be
signed by the person who shall have attested the seal.

4.

In addition to any other person who may be authorised by the Police and
Crime Commissioner for the purpose, the proper officer for the purpose is the
Chief Executive.

MEETINGS AND GENERAL PROTOCOL 14
Petitions
1.

Any petition signed by ten or more members of the public and not required to
be dealt with under a procedure regulated by law shall be reported to the
Police and Crime Commissioner as quickly as possible. At the request of the
petitioners they will be given the opportunity to meet the Police and Crime
Commissioner or his/her nominee.

MEETINGS AND GENERAL PROTOCOL 15
Recordings at Meetings
1.

No-one may make unauthorised recordings of any kind other than written
notes unless the Chair has given permission.

If anyone does so without

permission the Chair can either require the person to leave at once and/or
adjourn the meeting for as long as s/he thinks fit.

MEETINGS AND GENERAL PROTOCOL 16
Attendance at the exempt stage of Strategic Governance Board Meetings
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1.

Only the following may remain at the exempt stage of a Strategic Governance
Board Meeting:
(a)

The Police and Crime Commissioner and the Deputy Police and
Crime Commissioner

2.

(b)

ACPO Officers

(c)

The Chief Executive

(d)

The Treasurer

(e)

The Director of Finance & Business Services

(f)

The Deputy Chief Executive

(g)

The OPPC Officer taking the Minutes

(h)

The subject matter expert

Subject Matter Experts (SMEs) may be invited to attend for specific items.
Their presence should generally be limited to the agenda item in question and
they should wait to be called into the meeting by the Chief Executive or
his/her representative, as and when required. They should then leave on the
completion of the item.

3.

Exempt papers for Strategic Governance Board meetings will be distributed
only to those listed at sub paragraphs a-h.

MEETINGS AND GENERAL PROTOCOL 17
Joint Audit Risk and Assurance Committee
1.

The terms of reference of the Joint Audit Risk Assurance Committee shall be
determined by the Police and Crime Commissioner and the Chief Constable.

2.

Substitute members of the JARAC are not allowed.

3.

The Chair of the JARAC shall be a joint appointment of the Police and Crime
Commissioner and the Chief Constable.

MEETINGS AND GENERAL PROTOCOL 18
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Appointment of Committees, Sub-Committees and Working Groups
1.

The Police and Crime Commissioner and the Chief Constable may appoint a
committee, sub-committee or working group as they are required to appoint
by or under any statute. They may also appoint other committees, subcommittees or working groups as the Police and Crime Commissioner and
Chief Constable deem appropriate and shall determine the Terms of
Reference.

2.

Subject to any statutory provision the Police and Crime Commissioner, Chief
Constable or the Strategic Governance Board:
(a)

shall determine the period of the appointment of any member of a
committee or sub-committee so as to hold office no later than the
Police and Crime Commissioner leaves office;

(b)

may at any time dissolve a committee or sub-committee or alter its
membership; every vacancy on a committee or sub-committee shall
be reported by the Chief Executive at the first meeting of the
Strategic Governance Board after the vacancy has arisen and the
Strategic Governance Board may thereupon proceed to fill the
vacancy.

3.

Every committee, sub-committee or working group appointed by the Police
and Crime Commissioner, Chief Constable or Strategic Governance Board
may appoint sub-committees for purposes to be specified by the committee or
working group. Subject to the requirements of the Police Reform & Social
Responsibility Act 2011, these Meetings and General Protocols and to any
resolution of the Strategic Governance Board in that behalf, may delegate to
any such sub-committee any power duty or responsibility delegated to the
committee by the Strategic Governance Board.

4.

A committee shall not appoint any member of a sub-committee or working
group so as to hold office later than the end of the term of the incumbent
Police and Crime Commissioner at the time of the appointment and may at
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any time dissolve a sub-committee or working group and also alter its
membership. (This does not apply to the JARAC where members can run for
a maximum of two terms. A term being five years).

5.

The Police and Crime Commissioner and Deputy Police and Crime
Commissioner may attend and speak at a meeting of any committee, subcommittee, working group or JARAC of which they are not members.

6.

These Meetings and General Protocols shall, with any necessary
modification, apply to meetings of committees and sub-committees.

MEETINGS AND GENERAL PROTOCOL 19
Meetings of Committees, Sub-Committees and Working groups
1.

The Chair of a committee, sub-committee or working group of the Police and
Crime Commissioner or Deputy Police and Crime Commissioner may cause a
special meeting of the committee, sub-committee or working group to be
called at any time.

2.

A copy of the agenda of every meeting of a committee, sub-committee or
working group together with the index of reports, if any, shall be sent to the
Police and Crime Commissioner and/or the Deputy Police and Crime
commissioner. JARAC agendas shall be sent to the Chief Constable.

MEETINGS AND GENERAL PROTOCOL 20
Proceedings of Committees, Sub-Committees and Working Groups
1.

The quorum of every committee, sub-committee or working group unless a
special quorum is otherwise prescribed, shall be at least one quarter of the
whole number of the committee, sub-committee or working group or two,
whichever is the greater number.

2.

The Police and Crime Commissioner or his/her nominee may attend as an
observer at meetings of committees, sub-committees or working groups,
(except those, which the Strategic Governance Board may from time to time
determine for the purposes of this Meeting and General Protocol) to which
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he/she is not a member, including meetings or items of business from which
the public has been excluded.
3.

If given permission by the Chair of the meeting, anyone attending as an
observer may speak (but not vote) on any matter.

4.

Subject to the provisions within the Police and Social Responsibility Act 2011,
the Freedom of Information Act 2000 and the Local Police Body (Specified
Information) Orders 2011 and 2012, the Strategic Governance Board and all
committee, sub-committee and working group reports and documents marked
as “Confidential”, “Exempt”, “Restricted”, “Part II” or “not for publication” shall
be treated as confidential until they become public in the ordinary course of
the Strategic Governance Board’s business.

5.

Except for the JARAC, no act of a committee, sub-committee or working
group shall have effect until approved by the appointing body except to the
extent that the committee has itself power to act without the approval of the
Strategic Governance Board and the power so to act has been conferred
upon the committee, sub-committee or working group.

MEETINGS AND GENERAL PROTOCOL 21
Chair of Committees, Sub-Committees and Working Groups
1.

The Chair of a committee, sub-committee or working group, which the
Strategic Governance Board may from time to time determine for the
purposes of this Protocol, shall be appointed by the Strategic Governance
Board in accordance with this Meeting and General Protocol and may be
removed by the Strategic Governance Board or may resign. If the Strategic
Governance Board so decides, the appointment of the Chair of a committee,
sub-committee or working group may be left for that body itself to appoint.

2.

The appointment of the Chair of a committee, sub-committee or working
group shall be determined by the Police and Crime Commissioner, Deputy
Police and Crime Commissioner or members of the committee, subcommittee or working group, in accordance with its Terms of reference.
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3.

If the Chair of a committee or sub-committee is absent from a meeting of the
committee, sub-committee or working group, the members present shall
choose one of their number to preside over the meeting, subject to paragraph
(5) of this Meeting and General Protocol.

4.

If the Chair of a committee, sub-committee or working group arrives at a
meeting of the committee, sub-committee or working group after the time for
which the meeting has been summoned, he/she shall preside over the
meeting after any item of business under discussion on his/her arrival has
been disposed of but not before then.

MEETINGS AND GENERAL PROTOCOL 22
Variation and Revocation of Meetings and General Protocols
1.

Any decision to add to, vary or revoke these Meetings and General Protocols
shall be at the discretion of the Police and Crime Commissioner for
Derbyshire, and be reported for recording and publication at the next meeting
of the Strategic Governance Board.

MEETINGS AND GENERAL PROTOCOL 23
Suspension of Meetings and General Protocols
1.

Any of the preceding Meetings and General Protocols may be suspended so
far as regards any business at the meeting where the Police and Crime
Commissioner so determines.

MEETINGS AND GENERAL PROTOCOL 24
Interpretation of Meetings and General Protocols
1.

The ruling of the Police and Crime Commissioner as to the construction or
application of any of these Meetings and General Protocols or as to any
proceedings of the Strategic Governance Board shall be final.
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Police and Crime Commissioner for Derbyshire
Alan Charles

Effective from 22 November 2102
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Section B
For Publication

AGENDA ITEM 6A
JOINT AUDIT, RISK AND ASSURANCE BOARD
20 JUNE 2013

JOINT AUDIT, RISK AND ASSURANCE BOARD
20 JUNE 2013
REPORT OF THE CHIEF CONSTABLE

6A:

HMIC INSPECTION ACTIVITY

1.

PURPOSE OF THE REPORT

1.1

To provide an update to Board members on Her Majesty’s Inspectorate of
Constabulary (HMIC) inspection activity undertaken since the last report to the
Office of the Police and Crime Commissioner on 14 March 2013.

2.

INFORMATION AND ANALYSIS

2.1

Members will be aware that a series of HMIC inspections occur throughout
the year and are carried out to measure the efficiency and effectiveness of the
Force.

2.2

These reports play an important role in helping this committee assess how the
force is responding and managing both the operational and business risks
that it faces. It also alerts the committee to new and additional risks faced by
the Constabulary.
Joint Inspection of Disability Hate Crime

2.3

HMIC published a thematic report on the 21 March 2013, based on a joint
inspection of Disability Hate Crime, with Her Majesty’s Crown Prosecution
Service Inspectorate and Her Majesty’s Inspectorate of Probation, in
Derbyshire, on 27-29 February 2012. The report made seven
recommendations intended to ensure identified good practice is adopted and
becomes more consistent in all areas. Three were joint recommendations for
the Police, CPS and Probation trusts, and one was specifically aimed at
Forces. They are attached at Appendix A for the information of members.

2.4

Pending a national steer on some of the recommendations, Derbyshire
continues to recognise hate crime as a significant aspect of its Equality action
plan and has updated policy, internal training and reporting procedures
accordingly. Derbyshire also plays a key lead in strategic partnership groups
such as the Hate Crime Steering Group and Disproportionality Group.
Joint Inspection of Multi-Agency Child Protection Arrangements

2.5

HMIC has been working jointly with OFSTED, the Care Quality Commission,
HMI Probation and HMI Prisons to develop a multi-agency inspection
framework, which would examine the delivery of child protection services
provided by a range of agencies across England. HMIC has been conducting
a number of pilot inspections with a view to developing a joint inspection
programme beginning in June 2013. The programme was due to be led by
1
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OFSTED with significant contribution from HMIC and the other criminal justice
inspectorates.
2.6

OFSTED has raised a number of concerns following the pilot work, and they
have written to Ministers informing them that they intend to suspend OFSTED
involvement at this time. Therefore the joint inspection of multi-agency child
protection arrangements due to begin in June, is suspended until these issues
are resolved.
HMIC Professional Standards Capability and Capacity Review

2.7

On 12 February 2013, the Home Secretary announced the introduction of a
number of measures in relation to police integrity. These include equipping
the Independent Police Complaints Commission (IPCC) with the capability
and capacity to carry out investigations into all serious and sensitive
allegations made against the police by transferring resources from individual
forces’ professional standards departments (PSDs) to the IPCC.

2.8

The Home Secretary asked a number of key stakeholders (including Chief
Constables and PCCs) to develop proposals as to how this transfer can best
be achieved. She also commissioned HMIC to provide a view on the overall
capability and capacity of forces’ PSDs by the end of April.

2.9

HMIC inspection of Derbyshire finished on the 26 March 2013. Initially this
involved a data collection table, and the re-examination of key documents.
The inspection culminated in a 2 day visit that involved interviews with key
staff, a group discussion and case reviews. There is no known date as yet for
any further directives or decision, as this is a private report for the Home
Secretary.
HMIC - Valuing the Police 3

2.10

In Valuing the Police, HMIC will seek an update on how forces are responding
to the challenge of the spending review, including how the Police and Crime
Commissioners’ (PCC) Police and Crime Plans will be resourced, and a look
ahead to the preparations for 2015/16.

2.11

HMIC completed the inspection of Derbyshire on 23 April 2013 with a
concluding hot debrief provided to the Force and the OPCC. The programme
included comprehensive data collection, public survey work, and in force
fieldwork.

2.12 This will lead to an analysis and assessment of the findings, and publication of
detailed force feedback reports, public facing reports and a thematic report.
The reports are expected in summer 2013.

2
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HMIC Proposed Programme of Inspection Activity 2013/14
2.13

HMIC announced a programme of inspection, for consultation, for the 2013/14
year. Responses were required by 7 May 2013. HM Chief Inspector of
Constabulary will consider respondents’ views and if he decides necessary,
change the proposed inspection programme before putting it to the Home
Secretary for approval. The HMIC proposed programme is attached at
Appendix B, for the information of members.

2.14

The 2013/14 inspection programme also included projects that HMIC is
obliged to undertake by law, or has already been commissioned to carry out in
2013/14 by the Home Secretary. As they are already set to take place, these
projects are not the subjects of consultation.
Joint Inspection of Police Custody Facilities

2.15

HMIC and Her Majesty’s Inspectorate of Prisons (HMIP) have established a
programme of inspections of custody conditions in all police forces in order to
meet statutory requirements.

2.16

Each year there will be a mix of announced and unannounced inspectionswith individual publications for each inspection, and periodic thematic reports
on emerging trends or findings of particular importance. The inspections look
not only at the implementation of statutory requirements, but also at the
conditions of detention and the treatment of detainees.

2.17

Derbyshire hosted an unannounced joint inspection beginning 7 May and
ending 10 May 2013.

2.18

The inspection included the examination of policies and guidance, interviews
with key staff and partners, and observational study in all 3 custody locations.

2.19

A hot debrief of findings was provided at the end of the fieldwork inspection,
and will be formalized with a detailed feedback report in September 2013. An
action plan has already been instigated, and it is anticipated that many of the
recommendations raised will have been addressed prior to receiving the
report.
Forthcoming Strategic Policing Requirement Inspection

2.20

HMIC has announced their intended approach to the Strategic Policing
Requirement (SPR) towards the latter part of 2013.

2.21

Discussions with key stakeholders, such as the National Police Protective
Services Board, the Association of Police and Crime Commissioners (APCC)
and key leaders in the Home Office, Association of Chief Police Officers
(ACPO) and College of Policing, aided the formulation of such an approach.

2.22

The SPR inspection will span more than one business year, with specific
elements within the SPR receiving attention at different stages in the
programme. HMIC will apply a proportionate and risk-based approach and will
3
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cover the national, regional and force arrangements that address the five
national threats:






Terrorism
Civil emergencies
Organised crime
Public order
Large-scale cyber incidents

The first year (2013/14) of inspection activity has three elements:


An examination of the mechanisms by which forces, regions and the
service determine the capabilities and capacity required to counter each of
the five threats, as well as the mechanisms for securing a contribution
from forces, interoperability, consistency and connectivity.



A more detailed exploration at force, regional and national level of the
arrangements physically in place to deal with a large scale public order
incident, or a large scale cyber incident, including a criminal attack.



A review of progress within each region to achieve a consistent set of
capabilities for the regional organised crime units, including how forces are
using the ring-fenced funding offered by the Home Secretary.

2.23

HMIC will not be making any request of forces until after the G8 summit in
June 2013.

3.

RECOMMENDATIONS

3.1

That Members note the contents of the report.

4.

IMPLICATIONS

4.1

Legal/Personnel and Environmental Considerations
HMIC operates under a legal framework set out within the Police Act 1996
and is the primary body that informs parliament and the public about the state
of policing in the UK. Chief Officers and the Police and Crime Commissioner
are obligated to plan policing to meet nationally established standards. The
Home Secretary has reserved powers to deal with persistently underperforming forces.

4.3

Financial Considerations
Recommendations from any inspection activity can carry financial
considerations. Internal inspections have regard to issues of efficiency,
effectiveness and economy.
All implications are assessed and scored to the table below.
HIGH – supporting explanation and narrative required and to be
contained within the report
4
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MEDIUM – narrative to be contained within the report at the discretion of
the author
LOW – no narrative required

Crime & Disorder
Environmental
Equality & Diversity
Financial
Health & Safety
Human Rights
Legal
Personnel

Contact details
for enquiries

LOW
x
x
x

MEDIUM

HIGH

x
x
x
x
x

Name:
Superintendent Kul Mahay
Telephone: 01773 572675
Email:
sgbenquiries@derbyshire.pnn.police.uk

ATTACHMENTS
Appendix A
Appendix B
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Recommendations
Joint
1.

The police, CPS and probation trusts should adopt and publish a
single, clear and uncomplicated definition of a disability hate crime that
is communicated effectively to the public and staff.

2.

The police, CPS and probation trusts, when developing their strategic
aims, should consider disability hate crime and the need for its
reporting to be increased.

3.

The police, CPS and probation trusts should consider how their frontline staff participate in effective disability hate crime training to improve
(as appropriate) investigative, prosecution and rehabilitation skills.

Police
4.

It is in the interest of each police force to review the different methods
by which information is received from the public to ensure that every
opportunity is being taken to identify victims of disability hate crime.

CPS
5.

Regular checks should be put in place to ensure the accuracy of all
CPS data relating to disability hate crime.

6.

Advocates should refer to section 146 of the Criminal Justice Act 2003
as part of the sentencing process (where appropriate) and the
application/outcome should be recorded.

Probation Trusts
7.

Disability hate crime must have a higher priority within the work of the
probation trusts. They should put in place procedures to ensure that
offender managers preparing pre-sentence reports have all necessary
CPS case papers available to them and ensure that plans, where
relevant, always contain (a) objectives to address victim safety/victim
awareness and (b) manage the risk posed by the offender to the victim
or other potential victims.

APPENDIX B
AGENDA ITEM 6A
JOINT AUDIT, RISK AND ASSURANCE BOARD
20 JUNE 2013

HMIC consider that the following six areas of policing would benefit from
inspection during 2013/14:


Freeing up police time – an examination of how police efficiency and
working practices should be improved through the use of modern
technology.



Preventive policing – an examination of police efficiency and
effectiveness in preventing crime.



Police attendance – an inspection of police efficiency and effectiveness in
responding to calls from the public.



Police leadership and culture – an examination of the way the
leadership of the police has responded to the findings of HMIC reports on
Police Integrity and of the Leveson Inquiry report.



Crime data integrity – an inspection of the effectiveness of the police in
dealing with reports of crime by members of the public.



Police use of Automatic Number Plate Recognition (ANPR) – an
examination of the police use of ANPR to prevent crime.
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REPORT OF THE CHIEF CONSTABLE

7A:

FORCE RISK MANAGEMENT

1.

PURPOSE OF THE REPORT

1.1

To assure the Joint Audit, Risk and Assurance Committee (JARAC) of the
arrangements in place with regards to the management of risk.

2.

INFORMATION AND ANALYSIS

2.1

The Chief Constable is responsible for the management of the Force’s
operational and strategic business risks and is supported by an executive team
which determines the Force’s appetite for risk; this is carried out as an ongoing
monitoring process dictated by climate and operational circumstances.

2.2

Effective risk management will also assist the PCC in achieving his vision and
strategic objectives, optimising the quality and efficiency of our service delivery
and upholding and enhancing our reputation. The way the force manage its risk
will impact substantially on the PCC and the same is true for the way the
Commissioner manages his risks. In a lot of cases many of the risks are shared
jointly.

2.2

The PCC’s duties for risk management are twofold. Firstly, the Commissioner
has a responsibility for putting in place arrangements to manage risks he faces,
separate from those of the Force. Secondly, he has responsibility for ensuring
that the Force itself has adequate arrangements for risk management in place.
The management of risk is highlighted as a key factor of all successful
organisations, both within the public and private sector.

2.3

The Force recognises that well managed risk taking is desirable where it offers
opportunities to provide an effective policing service in a more cost effective
manner. It is also a key element of good corporate governance and contributes
to an effective focused organisation that has an understanding of the challenges
it faces.

2.4

No organisation can function without taking risks. The key issue however is
whether they are aware of the risks that they are taking and have taken steps to
mitigate these risks.

2.5

A copy of the Forces Strategic Risk Register is attached at Annex A. This sets
out the strategic risk that the force faces and ranks those risks on the basis of a
1
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matrix that assesses both impact of the risk and the likelihood that it will occur.
The ranking for each risk is also shown on the risk register. This helps to focus
attention on the key red and amber risks that present the biggest challenge to
the force.
2.6

A regular review of the Forces Strategic Risk Register is performed to ensure
that our Senior Officers have a record of the principal risks faced by the force
including the controls and actions planned to mitigate them. The review is also
important to check on whether any risks have increased, often due to external
circumstances beyond our control or indeed have reduced, due to any mitigation
we have taken.

2.7

The remainder of this report focuses on changes that have been made in the
latest review of the Forces business risks.

3.

RISK MANAGEMENT BOARD

3.1

The Force Risk Management Board meets quarterly and is chaired by the
Deputy Chief Constable, with the most recent meeting taking place in May 2013.

3.2

Following the latest review of the Strategic Risk Register the Board considered
updates of high priority (red risks) provided by nominated risk owners; deciding
whether any re-prioritisation/rescoring was necessary and whether both existing
and planned controls in response to high priority risks are both sufficient and
controlled as far as is practicable.

4.

STRATEGIC RISK REGISTER REVIEW – UPDATE

4.1

All risk owners have reviewed their risks via a software solution known as
ORCHID. The relevant senior officer has also been mandated by the Deputy
Chief Constable to consider each risk under their control and in full consultation
with their respective Command or Senior Management teams.

4.2

ORCHID is essentially a database for holding several risk registers, including
the strategic organisational risks and department/BCU level risks. It maintains a
record of the lifetime of the risk through version control, allowing the user to view
all previous versions of a risk to track it over time. It enables the prioritisation of
a force’s risks through common assessment criteria. Each risk has an identified
responsible officer. Risk controls may be allocated to individuals, enabling a
level of tasking and reporting. It demonstrates the governance of risk
management within the organisation. It is available to any authorised user on
the force network of which Leicestershire, Derbyshire, Lincolnshire and
Nottinghamshire forces use the software product to assist in their risk
management processes.

4.3

The key risks including those operational risks with a strategic impact facing the
Force have been assessed, analysed and rescored using the risk matrix. A total
of 57 risks now exist following the latest review and in light of information
obtained from our risk owners. Currently, there is 1 risk with high (Red) residual
2
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scores, 27 with medium (Amber) residual scores and 29 risks with low (Green)
residual scores. The latest review provided an opportunity to our risk owners to
consolidate and archive certain strategic risks. Based on discussion and
updates from risk owners, Board members were satisfied with present scorings
of the Forces high level risks although some risks were rescored based on
updates provided by board members. The rescored and archived risks are
briefly outlined as below:
4.4

Loss of confidence/engagement of local communities, including minority and
hard to reach groups - Risk reviewed monthly by Chief Inspector Community
Safety/Partnerships.
Community
Engagement
STR1190

Previous Score
9 (Red)

Revised Score
9 (Red)

Movement

Current performance levels for public confidence in the Police in Derbyshire is
73.7%. Derbyshire has seen a fall of 1.9% on June 2012 data with the national
rank having deteriorated by 6 places to 24th compared to the previous quarter’s
data. Regional rank (2nd highest) remains the same compared to the previous
quarter’s data. There has been an increasing trend in overall confidence since
September 2009. Too many internal and external factors influence public
confidence for any one activity or set of activities to guarantee an improvement.
Note: This volatility means that the Force should continue to recognise this risk
as currently being ranked as a high.
4.5

Police and Crime Commissioners Transition Governance – Risk reviewed by
Head of Corporate Services.
People
STR1349

Previous Score
9 (Red)

Revised Score
4 (Green)

Movement

The PCC has been in post since November 2012 and within its
structure
a
Deputy PCC has been appointed. A reporting and governance structure has
been agreed and is in place with three Strategic Governance Boards being held
between the Chief Constable and the PCC. The reporting structure for the
boards has also been agreed with an established relationship between the Chief
Executive and the Head of Corporate Services. To date, no significant issues
have been identified and feedback from both OPCC and the Force Executive is
that the relationship and understanding of each others roles and responsibilities
has been established. The appointment of a new Chief Executive is currently at
the selection stage therefore we still have unknown factors that could impact
upon this risk. However, I have taken the decision to reduce the risk scoring
from 9 (red) to 4 (green).
4.6

Reduction in Funding and Uncertainty of funding Levels in Future Years – Risk
reviewed by Head of Strategic Finance.
3
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Finance
STR1192

Previous Score
8 (Amber)

Revised Score
8 (Amber)

Movement

The grant settlement for 2013/14 was announced on 19 December 2012, in
which the Police were protected from the additional 1% departmental budget
reduction for 2013/14 and from the public sector pay freeze announcement. This
means that the Police are being provided with what was in the original spending
review announcement. However, as there was no mention of whether the Police
would be protected from the further 2% departmental cut in 2014/15 and the
impact on individual Force's of the review of the Police Allocation Formula it is
considered that the risk score should remain unchanged. This risk will be need
to be reviewed again when the Government provide details of future grant
settlements, which are not expected until autumn 2013
4.7

Partnerships Representation - Risk reviewed by Head of Corporate Services
Political
& Score
Compliance 8 (Amber)
COMM1020

Score
6 (Amber)

Movement

Learning and Development is developing a training package for staff that
operate closely in partnership with other agencies. The package will focus on
information sharing arrangements and protocols for all work streams.
Unfortunately, development work has been delayed due to current workloads
within the L&D Department including support to regional collaboration. New
ISAs are being produced as and when the demand requires for new projects.
Protocol to be developed to ensure that legal advice is sought prior to any
partnership/contract commitment. Includes advice from Contract Services
section re: Financial Regulations.
4.8

National Agenda towards Police Integrity – Risk reviewed by Head of Corporate
Services
Political
& Previous Score
Compliance
8 (Amber)
STR1104

Revised Score
6 (Amber)

Movement

During recent months a number of high profile cases questioning police integrity
have occurred. This has resulted in a significant number national reports and
guidance around standards and integrity, each with a series of
recommendations. All of these reports with their recommendations are being
mapped across the force's existing policies and practices to identify and gaps for
action to be undertaken. Given the work being undertaken I have taken
amended the risk description and reduced the risk scoring from 8 to 6.
4
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4.9

Force Data Rooms - Risk allocated to Head of Information Services.
STR1657
Force Data Rooms

-

Score
6 (Amber)

NEW RISK

Workplace health and safety inspections of our force Data Rooms at B,C,D
Divisions and FHQ sites have revealed poor housekeeping standards such as
haphazard equipment storage, electrical hazards, cable management hazards
and excessive build up of combustible waste materials leading to an increased
fire risk.
4.10

D DHQ Custody Suite (Emergency extraction of detainees) - Risk allocated to
Head of Criminal Justice.
STR1599
D DHQ
Custody Suite

-

Score
4 (Green)

NEW RISK

In April 2011, CJD commissioned a series of cell security surveys using a
company approved by the HMIC. The report indicated that the cell door locks
needed updating and this was highlighted as a high (RED) risk in the report
(building is under PFI ownership). This risk focuses on St Marys wharf site but
the work is also required at Buxton / Ripley custody suites. A risk assessment
has been prepared with appropriate control measures and information has been
shared with all custody staff at SMW. Funding for the work has now been
approved to fit ‘quick-release’ locks and work will commence on 11th March for 3
months.
4.11

Failure of ANPR System - Risk allocated to ACC Crime & Territorial Policing.
STR1599
D DHQ
Custody Suite

-

Score
2 (Green)

NEW RISK

The current ANPR Service Level Agreement (SLA) was discussed at the ANPR
Steering Group chaired by ACC (CTP) of which group members agreed that the
current SLA is fit for purpose as ANPR is not thought to be a 'business critical'
system. However, the group were also of the opinion that a risk existed to the
forces intercept, investigative and intelligence gathering capability should the
system fail.
4.12

Fuel Disruption (Fleet) – Potential disruption to fuel supplies impact on the
forces operational activities by restricting fleet usage
STR1607
Operational

Score
8 (Amber)

Risk Closed and
Archived
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A report and projected costs for an on-site fuel storage facility was submitted by
the Head of Assets Dept. to the Risk Management Board in December 2012
which following discussion the chair referred the item to the next Chief Officer
Group meeting who gained acceptance from the Chief Constable to close this
risk on the basis of cost -v- risk. Update acknowledged by the Board including
acceptance to close the risk.
4.13

Poor Contract Management – Inadequate terms and conditions, lack of
resources and consistent approach to contract monitoring/supplier
management.
STR1021
Infrastructure
and Assets

Score
6 (Amber)

Risk Closed and
Archived

The established East Midlands Strategic Commercial Team now manage
suppliers across the region. This team are addressing contract management
and have entered risks in regional risk register. Update acknowledged by the
Board including acceptance to close the risk.
4.14

EU Procurement Legislation (Non Compliance) – Failure to comply with
legislation including breakdown of supplier to fulfil contractual requirement.
STR1022
Infrastructure
and Assets

Revised Score
3 (Green)

Risk Closed and
Archived

The East Midlands Strategic Commercial Unit are now delivering a new process
which includes managing procurements and suppliers against this risk, however
it will be reported on regionally. Update acknowledged by the Board including
acceptance to close the risk.
4.15

Acquisitions and Disposals – Procedures for acquisitions and disposals.
CONT1037
Infrastructure
and Assets

Revised Score
2 (Green)

Risk Restored

The East Midlands Strategic Commercial Unit is now delivering a programme of
change which includes a ‘processes project’ looking at policy and processes
across the EM region. Update acknowledged by the Board although reference
was made to a past disposal breach involving IT equipment therefore risk is to
be restored until relevant checks and assurances are made with both Assets
and IS Departments.
4.16

Financial risk (Case and Custody (C&C) system) – The Northgate C&C project
does not meet its installation deadline causing a financial outlay (£187k for 6
months) to continue support of the outgoing Capita NSPIS C&C system.
6
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IS1473
Finance

Revised Score
2 (Green)

Risk Closed and
Archived

Risk did not materialise as new Case and Custody system was implemented in
May 2012. Update acknowledged by the Board including acceptance to close
the risk.
5.

LIABILITY SURVEY AND RISK CONTROL ASSESSMENT - SCIENTIFIC
SUPPORT DEPARTMENT/FAS

5.1

The Force’s insurers have carried out a review of arrangements and procedures
currently adopted by the Constabulary’s Scientific Support Department/Forensic
Analytical Services to manage its health and safety risks. A report detailing their
findings was presented to the RM Board of which it concluded there were no
critical areas of concern noted during the Review in terms of significant failings
in the Constabulary’s arrangements and procedures to manage health and
safety risks, with issues both at a strategic and operational level being assessed
as well managed.

5.2

Key areas where in the insurers opinion, achieve a good standard include the
following:




The establishment of a dedicated Health and Safety Department, staffed by
suitably qualified and experienced members of staff, to facilitate the
management of health and safety risks that effect the undertaking.
Relevant line management being conversant with their duties and
responsibilities in terms of health and safety risk management.
The implementation of various written policies and procedures aimed at
managing health and safety risks. Documentation viewed in this regard
during the Review was of a good standard.
Generally good standards of compliance with legal requirements for those
areas assessed.

6.

RISK MANAGEMENT STRATEGY 2013-15

6.1

The Force’s current Risk Management Strategy 2011-13 has been reviewed in
light of changes following the appointment of the PCC for Derbyshire. The aim
of the Strategy is to reduce the cost of risk and engender risk consciousness as
opposed to risk aversion in decision making. The revised document was
presented to the RM Board meeting in May.

7.

RECOMMENDATIONS

7.1

That the Committee notes the report.

8.

IMPLICATIONS
All implications are assessed and scored to the table below.
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HIGH – supporting explanation and narrative required and to be contained
within the report
MEDIUM – narrative to be contained within the report at the discretion of the
author
LOW – no narrative required
LOW
MEDIUM
HIGH
Crime & Disorder
X
Environmental
X
Equality & Diversity
X
Financial
X
Health & Safety
X
Human Rights
X
Legal
X
Personnel
X
Legal and legislative compliance is a necessity, which if infringed can damage
the reputation of our organisation. Therefore, all risks that have a direct impact
on the service delivery of the force are addressed in order to minimise losses.
Risk management is also an integral component of the Audit Commission’s
Police Use of Resources (PURE) assessment.
Contact details
in the event
of enquiries

Name: Chief Superintendent Kul Mahay
External telephone number: 01773 572020
Email address: sgbenquiries@derbyshire.pnn.police.uk
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Reference No

Risk Title

Risk Status

Responsible Officer

STR1190

Loss of Confidence / Engagement with Local
Communities
Corruption of Force Employees
High Staff Turnover
Inadequate Fire Safety Procedures
Increased Use and Complexity of External
Grants
Major Disasters and/or Civil Emergencies
Reduction in Funding and Uncertainty of
Funding
Building and Property Portfolio
Continuity of Procurement Expertise

9

Awaiting Review

Head of Corporate Services

8
8
8
8

Awaiting Control
Awaiting Control
Awaiting Control
Managed

Head of Professional Standards
Head of H.R.
Head of Assets
Head of Strategic Finance

8
8

Managed
Managed

Ops Support Div Commander
Head of Strategic Finance

6
6

Managed
Awaiting Control

Corruption or Inappropriate Actions of Police
Officers & Staff
Counter Terrorism Funding

6

Managed

Head of Assets
Director of Finance & Business
Services
Head of Professional Standards

6

Managed

Data, IT and Communications Integrity
East Midlands Police Collaboration
Failure to meet Police & Crime Plan Priorities
Failure to Support Decision Making
Financial Stress – Police Officers & Staff
Force Data Rooms
Force Payroll Provider (Ceases Trading)
High Profile Incident impacting on Public

6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6

Managed
Managed
Awaiting Review
Awaiting Review
Managed
Awaiting Review
Managed
Awaiting Control

PRO1051
STR1422
STR1100
STR1193
OPS1090
STR1192
SE1035
STR1555
PRO1088
STR1557

Priority Rating

Confidential Risk

STR1033
STR1105
STR1057
STR1048
STR1219
STR1657
STR1581
STR1086

Director of Finance & Business
Services
Head of I.S.
Head of Corporate Services
Head of Corporate Services
Head of I.S.
Head of H.R.
Head of I.S.
Head of Strategic Finance
Head of Corporate Services
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STR1061
STR1062
STR1199
STR1104
COMM1020
STR1023
STR1046
SE1091
STR1098
STR1029
STR1089
STR1095
CRIMJ1599
STR1028
STR1050
STR1099
STR1490
STR1677
STR1039
STR1093
STR1349
STR1019

Confidence
Inappropriate Management Decision Making
Industrial Action
Legislative Compliance
National Agenda towards Police Integrity
Partnerships Representation
PFI owned building
Poor Information Management
Reduced Availability of Fleet Resources
Staff Resource Loss via Personnel Absence
Budget Plans
Business Continuity and Disaster Recovery
Capacity and Resilience Weaknesses of
Trained Senior Command Officers
D DHQ Custody Suite – Emergency Extraction
Environmental Targets
Failure to comply with MoPI
High Staff Turnover
IT Case Management (Anti-Social Behaviour)
Loss of Confidence & Engagement with New
and Emerging Communities
Loss of Key Building, Facility or Specialist
Support Vehicles
Operational or Support Resource Availability
Police & Crime Commissioner Transition
Governance
Public Fear of Crime

6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
4
4
4

Managed
Managed
Managed
Managed
Awaiting Review
Managed
Awaiting Review
Managed
Awaiting Control
Managed
Managed
Managed

Head of H.R.
Head of H.R.
Head of Corporate Services
Head of Corporate Services
Head of Corporate Services
Head of Assets
Head of Corporate Services
Head of Assets
Head of H.R.
Head of Corporate Services
Ops Support Div Commander
Head of H.R.

4
4
4
4
4
4

Managed
Managed
Awaiting Review
Managed
Managed
Managed

Head of Criminal Justice
Head of Assets
Head of Corporate Services
Head of H.R.
Head of Corporate Services
Head of Corporate Services

4

Awaiting Control

Head of Assets

4
4

Managed
Managed

Head of Corporate Services
Head of Corporate Services

4

Managed

Head of Corporate Services
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STR1094
STR1092
SE1040
SE1087
IS1032
STR1060
SE1025
STR1027

Reduced Redeployment Opportunities
Sharing of Information with Partner Agencies
SNT Locations – Finance Agreements
Vehicle Compound Exposure
Force IT Systems
Ineffective Performance Management System
Environmental Compliance in Service Delivery
Failure of ANPR System

4
4
4
4
3
3
2
2

Managed
Awaiting Review
Managed
Managed
Managed
Managed
Managed
Managed

STR1063
STR1059
STR1026
SE1041
PRO1101
CRIMJ1285

Failure of NMIS to supply data to Home Office
Failure to Combat Serious & Organised Crime
Hazardous Waste
Loss of Lease for Key Building Stock
Staff Drug and Alcohol Misuse
Transfer of Commissioning for Detainee
Healthcare
Being Declared a Failing Force by HMIC
Cross Border Information Sharing
Force undertaking too many Projects

2
2
2
2
2
2

Managed
Managed
Awaiting Control
Managed
Managed
Awaiting Review

Head of H.R.
Head of Corporate Services
Head of Assets
Head of Assets
Head of I.S.
Head of Corporate Services
Head of Assets
ACC (Crime & Territorial
Policing)
Head of Corporate Services
Head of Crime Support
Head of Assets
Head of Assets
Head of Professional Standards
Head of Criminal Justice

1
1
1

Managed
Awaiting Control
Awaiting Review

Head of Corporate Services
Head of Crime Support
Head of Corporate Services

STR1106
STR1052
STR1064
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Section B
Part I
For
Publication

JOINT, AUDIT, RISK AND ASSURANCE COMMITTEE
20 JUNE 2013
REPORT OF TREASURER

7B:

POLICE AND CRIME COMMISSIONER RISK MANAGEMENT

1.

PURPOSE OF THE REPORT

1.1

To present for review and approval the risk management arrangements by the
Commissioner for consideration by the Committee.

1.2

This report addresses the risk management strategy and presents the risk
register for consideration of the identified risks as a work in progress.

2.

INFORMATION AND ANALYSIS

2.1

Risk management is defined as
‘the identification, analysis and economic control of those risks
which might prevent an organisation achieving its objectives’ 1

2.2

At the highest level, risk management should be aligned to the Police and
Crime Plan strategic objectives, thus ensuring that there is a clear focus on
those significant risks that would prevent the achievement of key policing
objectives. The Office of the Police and Crime Commissioner (OPCC),
through the Treasurer, has produced a risk management strategy supported
by a risk matrix and register to demonstrate how risk management is
embedded in its corporate business processes. A copy of the draft Risk
Management Strategy is attached at APPENDIX A, for reference.

2.3

The Commissioner has now issued his Police and Crime Plan which will be
applicable until March 2017, being the end of the financial year after the
election in May 2016. His policing objectives have been identified and a draft
risk register has been populated with the key risks of not achieving those
policing objectives. At this stage, the risks have not been scored and the

1

Source ALARM

1
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assurances remain to be identified. All risks will be scored against a 4X4
Matrix, assessed for likelihood and impact, with control mechanisms identified
and assurances detailed.
2.3.1 A scoring matrix of 4X4 reduces the degree to which risk of Probability and
Impact can be assessed but accords with the scoring adopted by other Forces
in the East Midlands, and Force’s Risk Management Board. The highest
scored risks would therefore score 16.
2.3.1.1 Descriptors for Probability are
U

Unlikely

Score/Level 1

M

Moderate

Score/Level 2

L

Likely

Score/Level 3

A

Almost certain

Score/Level 4

2.3.2 Descriptors for Impact are
I

Insignificant

Score/Level 1

M

Minor

Score/Level 2

D

Moderate

Score/Level 3

J

Major

Score/Level 4

2.4

A copy of the scoring matrix is attached at APPENDIX B.

2.5

This methodology will be used to score the new draft Risk Register for
2012-17, to be reviewed and owned by the Commissioner.

2.6

The draft Risk Register (copy attached at APPENDIX C) is intended to be a
living document, and the Commissioner, the Deputy Commissioner and all
staff are required to embed risk management within their decision making
processes. This is reflected in the OPCC Business plan and the
Commissioner’s governance arrangements through the Strategic Governance
Board.

3.

RECOMMENDATIONS

i.

That the JARAC notes the progress being made to implement Risk
management in the Office of the Police and Crime Commissioner

2
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4.

IMPLICATIONS

All implications are assessed and scored to the table below.
HIGH – supporting explanation and narrative required and to be contained
within the report
MEDIUM – narrative to be contained within the report at the discretion of the
author
LOW – no narrative required

LOW
Crime & Disorder

X

Environmental

X

Equality & Diversity

X

Financial

X

Health & Safety

X

Human Rights

X

Legal

X

Personnel

X

MEDIUM

HIGH

Contact details

Name: Helen Boffy Treasurer

in the event

External telephone number: 0300 122 6005

of enquiries

Email address: helen.boffy.4808@derbyshire.pnn.police.uk

BACKGROUND PAPERS NONE
ATTACHMENTS
Appendix A. PCC Risk management Strategy
Appendix B. PCC Risk Scoring Matrix
Appendix C. Draft PCC Risk Register

3
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DERBYSHIRE POLICE AND CRIME COMMISSIONER
RISK MANAGEMENT STRATEGY 2012-17
1. Introduction
1.1.

Derbyshire

Police

and

Crime

Commissioner

(the

Commissioner)

recognises that good governance requires risk management to be
embedded into the culture of the organisation and the Commissioner, the
Deputy Commissioner and staff at all levels recognise that risk
management is part of their job.

2. Risk management
2.1.

Risk management is defined as
‘the identification, analysis and economic control of those risks
which might prevent an organisation achieving its objectives’ 1

2.2.

At the highest level, risk management is aligned to the Commissioner’s
Police and Crime Plan strategic objectives, thus ensuring that there is a
clear focus on those significant risks that would prevent the Commissioner
achieving his key policing objectives. The Office of the Police and Crime
Commissioner (OPCC), through the Treasurer, has produced this risk
management strategy supported by a risk matrix and register to
demonstrate how risk management is embedded in its corporate business
processes.

3. Methodology
3.1.

The OPCC will maintain its own risk register, aligned with, but
independent of, that managed by the Constabulary. Having carried out a
full risk review to identify all internal control matters, corporate and
operational risks, the register aligns with the Derbyshire Commissioner’s
Police and Crime Plan strategic objectives for 2012-17.

1

Source ALARM

1
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3.2.

A structure is needed to oversee the management of risk.

A risk

management programme will be used to

 identify and assess the impact of those risks to which the
Commissioner is exposed;

 implement the most appropriate and cost effective measures to
avoid, minimise and control those risks

 manage those risks which cannot be avoided at the lowest possible
cost

 monitor risks over the long term to ensure that they continue to be
managed effectively.

3.3.

A scoring matrix of 4X4 has been adopted which demonstrates the
Commissioner’s risk appetite and evaluates the high risks. A 4X4 martix
reduces the degree to which risk of Probability and Impact can be
assessed but accords with the scoring adopted by other Forces in the
East Midlands, and Force’s Risk Management Board. The highest scored
risks would therefore score 16.

 Descriptors for Probability are 
U
M
L
A

Unlikely
Moderate
Likely
Almost certain

Score/Level 1
Score/Level 2
Score/Level 3
Score/Level 4

 Descriptors for Impact are 
I
M
D
J

Insignificant
Minor
Moderate
Major

Score/Level 1
Score/Level 2
Score/Level 3
Score/Level 4

4. Strategic Objectives in the Police and Crime Plan
4.1.

A copy of the current Plan is available on the Commissioner’s website at
http://www.derbyshire-pcc.gov.uk/Document-Library/PublicInformation/Police-and-Crime-Plan/DPCC-PLAN-2012-13-FINAL.pdf

2
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4.2.

Within the Plan there are 6 strategic objectives:

o

Strategic Objective PCC 1:Work to improve the support
provided to victims and witnesses

o

Strategic Objective PCC 2:Work to provide strong and
effective partnership working with organisations such
as

Neighbourhood

Watch

and

the

Voluntary,

Community and Social Enterprise Sector to facilitate
greater impact and use of resources

o

Strategic Objective PCC 3:Work to keep people,
particularly the most vulnerable in our communities,
safe from harm, antisocial behaviour and criminal
activities

o

Strategic Objective PCC 4:Work to support local
policing and maintain current strength, distributing
resources into places of greatest need

o

Strategic Objective PCC 5:Work to drive continual
improvement

in

performance

through

a

robust

performance framework that identifies key risks and
Manifesto priorities

o

Strategic

Objective

PCC

6:Encourage

further

investigation into the issues surrounding alcohol related
crime and harm; explore ways to intervene early to
prevent it – with support from our partners.

5. Delivering Risk Management
5.1.

All risks facing the Commissioner’s office are assessed for probability of
the risk occurring and the impact should it occur, and the mitigating
controls are identified to be plotted onto a risk map. This map will take a
similar form as that used by the Force. The risk management matrix is
attached (APPENDIX 1/B).

3
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5.2.

To be effective, the number of significant business risks will be limited to
those that are considered business critical, usually between 10 and 15 top
risks. All risks requiring attention will be owned by an appropriate officer.

5.3.

Oversight of the management of risk will be achieved through the Joint
Audit Risk and Assurance Committee which has the role of gaining
assurance, on behalf of the Commissioner, that risk management is being
properly undertaken.

5.4.

The Commissioner’s risks may change over time as operational
arrangements change, either in response to local issues or to national
policies. Risk management arrangements will have to be flexible and the
risk register needs to be seen as a living document. The Commissioner
will maintain an appropriate audit trail about risk management decisions
and process mainly through the OPCC Business Plan and reporting to the
JARAC.

5.5.

This policy recognises that Police and Crime Commissioner’s have a dual
responsibility: for putting in place arrangements to manage their own risks,
separate from those of the force, and for ensuring that the force has
adequate risk management arrangements in place. The JARAC will have
oversight for ensuring the force has appropriate arrangements in place to
identify risks to its business and service delivery.

It also has specific

responsibility to consider corporate risk management, which includes
aligning authority and force risk management registers.

5.6.

In order to demonstrate an embedded approach to risk management, all
reports to support strategic policy decisions and management of corporate
business (including business cases and project initiation documents), will
include a risk assessment and the identification of mitigating action. This
will include consideration of positive risks (opportunities) as well as
negative risks (threats).

5.7.

The

Commissioner

supports

the

ongoing

development

of

management in the force and supports the force approach whereby:

o

the risk management process is reviewed and updated
at least annually
4
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o

relevant training and guidance for all appropriate staff
engaged in risk management to enable them to take
responsibility within their own working environment is
provided

o

risk management awareness training for all appropriate
officers and staff is made available

o

the Constabulary’s Risk Management Board is the
responsible force committee, and is chaired by the
Deputy Chief Constable.

It receives reports on risk

management and takes appropriate action to ensure
arrangements are in place to actively manage force
strategic and operational business risks.

5.8.

The Treasurer, who is responsible for risk in the Office, is a member of the
RMB.

HELEN BOFFY CPFA
Treasurer
13 June 2013
V1.0
Attachment: Annex 1 to Appendix 1: Risk Management Matrix 2013
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IMPACT
Effect on service by Police
Authority/Secretariat

Physical Effects

Effect on Reputation

Environmental damage
Financial loss
Effect on Objective

Insignificant (I)
Minor (M)
Moderate (D)
Minor inconvenience Partial service failure, Major disruption to DPA
to internal business noticable disruption
– serious damage to
organisation’s ability to
deliver
minor injury (first aid) Violence or threat or Extensive / multiple
serious injury (medical injuries
treatment required)

Major (J)
DPA unlikely to
survive, or loss of
service for more than
seven days.
Fatality

Within the
Coverage in national
ACPO/APA family or press and/or front
local press
page coverage in
local press and/or TV
minor local damage Moderate damage to
local environment
Medium financial loss High financial loss

Coverage in national
(broadsheet) press
and/or low national TV
reporting
Major damage to local
environment
Major financial loss

Extensive coverage in
national press and
broadsheet editorial
and/or national TV
Major damage to wider
environment
Huge financial loss

Minor delay/adverse Delay in achieving
effect
objective - can be
resolved within a
reasonable time

Delay in achieving
objective - can be
resolved in a longer
timeframe

Objective cannot be
achieved - no
resolution

4

8

12

16

3

6

9

12

2

4

6

8

1

2

3

4

PROBABILITY
Is expected to occur in most circumstances (A
Almost certain)
Will probably occur at some time, or in most
circumstances (L Likely)
Fairly likely to occur at some time, or in some
circumstances (M Moderate)
Is unlikely to, but could, occur at some time
(U Unlikely)
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Score

f

g

h

i

j

k

Existing Risk Mitigation
Procedures/Controls In
Place

Planned Risk Mitigation
Procedures/Controls

Assurance
level

l

Type of
assurance

k

Action Date

j

Residual
Probability

e

Impact

Cause and Effect

d

Inherent
Probability

Risk Description

c

Score

b

Impact

Risk No.

Serial a

Responsibilit
y

DERBYSHIRE POLICE and CRIME COMMISSIONER RISK REGISTER 2012-17

PCC 1: Work to improve the support provided to victims and witnesses

Inability to provide effective
PCC
policing support & response
1.1
to vulnerable people

Inability to effectively
PCC commission victims'
1.2 services ready for October
2014

Ineffective working with CJS
PCC to improve the operational
1.3 response to achieve an
effective end to end process

Cause: training and
resources. New recruits.
Culture. Identifying the
victims and witnesses
Effect: missed victims, poor
or no service
Cause: ignorance of
effective commissioning
processes and outcomes
Effect: poor or no service,
not vfm, inaccessible
service for clients, not local
&/or economies of scale
push out small providers
Cause: poor relationships
and communications.
Unclear roles and
responsibilities
Effect: poor outcomes
Public lose trust in the CJS
and confident falls

Relationships with Ministry
of Justice and Criminal
Justice
1 Force training agenda
Funding victims services
e.g. outreach

1

Police and Crime
Commissioner to sit on
Criminal Justice Board
grants scheme to provide
funding
develop closer working with
partners and agencies

1

Post identified and
commission expert recruited
Commissioning knowledge
in Office of Commissioner
1 and activity already taking
structure.
place in the County
Commissioning cycle
should deliver vfm

1

Deputy Police and Crime
Commissioner has detailed
1 knowledge of this area.
Relationships being
developed

this cell is intentionally blank
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1

Commissioning Victims
services 2014.
Policy officer to monitor
developing govt agenda

Assurance
level

Planned Risk Mitigation
Procedures/Controls

Action Date

Existing Risk Mitigation
Procedures/Controls In
Place

Responsibilit
y

Score

Probability

Impact

Score

Probability

Cause and Effect

Residual

Impact

Risk No.

Risk Description

Inherent

Type of
assurance
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DERBYSHIRE POLICE and CRIME COMMISSIONER RISK REGISTER 2012-17

PCC 2: Work to provide strong and effective partnership working including Neighbourhood Watch and the Voluntary, Community and Social Enterprise Sector to
Activity is responsibility of
Head of Compliance and
Cause: poor relationships
Engagement.
and Communications.
Commissioner sits on main
unclear roles and lack of
Failure to manage key
boards incl HWB.
knowledge of players. Lack
PCC relationships (including
Restate Engagement
Recruited a full team of
of involvement at a strategic
1
1
2.1 governance) and
Strategy
community engagement
level
community engagement
officers.
Effect: Disparate service
Have Your Say programme
delivery. Ineffective service
in place.
delivery
Engagement strategy in
place.
Root and branch review of
Cause: weak criteria,
pass ported grants as
scheme not written well,
Value for money not
Police and Crime
Adopt a vfm strategy
ineffective
PCC demonstrated from Police
Commissioner Community
Review of grant scheme for
controls/outcomes
1
1
2.2 and Crime Commissioner
Safety Grants.
vfm by internal audit
Effect: poor use of
grant scheme
Assistance from County
taxpayers money. Need not
and City as part of Crime
addressed
Fund grants process
Cause: poor commissioning
Experienced
Inability to effectively
Review impact of Social
skills.
Commissioning manager in Value Act
commission services to
PCC
Effect: taxpayers money,
1
1 post to develop and
achieve both economies of
Look at co commissioning
2.3
need not addressed future
implement the
scale and supporting local
opportunities within the
proofing local delivery. Loss
commissioning strategy.
delivery
region
of local expertise
Cause: difference in political
all projects have risk
Specific collaboration risk
outlook, local needs
registers. All collaboration
register being written
outweigh regional. Regional
is covered by S22
Performance management
PCC Collaboration arrangements needs outweigh local
agreements
1
1
framework being refreshed.
2.4 fail
Effect: breakdown in service
Police and Crime
Developing understanding
effectiveness already
Commissioner Board in
of impact of Stage 2
delivered breakdown
place with quarterly
transfer on police staff
relationships
meetings.
this cell is intentionally blank
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PCC 3: Work to keep people, particularly the most vulnerable in our communities, safe from harm, antisocial behaviour and criminal activities
Cause: unknown
PCC Inability to continue year on
Effect: reputational and
3.1 year reductions in crime
confidence.
and disorder

1

Ineffective use of CSF
PCC
resources and partnership
3.2
funding

Cause: poor commissioning
skills
Effect: taxpayers money,
need not addressed

1

Unacceptable drops in
PCC
public confidence and
3.3
satisfaction in policing

Cause: increase in crime,
failure to deliver priories
increase complaints
Effect: reputation

1

this cell is intentionally blank

1
Root and branch review of
grants
implementation of reviewed
commissioning cycle
(including decommissioning
of services)
HYS and Your Police Your
Scorecard reporting
Views identifies community
1
monitors the latest position. concerns and informs
planning
0
County Safer Communities
Tasking & Advisory Board
1 and City Safer Communities
Group identify other
shortfalls in service delivery

0
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Assurance
level

Planned Risk Mitigation
Procedures/Controls

Action Date

Existing Risk Mitigation
Procedures/Controls In
Place

Responsibilit
y

Score

Probability

Impact

Score

Probability

Cause and Effect

Residual

Impact

Risk No.

Risk Description

Inherent

Type of
assurance
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DERBYSHIRE POLICE and CRIME COMMISSIONER RISK REGISTER 2012-17

PCC 4: Work to support local policing and maintain current strength, distributing resources into places of greatest need
County wide Risk &Threat
Cause: communications,
process with high levels of
lack of trust in the process,
Breakdown in joint
partnership buy in.
poor analysis, lack of
Continue to participate in
PCC arrangements to establish intelligence
Regional shared activity
county wide Risk and
1
1
4.1 risk and threat within the
All responsible authorities Threat process
Effect: disparate objectives
county
plus Commissioner sit on
across the partnerships,
relevant safer communities
duplication or service failure
, poor vfm.
boards
Establishment of JARAC
regular planned financial
Cause: ineffective e MTFP,
monitoring reports to
poor budget monitoring or
Strategic Governance
Failure to identify forward
planning, failure to monitor
Board
Constabulary moving fwd 4
financial planning that may national trends and horizon
CSR position being
PCC
programme and OPCC
require unplanned
scanning
1
1 monitored and MTFP
4.2
engagement
reductions in Police Officer Effect: reputational,
adjusted accordingly
and staff resources
confidence, meltdown,
Treasury management and
intervention, inability to
reserves policy externally
recruit
reviewed.
Treasury mgt advisors
retained
External advice and training
(APCCE PATTS APCC)
Regional understanding
Cause: poor planning,
Agreed timetable by
communications, home
established working gp of
office position is unclear as
relevant senior officers from Joint framework (facilitated
to necessity and detail.
PCC Stage 2 transfer poorly
by HO)
Police and Crime
Effect: workforce
1
1
4.3 managed
Planned early submission
Commissioner and
uncertainly reputational,
for pre review by HO
Constabulary
motivation, confidence,
Open dialogue between
unacceptable or unworkable
Police and Crime
outcome
Commissioner and Chief
Constable
CX and D of F work plan
this cell is intentionally blank
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Assurance
level

Planned Risk Mitigation
Procedures/Controls

Action Date

Existing Risk Mitigation
Procedures/Controls In
Place

Responsibilit
y

Score

Probability

Impact

Score

Probability

Cause and Effect

Residual

Impact

Risk No.

Risk Description

Inherent

Type of
assurance
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DERBYSHIRE POLICE and CRIME COMMISSIONER RISK REGISTER 2012-17

PCC 5: Work to drive continual improvements in performance through robust performance framework that identifies key risks and manifesto priorities
Business plan for OPCC
Force delivery plan
Police and Crime
Cause: poor planning, lack
Commissioner risk register
of resources- people and
JARAC oversight of force
regular review of
money. Lack of clarity.
risk
performance against
failure to deliver Police &
external factors such as
PCC
Reciprocal appreciation
Business plan objectives
Crime Plan & manifesto
austerity, local and national
1
1
5.1
between Police and Crime
County wide use of single
priorities
political environment,
Commissioner and partners
threat and risk assessment
Effect: reputation, nationally
of 'due regard 'under
and locally, discredits the
PRSRAct
office,
Police and Crime
Commissioner sits on main
partnership boards
Strategic Governance
Cause: unreliable or
Board scorecards
irrelevant data, lack of
thematic reports
understanding of
Review of thematic reports in-house analytical
fitness for purpose and
requirements and emerging
capability
timeliness
PCC ineffective performance mgt issues
1
1 Regular meetings bet Chief
unfettered access to force
5.2 framework
Effect: cc not held to
Constable and Police and systems for performance
account, force not delivering
Crime Commissioner and
data
appropriate services , focus
bet CX and ACPO
and use of resources onto
wrong areas.
Cause: communications,
lack of trust in the process,
poor analysis, lack of
intelligence
PCC risk and threat process
1
1
Effect: disparate objectives
5.3 abandoned
across the partnerships,
duplication or service failure
, poor vfm.
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Assurance
level

Planned Risk Mitigation
Procedures/Controls

Action Date

Existing Risk Mitigation
Procedures/Controls In
Place

Responsibilit
y

Score

Probability

Impact

Score

Probability

Cause and Effect

Residual

Impact

Risk No.

Risk Description

Inherent

Type of
assurance
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DERBYSHIRE POLICE and CRIME COMMISSIONER RISK REGISTER 2012-17

Cause: ineffective horizon
scanning, lack of resource,
PCC Emerging policing risks not inability to realign in
5.4 effectively mitigated
required timescale
Effect: poor value for
money, risks not addressed
this cell is intentionally blank

6

Assurance
level

Action Date

Planned Risk Mitigation
Procedures/Controls

Responsibilit
y

Existing Risk Mitigation
Procedures/Controls In
Place

Threat and risk process
Scheduled Chief Constable
& Commissioner one to one
County wide Risk and
meetings
Threat
1 scorecards
Robust financial planning
HMIC inspections
HO APCC PATTS provide
national intelligence
Collaboration arrangements

1
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Score

Probability

Impact

Score

Probability

Cause and Effect

Residual

Impact

Risk No.

Risk Description

Inherent

Type of
assurance
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DERBYSHIRE POLICE and CRIME COMMISSIONER RISK REGISTER 2012-17

6 Encourage further investigation in the issues relating to alcohol related crime and harm,
explore ways to intervene early to prevent it – with support from our partners
June Alcohol Summit to
bring together key partners
Cause: lack of research and
ineffective working with
covering
local knowledge
partners creating
night time economy
Effect: focus on wrong
PCC breakdown in
data sharing/Cardiff model
issues, resources not
1
1
6.1 communications and lack
Ipswich model for high
allocated to need, alcohol
of progress on reducing the
strength beers and ciders
related crime does not fall,
effects of alcohol on crime.
Social responsibility deal
domestic violence continues
alcohol services - voluntary
and mandatory
this cell is intentionally blank
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Task and finish or focus gp
on the six key areas of the
summit
Brokerage role of the
Commissioner
Intention to facilitate a
follow up 2014 alcohol
summit to track progression
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Planned Risk Mitigation
Procedures/Controls

Action Date

Existing Risk Mitigation
Procedures/Controls In
Place

Responsibilit
y

Score

Probability

Impact

Score

Probability

Cause and Effect

Residual

Impact
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Derbyshire Police and Crime
Commissioner and Derbyshire Chief
Constable
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Executive summary

Headlines
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In the last quarter, we:
• Liaised with internal audit in assessing the financial control
environment for the year ended 31 March 2013. We have
communicated to management that there are no significant
findings and as such will include comment in our ISA 260 report in
September 2013.

Summary of work
performed in the • Carried out initial work to support our VFM conclusion.
last quarter
• Carried out initial substantive audit procedures in advance of the
audit of the financial statements which will commence at the end
of July

• Have met with the Treasurer of the Office of the Police and Crime
Commissioner and Director of Finance for the Chief Constable to
discuss audit progress to date.
Our work over the next quarter will focus on:
Summary of work
planned for the
next quarter

• Performing our final audit fieldwork where we undertake
substantive audit work , forming our opinion on the financial
statements and concluding on our VFM opinion.
• Drafting our ISA 260 report which sets out the overall findings
from our financial statements audit.
The Joint Audit, Risk and Assurance Committee is asked to:

Actions

• Note progress to date
• Note that there have been no significant audit findings to date
John Cornett

Contacts

Director
0116 256 6064
John.Cornett@KPMG.co.uk
Trudy Enticott
Manager
0115 945 4478
Trudy.Enticott@kpmg.co.uk

© 2012 KPMG LLP, a UK limited liability partnership and a member firm of the KPMG network of independent member firms affiliated
with KPMG International Cooperative (‘KPMG International’), a Swiss entity. All rights reserved.
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Statement of
responsibilities
of auditors
and of audited
bodies
Local government, March 2010

The Audit Commission is an independent watchdog,
driving economy, efficiency and effectiveness in local
public services to deliver better outcomes for everyone.

Our work across local government, health, housing,
community safety and fire and rescue services means
that we have a unique perspective. We promote value for
money for taxpayers, auditing the £200 billion spent by
11,000 local public bodies.

As a force for improvement, we work in partnership
to assess local public services and make practical
recommendations for promoting a better quality of life
for local people.
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1

Introduction
1
The Audit Commission (the Commission) is responsible for appointing
auditors and determining their terms of appointment, as well as for
preparing a Code of Audit Practice (the Code), which prescribes the way
auditors are to carry out their functions. The Commission has prepared a
Code for the audits of local government bodies and a Code for the audit of
local NHS bodies. From time to time, the Commission issues guidance to
auditors under section 3(8) of the Audit Commission Act 1998 (the Act) and
Paragraph 7(3) of Schedule 1 to the Act. This statement sets out guidance
on general responsibilities relevant to audits of local government bodies
and so supports the Code. A separate statement has been prepared for the
audits of NHS bodies.
2
This statement serves as the formal terms of engagement between
the Audit Commission’s appointed auditors and local government bodies.i
It summarises where the different responsibilities of auditors and of the
audited body begin and end, and what is to be expected of the audited
body in certain areas. Throughout this statement, the term ‘audited body’
covers both the members and senior officers of the body.
3
The responsibilities of auditors are derived from statute (principally the
Audit Commission Act 1998) and from the Code. Nothing in this statement is
intended to limit or extend those responsibilities. In particular, audited bodies
should note that because auditors must not prejudice their independence of
the audited body, the role of the appointed auditor does not include providing
financial or legal advice or consultancy to the audited body.
4
Auditors may wish to refer to this statement in audit planning
documents, annual audit letters, reports and other audit outputs.

Introduction to responsibilities
5
Those responsible for the conduct of public business and for
spending public money are accountable for ensuring that public business
is conducted in accordance with the law and proper standards, and
that public money is safeguarded and properly accounted for, and used
economically, efficiently and effectively.

i

2

This statement covers the audits of local government bodies. These include the various bodies
that provide public services locally, including local authorities (and their pension funds, if
applicable), fire authorities, police authorities, local councils, local probation boards and trusts and
integrated transport authorities and passenger transport executives.
Local government

6
In discharging this accountability, public bodies are responsible for
putting in place proper arrangements for the governance of their affairs and
the stewardship of the resources at their disposal.i They are also required
to report on their arrangements in their statement on internal control.ii
7
It is the responsibility of the audited body to ensure that proper
arrangements are in place, but certain individuals may also have specific
responsibilities. Local authorities have designated statutory officers, each
of whom has a specific role in relation to accountability and control. For
local authorities, these include:
 the head of paid service, usually the chief executive, responsible to the
full council for the corporate and overall strategic management of the
authority;
 the monitoring officer, who is responsible for reporting to the authority
any actual or potential breaches of the law or any maladministration
and for ensuring that procedures for recording and reporting key
decisions are operating effectively; and
 an officer with responsibility for the proper administration of the
authority’s financial affairs.
8

In carrying out their work, auditors will:
plan and manage the audit in a timely, professional and efficient manner;
 plan to complete work within agreed deadlines;
 maintain close liaison with the audited body; and
 provide appropriate and adequate resources and assign
responsibilities to staff with the relevant expertise and experience.


9
In meeting their responsibilities, auditors obtain representations from
management, both orally and in writing, on specific aspects of the audit.
10 The following paragraphs summarise the specific responsibilities of
auditors and of audited bodies in relation to the responsibilities of auditors
described in the Code.

Responsibilities in relation to the financial statements
11 The financial statements, which comprise the published accounts
of the audited body, are an essential means by which it accounts for its
stewardship of the resources at its disposal and its financial performance in
the use of those resources. It is the responsibility of the audited body to:
 put in place, and review the effectiveness of, its system of internal
control, including arrangements to ensure the regularity and lawfulness
of transactions;iii
i

The various local government bodies covered by this statement are constituted differently and
their governance arrangements will vary accordingly.
ii Known as Annual Governance Statement for local authorities.
iii For example, Regulation 4(2) of the Accounts and Audit Regulations 2003, as amended, requires
local authorities and other specified bodies to ‘conduct a review at least once in a year of the
effectiveness of its system of internal control’.
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maintain proper accounting records; and
prepare financial statements that give a true and fair view of the financial
position of the body and its expenditure and income and that they are in
accordance with applicable laws, regulations and accounting policies.

12 A local authority that is the administering authority for a local authority
pension fund must prepare pension fund financial statements and an
annual report for each financial year. The financial statements must give a
true and fair view of:
 the financial transactions of its pension fund during the year; and
 the amount and disposition of the fund’s assets and liabilities, other
than liabilities to pay pensions and other benefits after the end of the
scheme year.
13 The audited body is also responsible for preparing and publishing with
its financial statements a statement on internal control and, where required
to do so, a remuneration report.i Local authorities and other specified
bodies also prepare a whole of government accounts return. Although not
required to do so, some local government bodies publish other information,
such as an annual report, alongside the financial statements.
14 In preparing their financial statements, audited bodies are
responsible for:
 preparing realistic plans that include clear targets and achievable
timetables for the production of the financial statements;
 assigning responsibilities clearly to staff with the appropriate expertise
and experience;
 providing necessary resources to enable delivery of the plan;
 maintaining adequate documentation in support of the financial
statements and, at the start of the audit, providing a complete set of
working papers that provide an adequate explanation of the entries in
those financial statements;
 ensuring that senior management monitors, supervises and reviews
work to meet agreed standards and deadlines; and
 ensuring that a senior individual at top management level personally
reviews and approves the financial statements before presentation to
the auditor. Specifically, the responsible financial officer must sign,
date and certify the financial statements before they are approved by
the body.
15 If draft financial statements and working papers of appropriate quality
are not available at the agreed start date of the audit, the auditor is unable
to meet the planned audit timetable and the start date of the audit will be
delayed. The audit fee is calculated on the basis that the draft financial
statements, and detailed working papers, are provided to an agreed
timetable and are of an acceptable standard. If information is not provided
i

4

Local authorities prepare an Annual Governance Statement which includes a statement on internal
control. Regulation 4(4) of the Accounts and Audit Regulations 2003, as amended, requires that a
statement on internal control is included with an authority’s accounts.
Local government

to this timetable, or is provided to an unacceptable standard, the auditor will
incur additional costs in carrying out any extra work that is necessary. The
Commission will charge an additional fee if the additional work is substantial.
16 In carrying out their responsibilities in relation to the financial
statements, auditors have regard to the concept of materiality.
17 Subject to the concept of materiality, auditors provide reasonable
assurance that the financial statements:
 are free from material misstatement, whether caused by fraud or other
irregularity or error;
 comply with statutory and other applicable requirements; and
 comply with all relevant requirements for accounting presentation and
disclosure.
18 Subject to the concept of materiality, auditors of local probation
boards also provide reasonable assurance on the regularity of expenditure
and income. In carrying out an audit, auditors do not perform detailed tests
of all transactions. Therefore the audit process should not be relied upon
to disclose all unlawful transactions or events that may have occurred or
might occur.
19 Auditors plan and perform their audit on the basis of their assessment
of risk. Auditors examine selected transactions and balances on a test
basis and assess the significant estimates and judgements made by the
audited body in preparing the statements.
20 Auditors evaluate significant financial systems, and the associated
internal financial controls, for the purpose of giving their opinion on the
financial statements. However, they do not provide assurance to audited
bodies on the operational effectiveness of specific systems and controls
or their wider system of internal control. Where auditors identify any
weaknesses in such systems and controls, they draw them to the attention
of the audited body, but they cannot be expected to identify all weaknesses
that may exist.
21 Auditors review whether the statement on internal control has been
presented in accordance with relevant requirements and report if it does
not meet these requirements or if it is misleading or inconsistent with other
information the auditor is aware of. In doing so, auditors take into account
the knowledge of the audited body gained through their work in relation
to the financial statements and through their work in relation to the body’s
arrangements for securing economy, efficiency and effectiveness in the
use of its resources. They also have regard to the work of other regulators,
to the extent that it is relevant to auditors’ responsibilities. Auditors are
not required to consider whether the statement on internal control covers
all risks and controls, and auditors are not required to express a formal
opinion on the effectiveness of the audited body’s corporate governance
procedures or risk and control procedures.
Audit Commission
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22 Auditors also review for consistency other information that is published
by the audited body alongside the financial statements, such as an annual
report. If auditors have concerns about the consistency of any such
information they will report them to those charged with governance.
23 At the conclusion of the audit of the accounts, auditors give their
opinion on the financial statements, including:
 whether they give a true and fair view of the financial position of the
audited body and its expenditure and income for the year in question;
 whether they have been prepared properly in accordance with relevant
legislation and applicable accounting standards;
 for probation boards, on the regularity of their expenditure and income;
and
 for certain bodies, on whether the part of the remuneration report to
be audited has been properly prepared.
24 In the case of local authorities and other specified bodies, auditors
also give their opinion on whether the whole of government accounts return
has been properly prepared.
25 Auditors of local authorities that are the administering authorities for a
local authority pension fund include a separate opinion on the pension fund
accounts within their report on the financial statements. They also issue a
separate opinion on the financial statements contained in the pension fund
annual report.

Electronic publication of the financial statements
26 Where the audited body wishes to publish its financial statements
electronically, it is responsible for ensuring that the publication presents
accurately the financial statements and the auditor’s report on those
financial statements. This responsibility also applies to the presentation of
any financial information published in respect of prior periods. Similarly,
where the audited body wishes to distribute electronic copies of the
financial statements, and the auditor’s report on those financial statements,
to its stakeholders, it is responsible for ensuring that these are presented
accurately.
27 The auditor’s report on the financial statements should not be
reproduced or referred to electronically without the auditor’s prior written
agreement. This enables the auditor to review the process by which the
financial statements to be published electronically are derived from the
financial information contained in the manually signed financial statements,
check that the proposed electronic version is identical in content with the
manually signed financial statements and check that the conversion of
the manually signed financial statements into an electronic format has not
distorted the overall presentation of the financial information.

6
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28 The examination of the controls over the electronic publication
of audited financial statements is beyond the scope of auditors’
responsibilities in relation to the financial statements and the auditor cannot
be held responsible for changes made to audited information after the
initial publication of the financial statements and the auditor’s report.

Responsibilities in relation to arrangements for
securing economy, efficiency and effectiveness in the
use of resources
29 It is the responsibility of the audited body to put in place proper
arrangements to secure economy, efficiency and effectiveness in its use
of resources, and to ensure proper stewardship and governance, and
regularly to review the adequacy and effectiveness of them. Such corporate
performance management and financial management arrangements form a
key part of the system of internal control and comprise the arrangements for:
 planning finances effectively to deliver strategic priorities and secure
sound financial health;
 having a sound understanding of costs and performance and
achieving efficiencies in activities;
 reliable and timely financial reporting that meets the needs of internal
users, stakeholders and local people;
 commissioning and procuring quality services and supplies that are
tailored to local needs and deliver sustainable outcomes and value for
money;
 producing relevant and reliable data and information to support
decision making and manage performance;
 promoting and demonstrating the principles and values of good
governance;
 managing risks and maintaining a sound system of internal control;
 making effective use of natural resources;
 managing assets effectively to help it deliver strategic priorities and
service needs; and
 planning, organising and developing the workforce effectively to
support the achievement of strategic priorities.
30 The audited body is responsible for reporting on these arrangements
as part of its annual statement on internal control.
31 Auditors have a responsibility to satisfy themselves that the audited
body has put in place proper arrangements to secure economy, efficiency
and effectiveness in its use of resources. In doing so they are required to
have regard to criteria specified by the Audit Commission.i In meeting this
responsibility auditors review and, where appropriate, examine evidence
that is relevant to the audited body’s corporate performance management
and financial management arrangements.

i

These criteria are published on the Commission’s website.
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32 In planning this work, auditors consider and assess the significant
risks of giving a wrong conclusion on the audited body’s arrangements for
securing economy, efficiency and effectiveness. The auditor’s assessment
of what is significant is a matter of professional judgement and includes
consideration of both the quantitative and qualitative aspects of the item or
subject matter in question. Auditors discuss their assessment of these risks
with the audited body.
33 When assessing risk auditors consider:
 the relevance and significance of the potential business risks faced
by all bodies of a particular type. These are the significant operational
and financial risks to the achievement of the audited body’s statutory
functions and objectives, which apply to the audited body and are
relevant to auditors’ responsibilities under the Code;
 other business risks that apply specifically to individual audited bodies;
 the audited body’s own assessment of the risks it faces; and
 the arrangements put in place by the body to manage and address
its risks.
34 In assessing risks auditors have regard to:
 evidence gained from previous audit work, including the response of
the audited body to previous audit work;
 the results of assessments of performance carried out by the
Commission;
 the work of other statutory inspectorates; and
 relevant improvement needs, identified in discussion with the
Commission or other statutory inspectorates.
35 Where auditors rely on the reports of statutory inspectorates
as evidence relevant to the audited body’s corporate performance
management and financial management arrangements, the conclusions
and judgements in such reports remain the responsibility of the relevant
inspectorate or review agency.
36 In reviewing the audited body’s arrangements for the use of resources,
it is not part of auditors’ functions to question the merits of the policies
of the audited body, but auditors may examine the arrangements by
which policy decisions are reached and consider the effects of the
implementation of policy. It is the responsibility of the audited body to
decide whether and how to implement any recommendations made
by auditors and, in making any recommendations, auditors must avoid
giving any perception that they have any role in the decision-making
arrangements of the audited body.

8
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37 Auditors do not provide assurance to audited bodies on the
operational effectiveness of specific aspects of their arrangements for the
use of resources. Neither can they be relied on to have identified every
weakness or every opportunity for improvement. Audited bodies should
consider auditors’ conclusions and recommendations in their broader
operational or other relevant context.
38 In reviewing audited bodies’ arrangements for producing relevant
and reliable data and information to support decision making and
manage performance, auditors may review the data supporting specific
performance information. Audited bodies are responsible for applying
appropriate data quality standards, collecting data that is fit for purpose
and, where applicable, conforms to prescribed definitions. Audited bodies
are also responsible for satisfying themselves that performance information
is reliable and accurate.
39 Where auditors identify significant misstatements or errors in specific
performance information or the underlying data, they draw them to the
attention of the audited body, but they do not provide assurance to audited
bodies on the accuracy or reliability of performance information or the
underlying data.
40 Audit work in relation to the audited body’s arrangements to ensure it
promotes and demonstrates the principles and values of good governance
and does not remove the possibility that breaches of proper standards of
financial conduct, or fraud and corruption, have occurred and remained
undetected. Neither is it the auditors’ responsibility to prevent or detect
breaches of proper standards of financial conduct, or fraud and corruption,
although they are alert to the possibility and act promptly if grounds for
suspicion come to their notice.
41 The reviews arising from national studies developed by the
Commission, and the extent to which auditors are expected to apply
them at relevant bodies, are prescribed by the Commission and are
notified to audited bodies each year by the Commission in its annual
work programme and by auditors in their audit planning documents.
When carrying out national studies, auditors are required to follow the
methodologies and, for certain studies, use comparative data provided by
the Commission. Responsibility for the adequacy and appropriateness of
these methodologies and the data rests with the Commission.
42 At the conclusion of the audit, auditors report their value for money
conclusion on:
 the audited body’s arrangements for securing economy, efficiency and
effectiveness in its use of resources; and
 whether significant matters have come to their attention which prevent
them from concluding that the audited body has put in place proper
arrangements.
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Specific powers and duties of auditors
43 Auditors have specific powers and duties under the Audit Commission
Act 1998 (the Act) in relation to matters of legality and, for local authorities,
electors’ rights.
44 Auditors must:
 consider whether to issue a public interest report concerning any
matter that comes to the auditor’s attention during the course of the
audit, which they judge should be considered by the audited body or
brought to public attention (section 8 of the Act); and
 give electors the opportunity to raise questions about a local
authority’s accounts, and consider and decide upon objections
received from electors in relation to the accounts (sections 15 and 16
of the Act).
45 Auditors may decide:
 that the audited body should consider formally, and respond to in public,
recommendations made in an audit report (section 11(3) of the Act);
 to issue an advisory notice or to apply to the court for a declaration
that an item of account is unlawful (sections 17 and 19A of the Act), if
they have reason to believe that unlawful expenditure has been or is
about to be incurred by an audited body; and
 to apply for judicial review with respect to a decision of an audited
body or a failure of an audited body to act, which it is reasonable to
believe would have an effect on the accounts of that body (section 24
of the Act).
46 Fees arising in connection with auditors’ exercise of these powers and
duties, including costs relating to the appointment of legal or other advisers
to the auditors, are borne by the audited body.

Reporting the results of audit work
47 Auditors provide:
 audit planning documents;
 oral and/or written reports or memoranda to officers and, where
appropriate, members on the results of, or matters arising from,
specific aspects of auditors’ work;
 a report to those charged with governance, normally submitted to the
audit committee, summarising the work of the auditor;
 an audit report, including the auditor’s opinion on the financial
statements and a conclusion on whether the audited body has put
in place proper arrangements for securing economy, efficiency and
effectiveness in its use of resources;
 a certificate that the audit of the accounts has been completed in
accordance with statutory requirements; and
 an annual audit letter addressed to the audited body, which is based
on the report to those charged with governance.
10
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48 Audit reports are addressed to officers or members of the audited
body, as appropriate. Auditors do not have responsibilities to officers or
members in their individual capacities (other than observing the rules of
natural justice in the exercise of auditors’ specific powers and duties in
relation to electors’ rights) or to third parties that choose to place reliance
upon the reports from auditors.
49 In addition, the following outputs, the need for which may arise at any
point during the audit process, are issued where appropriate:
 a report under section 8 of the Act;
 recommendations under section 11(3) of the Act; and
 information to be reported to the Commission in a specified format to
enable it to carry out any of its functions, including assessments of
performance at relevant bodies, or to assist other bodies, such as the
National Audit Office, in carrying out their functions.
50 When considering the action to be taken on audit reports, audited
bodies should bear in mind the scope of the audit and responsibilities of
auditors, as set out in the Code and as further explained in this statement.
Matters raised by auditors are drawn from those that come to their
attention during the audit. The audit cannot be relied upon to detect all
errors, weaknesses or opportunities for improvements in management
arrangements that might exist. Audited bodies should assess auditors’
conclusions and recommendations for their wider implications before
deciding whether to accept or implement them.

Ad hoc requests for auditors’ views
51 There may be occasions when audited bodies seek the views of
auditors on the legality, accounting treatment or value for money of a
transaction before embarking upon it. In such cases, auditors are as helpful
as possible, but are precluded from giving a definite view in any case
because auditors:
 must not prejudice their independence by being involved in the
decision-making processes of the audited body;
 are not financial or legal advisers to the audited body; and
 may not act in any way that might fetter their ability to exercise the
special powers conferred upon them by statute.
52 In response to such requests, auditors can offer only an indication
as to whether anything in the information available to them at the time
of forming a view could cause them to consider exercising the specific
powers conferred upon them by statute. Any response from auditors
should not be taken as suggesting that the proposed transaction or course
of action will be exempt from challenge in future, whether by auditors or
others entitled to raise objection to it. It is the responsibility of the audited
body to decide whether to embark on any transaction.
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Grant claims and returns – certification
53 Auditors may be required by the Commission to carry out work
to support certification of grants or returns. Auditors carry out this work
on an agency basis on behalf of the Commission. A separate statement
of responsibilities of grant-paying bodies, authorities, the Audit
Commission and appointed auditors covering this work can be found
at www.audit-commission.gov.uk

Access to information, data security and confidentiality
54 Auditors have wide-ranging rights of access to documents and
information in relation to the audit. Such rights apply not only to
documents and information held by the audited body and its members
and staff, including documents held in electronic form, but also to the
audited body’s partners and contractors, whether in the public, private or
third sectors. Auditors may also require a person holding or accountable
for any relevant document to give them such information and explanation
as they consider necessary.
55 There are restrictions on the disclosure of information obtained in
the course of the audit, subject only to specific exemptions. The Freedom
of Information Act 2000 does not apply to the Commission’s appointed
auditors, as they have not been designated as ‘public authorities’ for the
purposes of that legislation, although they are subject to the Environmental
Information Regulations 2004. Audited bodies wishing to disclose information
obtained from an auditor, which is subject to a statutory restriction on its
disclosure, must seek the auditor’s consent to that disclosure.
56 Auditors protect the integrity of data relating to audited bodies and
individuals either received or obtained during the audit. They ensure that
data is held securely and that all reasonable steps are taken to ensure
compliance with statutory and other requirements relating to the collection,
holding and disclosure of information.
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If you require a copy of this document in large print,
in Braille, on tape, or in a language other than English,
please call: 0844 798 7070
If you require a printed copy of this document, please call:
0800 50 20 30 or email: ac-orders@audit-commission.gov.uk
This document is available on our website
We welcome your feedback. If you have any comments on this report,
are intending to implement any of the recommendations, or are
planning to follow up any of the case studies, please email:
nationalstudies@audit-commission.gov.uk
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public services to deliver better outcomes for everyone.
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that we have a unique perspective. We promote value for
money for taxpayers, auditing the £200 billion spent by
11,000 local public bodies.

As a force for improvement, we work in partnership
to assess local public services and make practical
recommendations for promoting a better quality of life
for local people.
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Introduction
1
The Audit Commission (the Commission) is responsible for appointing
auditors and determining their terms of appointment, as well as for
preparing a Code of Audit Practice (the Code), which prescribes the way
auditors are to carry out their functions. The Commission has prepared a
Code for the audits of local government bodies and a Code for the audit of
local NHS bodies. From time to time, the Commission issues guidance to
auditors under section 3(8) of the Audit Commission Act 1998 (the Act) and
Paragraph 7(3) of Schedule 1 to the Act. This statement sets out guidance
on general responsibilities relevant to audits of local government bodies
and so supports the Code. A separate statement has been prepared for the
audits of NHS bodies.
2
This statement serves as the formal terms of engagement between
the Audit Commission’s appointed auditors and local government bodies.i
It summarises where the different responsibilities of auditors and of the
audited body begin and end, and what is to be expected of the audited
body in certain areas. Throughout this statement, the term ‘audited body’
covers both the members and senior officers of the body.
3
The responsibilities of auditors are derived from statute (principally the
Audit Commission Act 1998) and from the Code. Nothing in this statement is
intended to limit or extend those responsibilities. In particular, audited bodies
should note that because auditors must not prejudice their independence of
the audited body, the role of the appointed auditor does not include providing
financial or legal advice or consultancy to the audited body.
4
Auditors may wish to refer to this statement in audit planning
documents, annual audit letters, reports and other audit outputs.

Introduction to responsibilities
5
Those responsible for the conduct of public business and for
spending public money are accountable for ensuring that public business
is conducted in accordance with the law and proper standards, and
that public money is safeguarded and properly accounted for, and used
economically, efficiently and effectively.

i

2

This statement covers the audits of local government bodies. These include the various bodies
that provide public services locally, including local authorities (and their pension funds, if
applicable), fire authorities, police authorities, local councils, local probation boards and trusts and
integrated transport authorities and passenger transport executives.
Local government

6
In discharging this accountability, public bodies are responsible for
putting in place proper arrangements for the governance of their affairs and
the stewardship of the resources at their disposal.i They are also required
to report on their arrangements in their statement on internal control.ii
7
It is the responsibility of the audited body to ensure that proper
arrangements are in place, but certain individuals may also have specific
responsibilities. Local authorities have designated statutory officers, each
of whom has a specific role in relation to accountability and control. For
local authorities, these include:
 the head of paid service, usually the chief executive, responsible to the
full council for the corporate and overall strategic management of the
authority;
 the monitoring officer, who is responsible for reporting to the authority
any actual or potential breaches of the law or any maladministration
and for ensuring that procedures for recording and reporting key
decisions are operating effectively; and
 an officer with responsibility for the proper administration of the
authority’s financial affairs.
8

In carrying out their work, auditors will:
plan and manage the audit in a timely, professional and efficient manner;
 plan to complete work within agreed deadlines;
 maintain close liaison with the audited body; and
 provide appropriate and adequate resources and assign
responsibilities to staff with the relevant expertise and experience.


9
In meeting their responsibilities, auditors obtain representations from
management, both orally and in writing, on specific aspects of the audit.
10 The following paragraphs summarise the specific responsibilities of
auditors and of audited bodies in relation to the responsibilities of auditors
described in the Code.

Responsibilities in relation to the financial statements
11 The financial statements, which comprise the published accounts
of the audited body, are an essential means by which it accounts for its
stewardship of the resources at its disposal and its financial performance in
the use of those resources. It is the responsibility of the audited body to:
 put in place, and review the effectiveness of, its system of internal
control, including arrangements to ensure the regularity and lawfulness
of transactions;iii
i

The various local government bodies covered by this statement are constituted differently and
their governance arrangements will vary accordingly.
ii Known as Annual Governance Statement for local authorities.
iii For example, Regulation 4(2) of the Accounts and Audit Regulations 2003, as amended, requires
local authorities and other specified bodies to ‘conduct a review at least once in a year of the
effectiveness of its system of internal control’.
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maintain proper accounting records; and
prepare financial statements that give a true and fair view of the financial
position of the body and its expenditure and income and that they are in
accordance with applicable laws, regulations and accounting policies.

12 A local authority that is the administering authority for a local authority
pension fund must prepare pension fund financial statements and an
annual report for each financial year. The financial statements must give a
true and fair view of:
 the financial transactions of its pension fund during the year; and
 the amount and disposition of the fund’s assets and liabilities, other
than liabilities to pay pensions and other benefits after the end of the
scheme year.
13 The audited body is also responsible for preparing and publishing with
its financial statements a statement on internal control and, where required
to do so, a remuneration report.i Local authorities and other specified
bodies also prepare a whole of government accounts return. Although not
required to do so, some local government bodies publish other information,
such as an annual report, alongside the financial statements.
14 In preparing their financial statements, audited bodies are
responsible for:
 preparing realistic plans that include clear targets and achievable
timetables for the production of the financial statements;
 assigning responsibilities clearly to staff with the appropriate expertise
and experience;
 providing necessary resources to enable delivery of the plan;
 maintaining adequate documentation in support of the financial
statements and, at the start of the audit, providing a complete set of
working papers that provide an adequate explanation of the entries in
those financial statements;
 ensuring that senior management monitors, supervises and reviews
work to meet agreed standards and deadlines; and
 ensuring that a senior individual at top management level personally
reviews and approves the financial statements before presentation to
the auditor. Specifically, the responsible financial officer must sign,
date and certify the financial statements before they are approved by
the body.
15 If draft financial statements and working papers of appropriate quality
are not available at the agreed start date of the audit, the auditor is unable
to meet the planned audit timetable and the start date of the audit will be
delayed. The audit fee is calculated on the basis that the draft financial
statements, and detailed working papers, are provided to an agreed
timetable and are of an acceptable standard. If information is not provided
i

4

Local authorities prepare an Annual Governance Statement which includes a statement on internal
control. Regulation 4(4) of the Accounts and Audit Regulations 2003, as amended, requires that a
statement on internal control is included with an authority’s accounts.
Local government

to this timetable, or is provided to an unacceptable standard, the auditor will
incur additional costs in carrying out any extra work that is necessary. The
Commission will charge an additional fee if the additional work is substantial.
16 In carrying out their responsibilities in relation to the financial
statements, auditors have regard to the concept of materiality.
17 Subject to the concept of materiality, auditors provide reasonable
assurance that the financial statements:
 are free from material misstatement, whether caused by fraud or other
irregularity or error;
 comply with statutory and other applicable requirements; and
 comply with all relevant requirements for accounting presentation and
disclosure.
18 Subject to the concept of materiality, auditors of local probation
boards also provide reasonable assurance on the regularity of expenditure
and income. In carrying out an audit, auditors do not perform detailed tests
of all transactions. Therefore the audit process should not be relied upon
to disclose all unlawful transactions or events that may have occurred or
might occur.
19 Auditors plan and perform their audit on the basis of their assessment
of risk. Auditors examine selected transactions and balances on a test
basis and assess the significant estimates and judgements made by the
audited body in preparing the statements.
20 Auditors evaluate significant financial systems, and the associated
internal financial controls, for the purpose of giving their opinion on the
financial statements. However, they do not provide assurance to audited
bodies on the operational effectiveness of specific systems and controls
or their wider system of internal control. Where auditors identify any
weaknesses in such systems and controls, they draw them to the attention
of the audited body, but they cannot be expected to identify all weaknesses
that may exist.
21 Auditors review whether the statement on internal control has been
presented in accordance with relevant requirements and report if it does
not meet these requirements or if it is misleading or inconsistent with other
information the auditor is aware of. In doing so, auditors take into account
the knowledge of the audited body gained through their work in relation
to the financial statements and through their work in relation to the body’s
arrangements for securing economy, efficiency and effectiveness in the
use of its resources. They also have regard to the work of other regulators,
to the extent that it is relevant to auditors’ responsibilities. Auditors are
not required to consider whether the statement on internal control covers
all risks and controls, and auditors are not required to express a formal
opinion on the effectiveness of the audited body’s corporate governance
procedures or risk and control procedures.
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22 Auditors also review for consistency other information that is published
by the audited body alongside the financial statements, such as an annual
report. If auditors have concerns about the consistency of any such
information they will report them to those charged with governance.
23 At the conclusion of the audit of the accounts, auditors give their
opinion on the financial statements, including:
 whether they give a true and fair view of the financial position of the
audited body and its expenditure and income for the year in question;
 whether they have been prepared properly in accordance with relevant
legislation and applicable accounting standards;
 for probation boards, on the regularity of their expenditure and income;
and
 for certain bodies, on whether the part of the remuneration report to
be audited has been properly prepared.
24 In the case of local authorities and other specified bodies, auditors
also give their opinion on whether the whole of government accounts return
has been properly prepared.
25 Auditors of local authorities that are the administering authorities for a
local authority pension fund include a separate opinion on the pension fund
accounts within their report on the financial statements. They also issue a
separate opinion on the financial statements contained in the pension fund
annual report.

Electronic publication of the financial statements
26 Where the audited body wishes to publish its financial statements
electronically, it is responsible for ensuring that the publication presents
accurately the financial statements and the auditor’s report on those
financial statements. This responsibility also applies to the presentation of
any financial information published in respect of prior periods. Similarly,
where the audited body wishes to distribute electronic copies of the
financial statements, and the auditor’s report on those financial statements,
to its stakeholders, it is responsible for ensuring that these are presented
accurately.
27 The auditor’s report on the financial statements should not be
reproduced or referred to electronically without the auditor’s prior written
agreement. This enables the auditor to review the process by which the
financial statements to be published electronically are derived from the
financial information contained in the manually signed financial statements,
check that the proposed electronic version is identical in content with the
manually signed financial statements and check that the conversion of
the manually signed financial statements into an electronic format has not
distorted the overall presentation of the financial information.
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28 The examination of the controls over the electronic publication
of audited financial statements is beyond the scope of auditors’
responsibilities in relation to the financial statements and the auditor cannot
be held responsible for changes made to audited information after the
initial publication of the financial statements and the auditor’s report.

Responsibilities in relation to arrangements for
securing economy, efficiency and effectiveness in the
use of resources
29 It is the responsibility of the audited body to put in place proper
arrangements to secure economy, efficiency and effectiveness in its use
of resources, and to ensure proper stewardship and governance, and
regularly to review the adequacy and effectiveness of them. Such corporate
performance management and financial management arrangements form a
key part of the system of internal control and comprise the arrangements for:
 planning finances effectively to deliver strategic priorities and secure
sound financial health;
 having a sound understanding of costs and performance and
achieving efficiencies in activities;
 reliable and timely financial reporting that meets the needs of internal
users, stakeholders and local people;
 commissioning and procuring quality services and supplies that are
tailored to local needs and deliver sustainable outcomes and value for
money;
 producing relevant and reliable data and information to support
decision making and manage performance;
 promoting and demonstrating the principles and values of good
governance;
 managing risks and maintaining a sound system of internal control;
 making effective use of natural resources;
 managing assets effectively to help it deliver strategic priorities and
service needs; and
 planning, organising and developing the workforce effectively to
support the achievement of strategic priorities.
30 The audited body is responsible for reporting on these arrangements
as part of its annual statement on internal control.
31 Auditors have a responsibility to satisfy themselves that the audited
body has put in place proper arrangements to secure economy, efficiency
and effectiveness in its use of resources. In doing so they are required to
have regard to criteria specified by the Audit Commission.i In meeting this
responsibility auditors review and, where appropriate, examine evidence
that is relevant to the audited body’s corporate performance management
and financial management arrangements.

i

These criteria are published on the Commission’s website.
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32 In planning this work, auditors consider and assess the significant
risks of giving a wrong conclusion on the audited body’s arrangements for
securing economy, efficiency and effectiveness. The auditor’s assessment
of what is significant is a matter of professional judgement and includes
consideration of both the quantitative and qualitative aspects of the item or
subject matter in question. Auditors discuss their assessment of these risks
with the audited body.
33 When assessing risk auditors consider:
 the relevance and significance of the potential business risks faced
by all bodies of a particular type. These are the significant operational
and financial risks to the achievement of the audited body’s statutory
functions and objectives, which apply to the audited body and are
relevant to auditors’ responsibilities under the Code;
 other business risks that apply specifically to individual audited bodies;
 the audited body’s own assessment of the risks it faces; and
 the arrangements put in place by the body to manage and address
its risks.
34 In assessing risks auditors have regard to:
 evidence gained from previous audit work, including the response of
the audited body to previous audit work;
 the results of assessments of performance carried out by the
Commission;
 the work of other statutory inspectorates; and
 relevant improvement needs, identified in discussion with the
Commission or other statutory inspectorates.
35 Where auditors rely on the reports of statutory inspectorates
as evidence relevant to the audited body’s corporate performance
management and financial management arrangements, the conclusions
and judgements in such reports remain the responsibility of the relevant
inspectorate or review agency.
36 In reviewing the audited body’s arrangements for the use of resources,
it is not part of auditors’ functions to question the merits of the policies
of the audited body, but auditors may examine the arrangements by
which policy decisions are reached and consider the effects of the
implementation of policy. It is the responsibility of the audited body to
decide whether and how to implement any recommendations made
by auditors and, in making any recommendations, auditors must avoid
giving any perception that they have any role in the decision-making
arrangements of the audited body.
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37 Auditors do not provide assurance to audited bodies on the
operational effectiveness of specific aspects of their arrangements for the
use of resources. Neither can they be relied on to have identified every
weakness or every opportunity for improvement. Audited bodies should
consider auditors’ conclusions and recommendations in their broader
operational or other relevant context.
38 In reviewing audited bodies’ arrangements for producing relevant
and reliable data and information to support decision making and
manage performance, auditors may review the data supporting specific
performance information. Audited bodies are responsible for applying
appropriate data quality standards, collecting data that is fit for purpose
and, where applicable, conforms to prescribed definitions. Audited bodies
are also responsible for satisfying themselves that performance information
is reliable and accurate.
39 Where auditors identify significant misstatements or errors in specific
performance information or the underlying data, they draw them to the
attention of the audited body, but they do not provide assurance to audited
bodies on the accuracy or reliability of performance information or the
underlying data.
40 Audit work in relation to the audited body’s arrangements to ensure it
promotes and demonstrates the principles and values of good governance
and does not remove the possibility that breaches of proper standards of
financial conduct, or fraud and corruption, have occurred and remained
undetected. Neither is it the auditors’ responsibility to prevent or detect
breaches of proper standards of financial conduct, or fraud and corruption,
although they are alert to the possibility and act promptly if grounds for
suspicion come to their notice.
41 The reviews arising from national studies developed by the
Commission, and the extent to which auditors are expected to apply
them at relevant bodies, are prescribed by the Commission and are
notified to audited bodies each year by the Commission in its annual
work programme and by auditors in their audit planning documents.
When carrying out national studies, auditors are required to follow the
methodologies and, for certain studies, use comparative data provided by
the Commission. Responsibility for the adequacy and appropriateness of
these methodologies and the data rests with the Commission.
42 At the conclusion of the audit, auditors report their value for money
conclusion on:
 the audited body’s arrangements for securing economy, efficiency and
effectiveness in its use of resources; and
 whether significant matters have come to their attention which prevent
them from concluding that the audited body has put in place proper
arrangements.
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Specific powers and duties of auditors
43 Auditors have specific powers and duties under the Audit Commission
Act 1998 (the Act) in relation to matters of legality and, for local authorities,
electors’ rights.
44 Auditors must:
 consider whether to issue a public interest report concerning any
matter that comes to the auditor’s attention during the course of the
audit, which they judge should be considered by the audited body or
brought to public attention (section 8 of the Act); and
 give electors the opportunity to raise questions about a local
authority’s accounts, and consider and decide upon objections
received from electors in relation to the accounts (sections 15 and 16
of the Act).
45 Auditors may decide:
 that the audited body should consider formally, and respond to in public,
recommendations made in an audit report (section 11(3) of the Act);
 to issue an advisory notice or to apply to the court for a declaration
that an item of account is unlawful (sections 17 and 19A of the Act), if
they have reason to believe that unlawful expenditure has been or is
about to be incurred by an audited body; and
 to apply for judicial review with respect to a decision of an audited
body or a failure of an audited body to act, which it is reasonable to
believe would have an effect on the accounts of that body (section 24
of the Act).
46 Fees arising in connection with auditors’ exercise of these powers and
duties, including costs relating to the appointment of legal or other advisers
to the auditors, are borne by the audited body.

Reporting the results of audit work
47 Auditors provide:
 audit planning documents;
 oral and/or written reports or memoranda to officers and, where
appropriate, members on the results of, or matters arising from,
specific aspects of auditors’ work;
 a report to those charged with governance, normally submitted to the
audit committee, summarising the work of the auditor;
 an audit report, including the auditor’s opinion on the financial
statements and a conclusion on whether the audited body has put
in place proper arrangements for securing economy, efficiency and
effectiveness in its use of resources;
 a certificate that the audit of the accounts has been completed in
accordance with statutory requirements; and
 an annual audit letter addressed to the audited body, which is based
on the report to those charged with governance.
10
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48 Audit reports are addressed to officers or members of the audited
body, as appropriate. Auditors do not have responsibilities to officers or
members in their individual capacities (other than observing the rules of
natural justice in the exercise of auditors’ specific powers and duties in
relation to electors’ rights) or to third parties that choose to place reliance
upon the reports from auditors.
49 In addition, the following outputs, the need for which may arise at any
point during the audit process, are issued where appropriate:
 a report under section 8 of the Act;
 recommendations under section 11(3) of the Act; and
 information to be reported to the Commission in a specified format to
enable it to carry out any of its functions, including assessments of
performance at relevant bodies, or to assist other bodies, such as the
National Audit Office, in carrying out their functions.
50 When considering the action to be taken on audit reports, audited
bodies should bear in mind the scope of the audit and responsibilities of
auditors, as set out in the Code and as further explained in this statement.
Matters raised by auditors are drawn from those that come to their
attention during the audit. The audit cannot be relied upon to detect all
errors, weaknesses or opportunities for improvements in management
arrangements that might exist. Audited bodies should assess auditors’
conclusions and recommendations for their wider implications before
deciding whether to accept or implement them.

Ad hoc requests for auditors’ views
51 There may be occasions when audited bodies seek the views of
auditors on the legality, accounting treatment or value for money of a
transaction before embarking upon it. In such cases, auditors are as helpful
as possible, but are precluded from giving a definite view in any case
because auditors:
 must not prejudice their independence by being involved in the
decision-making processes of the audited body;
 are not financial or legal advisers to the audited body; and
 may not act in any way that might fetter their ability to exercise the
special powers conferred upon them by statute.
52 In response to such requests, auditors can offer only an indication
as to whether anything in the information available to them at the time
of forming a view could cause them to consider exercising the specific
powers conferred upon them by statute. Any response from auditors
should not be taken as suggesting that the proposed transaction or course
of action will be exempt from challenge in future, whether by auditors or
others entitled to raise objection to it. It is the responsibility of the audited
body to decide whether to embark on any transaction.
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Grant claims and returns – certification
53 Auditors may be required by the Commission to carry out work
to support certification of grants or returns. Auditors carry out this work
on an agency basis on behalf of the Commission. A separate statement
of responsibilities of grant-paying bodies, authorities, the Audit
Commission and appointed auditors covering this work can be found
at www.audit-commission.gov.uk

Access to information, data security and confidentiality
54 Auditors have wide-ranging rights of access to documents and
information in relation to the audit. Such rights apply not only to
documents and information held by the audited body and its members
and staff, including documents held in electronic form, but also to the
audited body’s partners and contractors, whether in the public, private or
third sectors. Auditors may also require a person holding or accountable
for any relevant document to give them such information and explanation
as they consider necessary.
55 There are restrictions on the disclosure of information obtained in
the course of the audit, subject only to specific exemptions. The Freedom
of Information Act 2000 does not apply to the Commission’s appointed
auditors, as they have not been designated as ‘public authorities’ for the
purposes of that legislation, although they are subject to the Environmental
Information Regulations 2004. Audited bodies wishing to disclose information
obtained from an auditor, which is subject to a statutory restriction on its
disclosure, must seek the auditor’s consent to that disclosure.
56 Auditors protect the integrity of data relating to audited bodies and
individuals either received or obtained during the audit. They ensure that
data is held securely and that all reasonable steps are taken to ensure
compliance with statutory and other requirements relating to the collection,
holding and disclosure of information.
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Patrick Green
Head of Internal Audit
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INTERNAL AUDIT OPINION

1.1

Context
As the provider of the internal audit service to Office of the Police & Crime Commissioner for Derbyshire &
Derbyshire Constabulary we are required to provide the Section 151 Officer and the Audit Committee an
opinion on the adequacy and effectiveness of the organisation’s governance, risk management and control
arrangements. In giving our opinion it should be noted that assurance can never be absolute. The most that
the internal audit service can provide is a reasonable assurance that there are no major weaknesses in risk
management, governance and control processes.
In line with the Financial Management Code of Practice published by the Home Office, both the Office of the
Police and Crime Commissioner (OPCC) and the Chief Constable must have an internal audit service, and
there must be an audit committee in place (which can be a joint committee). This annual report is therefore
addressed to both the PCC and the Chief Constable, and summarises the work undertaken during 2012/2013
which saw the abolition of the Police Authority and the creation of the PCC.
As your internal audit provider, the assurance and advisory reviews that RSM Tenon provides during the year
are part of the framework of assurances that assist the PCC and Chief Constable prepare an informed annual
governance statement.

1.2

Internal Audit Opinion 2012/2013
For the 12 months ended 31 March 2013, based on the work we have undertaken, our opinion is that the
Office of the Police & Crime Commissioner for Derbyshire & Derbyshire Constabulary’s had adequate
arrangements for governance, risk management and control. Since November 2012, when the PCC took up
post, we have completed reviews of governance and some specific advisory reviews, which have indicated
areas for improvement. It is acknowledged that the Organisation is in a process of change and our
recommendations, where applicable, are reflective of the changing environment.

1.3

The Basis of the Opinion

1.3.1

Governance
Earlier in 2012/13, we attended the HMIC meeting where the transitional arrangements to the Police and
Crime Commissioner were reviewed. We were satisfied that the Authority (at that time) had arrangements in
place and had appropriately addressed the feedback, following the HMIC visit.
Since the PCC has been in place, we have completed a specific review of governance arrangements,
between both the PCC and Constabulary. We were able to provide a positive (green) level of assurance.

1.3.2

Risk Management
The Risk Management allocation was used in an advisory capacity and provided advice and guidance to the
Office of the Police & Crime Commissioner in the set up, development and management of the risk register.
We have not undertaken specific work on Risk Management within the Constabulary, during the period and
our opinion is informed by our knowledge and understanding of the arrangements in place.

1.3.3

Control
The Organisation has received a green (substantial) level of assurance for Financial Control (Purchase Order
Processing), Agresso Application – PIR of User Access Security and Governance Arrangements. Whilst our
review of Network Security resulted in amber/green assurance (albeit still positive), we are satisfied by
Management that they are addressing the recommendations made.
We have undertaken a follow up review within the period. We found that Good Progress had been made in
implementing the recommendations raised in prior year reports.
In addition, we have undertaken three specific advisory audits (Contact Management Centre, Risk
Management and Post Implementation – Agresso Finance System)
1

1.3.4

All of the recommendations made during the year were accepted by management.

1.3.5

Progress made with previous internal audit recommendations
Our follow up of the recommendations, including those that were outstanding from previous years, showed
that the organisation had made good progress in implementing the agreed recommendations.

1.3.6

Reliance Placed Upon Work of Other Assurance Providers
In forming our opinion we have not placed any direct reliance on other assurance providers.

2

OUR PERFORMANCE

2.1

Conformance with Internal Audit Standards
RSM Tenon affirms that our internal audit services to Derbyshire Office of the Police & Crime Commissioner
and Derbyshire Police are designed to comply with the CIPFA Code of Practice for Internal Audit and the
International Standards published by the Global Institute of Internal Auditors (IIA).
Under the standards, internal audit services are required to have an external quality and review at least once
every five years. During 2011 RSM Tenon commissioned an external independent review of our internal audit
services to provide assurance whether our approach meets the requirements set out in the International
Professional Practices Framework (IPPF) published by the IIA.
The external review concluded that “the design and implementation of systems for the delivery of internal audit
provides substantial assurance that the standards established by the IIA in the IPPF will be delivered in an
adequate and effective manner”.
In this year we have reviewed our processes to ensure we will be conformant with the Public Sector Internal
Auditing Standards when they are introduced in 2013/2014.

2.2

Conflicts of Interest
We (RSM Tenon) have not undertaken any work or activity during 2012/2013 that would lead us to declare
any conflict of interests.
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APPENDIX A:

INTERNAL AUDIT OPINIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 2012/2013

Audit

Link to risk or rationale for
coverage


Network Security




Financial
Controls
–
Purchase Order Processing
Agresso Application – User
Access Security

New process – Management
Concern




Follow Up

Governance Arrangements
Key Financial Controls
General Ledger
Budgetary Control
Debtors
Treasury
Management
Fixed Assets &
Inventories
Payroll

Security breaches and
external threat from hacking,
viruses and malicious code
Loss of systems availability
through poor network
infrastructure resilience
Unauthorised access to
systems and data

Actions Agreed (by priority)
Opinion
High

Medium

Low

1

5

3

0

0

0

0

1

0

0

0

0

Green

0

1

2

Green

0

0

0

Amber / Green

Green

Unauthorised access to the
Agresso system and its data
Inability to account for system
access and actions
Ineffective user
administration

To meet the IIA Standards and to
provide management with ongoing
assurance
regarding
implementation
of
recommendations.
Management Concern

Green

Good Progress

Financial control and annual budget
External audit will wish to place
reliance on testing undertaken by
internal audit.

Contact Management Centre

Management Concern

Advisory

0

0

0

Risk Management

Management Concern

Advisory

0

0

0

Post Implementation Agresso Finance System

Management Concern

Advisory

0

0

0

Total

1

7

5

3

We use the following levels of opinion classification within our internal audit reports:
Red

Amber / Red

Amber / Green

Green

Taking account of the issues
identified, the Board cannot take
assurance that the controls upon
which the organisation relies to
manage this risk are suitably
designed, consistently applied or
effective.

Taking account of the issues
identified, whilst the Board can
take some assurance that the
controls
upon
which
the
organisation relies to manage this
risk are
suitably designed,
consistently applied and effective,
action needs to be taken to
ensure this risk is managed.

Taking account of the issues
identified, the Board can take
reasonable assurance that the
controls
upon
which
the
organisation relies to manage this
risk are
suitably designed,
consistently applied and effective.

Taking account of the issues
identified, the Board can take
substantial assurance that the
controls
upon
which
the
organisation relies to manage this
risk are
suitably
designed,
consistently applied and effective.

Action needs to be taken to
ensure this risk is managed.

However we have identified
issues that, if not addressed,
increase the likelihood of the risk
materialising.

The matters raised in this report are only those which came to our attention during our internal audit work and are not necessarily a comprehensive statement of all the
weaknesses that exist, or of all the improvements that may be required. Whilst every care has been taken to ensure that the information provided in this report is as
accurate as possible, based on the information provided and documentation reviewed, no complete guarantee or warranty can be given with regard to the advice and
information contained herein. Our work does not provide absolute assurance that material errors, loss or fraud do not exist.

This report, together with any attachments, is provided pursuant to the terms of our engagement. The use of the report is solely for internal purposes by the management
and Board of our client and, pursuant to the terms of the engagement, it should not be copied or disclosed to any third party or otherwise quoted or referred to, in whole
in part, without our written consent. No responsibility to any third party is accepted as the report has not been prepared, and is not intended for any other purpose.
© 2012 - 2013 RSM Tenon Limited
The term "partner" is a title for senior employees, none of whom provide any services on their own behalf.
RSM Tenon Limited is a subsidiary of RSM Tenon Group PLC. RSM Tenon Group PLC is an independent member of the RSM International network. The RSM
International network is a network of independent accounting and consulting firms each of which practices in its own right. RSM International is the brand used by the
network which is not itself a separate legal entity in any jurisdiction.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

1.1

Introduction

1

Governance Arrangements
(2012/13)

An audit of Governance Arrangements was undertaken as part of the approved internal audit
periodic plan for 2012/13.
The Police and Crime Commissioner (PCC) for Derbyshire and the Chief Constable (CC) of the
Derbyshire Constabulary have documented the Governance Arrangements, which will be used as
the basis of a governance framework, during the transition between the Derbyshire Police Authority
and the PCC/CC. The Governance Arrangements were revised in November 2012 and presented
to the Governance Planning meeting, held on 26 November 2012. The version which was
presented to this meeting has been updated to take into account a number of changes which were
agreed at the Governance Planning meeting. As such we have reviewed the arrangements in
place to provide assurances that they are robust, effective and duplication is minimised.
1.2

Conclusion
Taking account of the issues identified, the Officer of the Police and
Crime Commissioner and Derbyshire Constabulary can take
substantial assurance that the controls upon which the organisation
relies to manage this risk are suitably designed, consistently applied
and effective.

The above conclusions feeding into the overall assurance level are based on the evidence obtained
during the review. The key findings from this review are as follows:
Design& Application of control framework
We have made one recommendation prioritised as ‘medium’ and one recommendation prioritised
as low in relation to the design of the control framework. The medium recommendation is in relation
to introducing a mechanism in order for any key or salient points arising from the Audit Committee
meetings to be highlighted at the Strategic Governance Board. Currently, there is a risk of
duplication as items can be discussed and considered at both forums.

1.3

Scope of the review
To evaluate the adequacy of risk management and control within the system and the extent to
which controls have been applied, with a view to providing an opinion. Control activities are put in
place to ensure that risks to the achievement of the organisation’s objectives are managed
effectively. When planning the audit, the following limitations were agreed:
Limitations to the scope of the audit:

This review is limited to the key areas as detailed in the areas for consideration above.


We will not be providing an opinion on the decisions and actions made by the groups, panels
and committees.



We shall not review the entire governance framework and therefore we shall not provide an
opinion on the entire risk management and governance arrangements.



Testing will be undertaken on a sample basis only.



It should also be noted that our work does not provide an absolute assurance that material
errors, loss or fraud do not exist.

The approach taken for this audit was a System-Based Audit.
1.4

Recommendations Summary

Officer of the Police and Crime Commissioner
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The following tables highlight the number and categories of recommendations made. The Action
Plan at Section 2 details the specific recommendations made as well as agreed management
actions to implement them.
Recommendations made during this audit:
Our recommendations address the design and application of the control framework as follows:
Priority
High

Medium

Low

Design of control framework

0

1

1

Total

0

1

1

The recommendations address the risks within the scope of the audit as set out below:
Area
Area

High

Medium

Low

Development of the Governance Framework

0

1

1

Total

0

1

1

3
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ACTION PLAN
The priority of the recommendations made is as follows:
Priority

Description

High
Medium

Recommendations are prioritised to reflect our assessment of risk associated with the control weaknesses.

Low
Suggestion

These are not formal recommendations that impact our overall opinion, but used to highlight a suggestion or idea that management may want to
consider.

Ref

Recommendation

3.3.2

The
organisation
should
review
provisional timetable / annual reporting
cycle for the Joint Audit, Risk and
Assurance Committee items to be
presented and state which of the following
categories the item falls under:
 For approval;
 To note;
 For recommendation to the
Strategic Governance Board; and
 For assurance purposes.

3.3.3

The organisation should consider either
providing the Strategic Governance Board
with the following to ensure any salient
points from the Joint Audit, Risk and
Assurance Committee discussions are
reported:
 The draft / unconfirmed meeting

Categorisation

Accepted
(Y/N)

Management Comment

Implementation
Date

Manager
Responsible

Low

Y

We will categorise the timetable
as suggested and in addition the
recommendations of each report
will reflect the proposed
descriptions.

July 2013

H Boffy, Treasurer
OPCC

Medium

Y

Already implemented.

April 2013

Liz Kelly, Meetings
and Information
Officer, OPCC

Interim JARAC draft minutes
were reported to the Strategic
Governance Board meeting of
15 April 2013.
Future draft minutes will also be
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Ref

Recommendation
minutes from the Joint Audit, Risk
and Assurance Committee; or
 A summary report from Chair of
the Joint Audit, Risk and
Assurance Committee meeting
detailing any salient points and
discussions.
This would provide the Strategic
Governance Board with details of the
discussions
held,
avoiding
any
duplication.

Categorisation

Accepted
(Y/N)

Governance Arrangements
(2012/13)

Management Comment
included on the Strategic
Governance Board agendas.

Implementation
Date

Manager
Responsible

Officer of the Police and Crime
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FINDINGS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

3.1

DEVELOPMENT OF THE GOVERNANCE FRAMEWORK

3.1.1

Governance Arrangements (2012/13)

The Police and Crime Commissioner (PCC) for Derbyshire and the Chief Constable (CC) of the
Derbyshire Constabulary have documented the Governance Arrangements, which will be used
as the basis of a governance framework during the transition between the Derbyshire Police
Authority and the PCC/CC.The Governance Arrangements were revised in November 2012
and presented to the Governance Planning meeting, held on 26 November 2012. The version
which was presented to this meeting has been updated to take into account a number of
changes which were due to be agreed at the Governance Planning meeting. A number of
proposals were included within the Draft Arrangements, to strengthen the current governance
framework
At the Governance Planning meeting, held on 26 November 2012, proposal 10 was taken
forward (see Figure 1).

3.1.2 Link to Police and Crime Plan
The Draft Governance Arrangements were developed in November 2012, whilst the draft
Police and Crime Plan was developed during the same period, but approved in January 2013
and the final Policy and Crime Plan, in February 2013. Despite the timing difference, the
Governance Arrangements take into account the Plan as being a key driver in establishing the
PCCs objectives and the need for the governance arrangements to allow the PCC to achieve
the outputs, milestones and interim progress of the Plan.

3.1.3 Links to the Policing Protocol Order 2011 and the Nolan Principles
The Governance Arrangements take into account the Policing Protocol Order 2011 and the
sevenNolan Principles. In addition, the document also matches the Nolan principles to six
core principles for the Office of PCC Code of Corporate Governance.

3.1.4 Workstream Links
The Governance Arrangements identify the following workstreams as a part of the proposed
meeting between the CC and the PCC at their fortnightly meetings:


Operational Performance Scrutiny;



Resources, Finance and HR;



Professional Standards;



Strategic Partnership Scrutiny;



Consultation, Community Engagement and Partnership;



Regional Collaboration; and



Audit and Internal Management.

Officer of the Police and Crime
Commissioner and Derbyshire
Constabulary
Figure 1: Actual Structure (January 2013 – March 2013)
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Performance and Finance & Resources Links
In addition, Performance, Finance & Resources will also be a formal area of discussion
between the CC and the PCC.
The Governance Arrangements identify that Performance, Finance & Resources meetings
will be scheduled in, alternatively, every two weeks. These meetings will be detailed to align
with financial reporting periods. Additional important areas of business will come to those
meetings planned through-out the year namely:

3.1.5



Professional Standards;



Contact Management;



Criminal Justice; and



Community Engagement and Partnership.

Regional Collaborations
The Governance Arrangements identify how Regional Collaboration will be managed moving
forward. These regional collaborations will be managed via the PCC’s Business Meetings.

3.1.6

Decision making outside the meeting structure.
The Governance Arrangements take into account the need for decisions to be made outside of
meetings.

3.1.6

Schemes of Consent and Delegation
The Governance Arrangements take into account the need for a Scheme of Consent and
Delegation to remain in place.

8
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3.2

APPLICATION OF THE GOVERNANCE FRAMEWORK

3.2.1

Proposal 10 was approved and as a result the PCC has implemented the SGB from January
2013 onwards. To support this structure in the infancy of its implementation, the PCC has also
developed General Meetings Protocol to document all of the meeting protocols which the SGB
and its sub-committees should abide by.
In addition, to the application of the protocol to the SGB, the protocol is also applicable to the
Joint Audit, Risk and Assurance Committee (JARAC), which acts as a subcommittee of the
SGB (see Section 3.3 for further details)

3.2.2

There are a number of features of the SGB, in addition to the JARAC, which have evolved from
the proposal, included within the Governance Arrangements, which support elements of it
whilst not directly implementing some of the proposals, such as:


All SGB meetings are held in public apart from those areas determined as ‘exempt’;



A decision record is maintained on the PCC’s website. This will include any exempt
decisions;



The meetings will be monthly rather that fortnightly;



Each meeting from April 2013, will include 30 minutes of public questions. This allows
for some direct engagement of the public;



Separate ‘Meet the Chief’ public meetings have been developed to increase
engagement, which are separate to the SGB and the governance framework;



A standard agenda for each meeting is developed. The agenda is split into two
discrete sections:


Section A – reserved for the PCC and performance; and



Section B – reserved for the CC and the CC’s decisions.



Introduction of the JARAC; and



Decisions made between the SGB meetings will be reported to the next meeting, as
detailed within the draft Governance Arrangements and the General Meetings
Protocol.

(See Figure 3 for more details)
3.2.3

The PCC has established a Performance Reporting Cycle of Business. This details the
thematic reports which are due to be presented to the SGB and when these items will be
presented. There are a number of features of the SGB, in addition to the JARAC, which have
evolved from the proposal, included within the Governance Arrangements, which support
elements of it whilst not directly implementing some of the proposals. Furthermore, it should be
noted that the cycle of business includes the business for the year.

Officer of the Police and Crime
Commissioner and Derbyshire
Constabulary
Figure 2: Strategic Governance Board (SGB) Role
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Joint Audit, Risk and Assurance Committee (JARAC)
The PCC have introduced a JARAC to support the function of the SGB.

3.3.1

Terms of Reference (ToR)
The JARAC operates under a defined ToR which was approved by the SGB. The ToR defines
the membership of the committee and their independence as members of the committee, i.e.
the members cannot be:


A standing or ex-PCC or Chief Executive;



A member or ex-member of the Police and Crime Panel (PCP);



Serving police officers or any person who has serves as a police officer within the last
5 years;



Currently serving officers of councils within the force area; and



Have no direct or indirect fiduciary relationship with the Constabulary (i.e. a member of
any partnership body).

The Chair has been jointly recruited by the PCC and the CC (See Figure 3 for further details).

3.3.2

Provisional Timetable of Meetings
A provisional timetable / annual reporting cycle for the JARAC has been developed, which
covers the period March 2013 to December 2013.
For the March 2013 meeting, the timetable identifies the areas and who the report has been
prepared by. The timetable does not state the outcome of the item. For example, whether the
item is being presented for assurance or risk related purposes.

Recommendation
The organisation should review provisional timetable / annual reporting cycle for the Joint
Audit, Risk and Assurance Committee items to be presented and state which of the following
categories the item falls under:
 For approval;
 To note;
 For recommendation to the Strategic Governance Board; and
 For assurance purposes.
(Low)

3.3.3

Reporting
The ToR for the JARAC states that the Chair of the Interim JARAC (November 2012 to March
2013) will provide the PCC and the CC with a report at the end of March 2013. Moving forward
the Chair of the JARAC will provide the PCC and CC with an Annual Report and will review its
own performance annually.
However, in-year, there are no formal or specific links (see Figure 1 and 4) between the
JARAC or the SGB. This is exemplified by the fact that the Chair of the JARAC is not a
member of the SGB and as such the delegated decisions or actions made by the JARAC are
not formally reported to the SGB. The minutes of the JARAC are also not reported to the SGB
to facilitate this process. This may cause duplication of effort and/or a delay in reviewing
documents.
An example of this occurred in March 2013, when the JARAC reviewed and discussed the
2013/14 Audit Strategy. Whilst the JARAC did not formally approve the document, it was

Officer of the Police and Crime
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discussed. The Audit Strategy was also presented to the SGB. As a report from the Chair of
the salient points or a brief report detailing the salient points is not presented, there is a risk
that the SGB has the same discussion as the JARAC.

Recommendations

The organisation should consider either providing the Strategic Governance Board with the
following to ensure any salient points from the Joint Audit, Risk and Assurance Committee
discussions are reported:
 The draft / unconfirmed meeting minutes from the Joint Audit, Risk and Assurance
Committee; or
 A summary report from Chair of the Joint Audit, Risk and Assurance Committee
meeting detailing any salient points and discussions.
This would provide the Strategic Governance Board with details of the discussions held,
avoiding any duplication.
(Medium)

Officer of the Police and Crime
Commissioner and Derbyshire
Constabulary
Figure 3: Joint Audit Risk and Assurance Committee (JARAC)
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Section B
Part I For Publication

JOINT AUDIT RISK AND ASSURANCE COMMITTEE
20 JUNE 2013
JOINT REPORT OF THE TREASURER AND THE CHIEF CONSTABLE
10A: DERBYSHIRE JOINT CODE OF CORPORATE GOVERNANCE FOR THE
POLICE AND CRIME COMMISSIONER AND THE CHIEF CONSTABLE
1.

PURPOSE OF THE REPORT

1.1

To present for assurance purposes the approved Derbyshire Joint Code of
Corporate Governance adopted by the Commissioner and the Chief
Constable, demonstrating their commitment to the 6 Principles of Good
Governance that comprise best practice in governance for policing.

2.

BACKGROUND

2.1

Every public body operates through a framework of governance.
Irrespective of the executive arrangements which are in place, good
governance should ensure that the way a public body operates is based
on sound decision making, with an effective process to support it.

2.2

In a Policing context, good governance is about how those responsible for
the service ensure that they are doing the right things, in the right way, for
the right people, in a timely, inclusive, open, honest and accountable
manner. It comprises the systems, processes, cultures and values by
which all local government bodies are directed and controlled, and
through which they account to, engage with and, where appropriate, lead
their communities. These principles apply to the Police and Crime
Commissioner and the Chief Constable in just the same way as they
applied to the police authority prior to the 2012 reforms.

3.

INFORMATION AND ANALYSIS

3.1

The Chartered Institute of Finance and Accountancy (CIPFA) has, through
its Police Working Group of cross sector representatives, produced a
1
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Guidance Note for Police, Delivering Good Governance in Local
Government. This is commonly accepted as best practice and comprises
6 principles, which are


Focusing on the purpose of the Commissioner and the

Constabulary, and on outcomes for the community, and creating and
implementing a vision for the local area


Leaders, officers and partners working together to achieve a

common purpose with clearly defined functions and roles;


Promoting values for the Commissioner and demonstrating the

values of good governance through upholding high standards of conduct
and behaviour;


Taking informed and transparent decisions which are subject to

effective scrutiny and managing risk;


Developing the capacity and capability of the Commissioner and the

Officer of the Police and Crime Commissioner to be effective; and


Engaging with local people and other stakeholders to ensure robust

public accountability.
3.2

Prior to the changes under the Police Reform and Social Responsibility
Act, the force would be an integral part of the police authority’s
governance framework and would contribute to the review process. From
2012, the Chief Constable has responsibilities for governance within the
force in his own right. This means that there will be two freestanding (but
aligned) processes within the service for ensuring good governance.

3.3

In most respects the principles and the implementation will be the same
for the Commissioner and the Chief Constable. Therefore they have
determined and adopted a Derbyshire Joint Code of Corporate
Governance (the Code) rather than a separate but similar code each. The
Code does recognise, however, that there are areas specific to each
corporation sole. A copy of the Code is attached to this report at Appendix
A. The Code mirrors the guidance notes in all fundamental aspects.

2
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3.4

The Code will be used as the basis for reporting the Annual Governance
Statements that are required under the Accounts and Audit Regulations
from the Commissioner and the Chief Constable to accompany their
Statements of Accounts. These statements, in part, will show how the
principles have been put into practice and where improvements are
planned.

3.5

Copies of the Commissioner’s and the Chief Constable’s Annual
Governance Statements are shown elsewhere on this agenda.

3.6

As a part of the Committee’s assurance responsibilities, it is
recommended to record that an approved Derbyshire Joint Code of
Corporate Governance has been adopted by the Commissioner and the
Chief Constable, demonstrating their commitment to the 6 Principles of
Good Governance that comprise best practice in governance for policing.

4.

RECOMMENDATIONS

i.

That the committee take assurance that suitable and appropriate Code(s) of
Corporate Governance are in place for the Commissioner and the Chief
Constable, noting that in Derbyshire, a joint Code has been adopted.

5.

IMPLICATIONS

All implications are assessed and scored to the table below.
HIGH – supporting explanation and narrative required and to be contained
within the report
MEDIUM – narrative to be contained within the report at the discretion of the
author
LOW – no narrative required

3
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LOW
Crime & Disorder

MEDIUM

HIGH

X

Environmental

X

Equality & Diversity

X

Financial

X

Health & Safety

X

Human Rights

X

Legal

X

Personnel

X

Contact details

Name: Helen Boffy Treasurer

in the event

External telephone number: 0300 122 6005

of enquiries

Email address: helen.boffy.4808@derbyshire.pnn.police.uk

BACKGROUND PAPERS
1.

Delivering Good Governance in Local Government - Guidance Note for
practitioners: CIPFA publications

ATTACHMENTS
Appendix A. Derbyshire Joint Code of Corporate Governance
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DERBYSHIRE CONSTABULARY
POLICE AND CRIME COMMISSIONER FOR DERBYSHIRE

DERBYSHIRE
JOINT CODE OF CORPORATE GOVERNANCE

June 2013
VERSION 1.0

DERBYSHIRE JOINT CODE OF CORPORATE GOVERNANCE
Police and Crime Commissioner for Derbyshire
Chief Constable of Derbyshire
1.
1.1.

Introduction
Every public body operates through a framework of governance. Irrespective of
the executive arrangements which are in place, good governance should ensure
that the way a public body operates is based on sound decision making, with an
effective process to support it.

1.2.

In a Policing context, good governance is about how those responsible for the
service ensure that they are doing the right things, in the right way, for the right
people, in a timely, inclusive, open, honest and accountable manner. It
comprises the systems, processes, cultures and values by which all local
government bodies are directed and controlled, and through which they account
to, engage with and, where appropriate, lead their communities. These
principles apply to the Police and Crime Commissioner and the Chief Constable
in just the same way as they applied to the police authority prior to the 2011/12
reforms.

1.3.

The Act 1 requires the Commissioner to issue a police and crime plan 2 for the
period from election (plan must be issued before 1st April following
commissioner election) to the end of the financial year in which the next
commissioner election is expected to take place. It outlines the police and crime
objectives (outcomes) and the strategic direction for policing in the area. Each
corporation sole must have regard to the plan and the Police and Crime
Commissioner will have regard to the priorities of the responsible authorities 3
during its development.

1.4.

Governance is about a body putting in place proper arrangements for the
conduct of its affairs and facilitating the proper exercise of its functions. It
comprises the systems, processes, culture and values by which the body is
directed and controlled.

1

Police Reform and Social Responsibility Act 2011
http://www.derbyshire-pcc.gov.uk/Public-Information/Police-and-Crime-Plan.aspx
3
Derbyshire County Council, Derby City Council & the District and Borough Councils
2
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1.5.

This Code of Corporate Governance describes how the Police and Crime
Commissioner for Derbyshire (the Commissioner) and the Chief Constable of
Derbyshire (the Chief Constable) discharge their responsibilities in this respect.

1.6.

The Commissioner has overarching statutory responsibilities to: 

secure the maintenance of the police force for their area; and



hold the Chief Constable of Derbyshire Constabulary to account for the
exercise of his functions and those of persons under his direction and
control.



setting and updating a Police and Crime Plan



setting the Constabulary budget and council tax precept



regularly talking to our communities



appointing – and where necessary dismissing – the Chief Constable



commissioning the services of partner agencies to deliver a joined-up
approach to crime, including the distribution of policing grants from central
Government and making Crime And Disorder grants

1.7.

The Chief Constable is responsible for all operational matters and has direction
and control over officers and staff, other than those within the Commissioner’s
office. This along with wider national responsibilities is set out within the
Strategic Policing Requirement 4 .

2.
2.1.

Good Governance
The CIPFA Framework “Delivering Good Governance in Local Government”
Guidance Note for Police (2012) sets out the six principles on which effective
governance should be built: 

Focusing on the purpose of the Commissioner and the Constabulary, and
on outcomes for the community, and creating and implementing a vision for
the local area



Leaders, officers and partners working together to achieve a common
purpose with clearly defined functions and roles;



Promoting values for the Commissioner and demonstrating the values of
good governance through upholding high standards of conduct and
behaviour;

4

https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/strategic-policing-requirement
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Taking informed and transparent decisions which are subject to effective
scrutiny and managing risk;



Developing the capacity and capability of the Commissioner and the Officer
of the Police and Crime Commissioner to be effective; and



Engaging with local people and other stakeholders to ensure robust public
accountability.

2.2.

To achieve this, a framework – the Code of Corporate Governance, has been
developed to ensure that these principles are fully integrated into the conduct of
the Commissioner’s and the Chief Constable’s business. As establishing a
means of demonstrating compliance. An Annual Governance Statement is
produced each year which reports publically on the review of Governance
arrangements and compliance with the code.

3.
3.1.

The Code of Corporate Governance
The Commissioner and the Chief Constable have developed a joint Code of
Corporate Governance which incorporates the six good governance principles,
develops these in a local context, and sets out the arrangements for reviewing
their effectiveness.

3.2.

The way in which each of the 6 principles of good governance is put into
practice by the Commissioner and the Chief Constable is set out below: -

CORE PRINCIPLE 1: Focusing on the purpose of the Commissioner and the
Constabulary and on outcomes for the community, and creating and
implementing a vision for the local area.
To achieve this, the Commissioner and the Chief Constable will:

develop and promote the Commissioner’s purpose and vision



review on a regular basis the Commissioner’s vision for the local area and
its impact on governance arrangements



ensure that partnerships are underpinned by a common vision of their work
that is understood and agreed by all parties



publish an annual report on a timely basis to communicate the
Commissioner’s activities and achievements, the financial position and
performance
-4-
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decide how the quality of service for users is to be measured and make
sure that the information needed to review service quality effectively and
regularly is available



put in place effective arrangements to identify and deal with failure in
service delivery



decide how value for money is to be measured and make sure that the
Commissioner/Chief Constable or partnership has the information needed
to review value for money and performance effectively. Measure the
environmental impact of policies, plans and decisions.

CORE PRINCIPLE 2: Leaders, officers and partners working together to achieve
a common purpose with clearly defined functions and roles

To achieve this, the Commissioner and the Chief Constable will:

set out a clear statement of the respective roles and responsibilities of the
senior officers and staff of the office of the Commissioner and the Force



Determine a scheme of delegation and consent, including a formal
schedule of those matters specifically reserved for decision by the
Commissioner and those delegated to the Chief Constable, taking account
of relevant legislation, and ensure that it is monitored and updated when
required.



Develop protocols to ensure that the Commissioner, the deputy
Commissioner, the Chief Executive and Chief Constable negotiate their
respective roles early in the relationship and that a shared understanding of
the roles and objectives is maintained



make individual senior officers (usually the Section 151 officers )
responsible to the Commissioner and Chief Constable for ensuring that
appropriate advice is given on all financial matters, for keeping proper
financial records and accounts, and for maintaining an effective system of
internal financial control



develop protocols to ensure effective communication between the
Commissioner, the Deputy Commissioner, Chief Constable and officers in
their respective roles
-5-
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set out the terms and conditions for remuneration of the Commissioner,
Deputy Commissioner, Chief Constable and officers and an effective
structure for managing the process including an effective remuneration
panel (if applicable)



ensure that effective mechanisms exist to monitor service delivery



Ensure that the Commissioner’s vision, strategic plans, priorities and
targets are developed through robust mechanisms, and in consultation with
the local community and other key stakeholders, and that they are clearly
articulated and disseminated



when working in partnership:
o ensure that there is clarity about the legal status of the partnership
o ensure that representatives or organisations both understand and
make clear to all other partners the extent of their authority to bind
their organisation to partner decisions

In addition the Commissioner will:

set out a clear statement of the roles and responsibilities of the
Commissioner, and the Deputy Commissioner, and the Commissioner’s
approach towards putting this into practice



Make a chief executive or equivalent responsible and accountable to the
Commissioner for all aspects of operational management of the Police and
Crime Commissioner



make a senior officer (usually the monitoring officer) responsible to the
Commissioner for ensuring that agreed procedures are followed and that
all applicable statutes, regulations are complied with



when working in partnership ensure that the Commissioner and Deputy
Commissioner are clear about their roles and responsibilities both
individually and collectively in relation to the partnership and to the
Commissioner

CORE PRINCIPLE 3: Promoting values for the Commissioner and demonstrating
the values of good governance through upholding high standards of conduct
and behaviour
To achieve this, the Commissioner and the Chief Constable will:-6S:\HQ\OPCC\JARAC\2013-06-20\Reports\Agenda Item 10A Appendix A Code of Corporate Governance - June 2013
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ensure that standards of conduct and personal behaviour expected of
those holding public office and their staff are defined and communicated
through codes of conduct and protocols



put in place arrangements to ensure that the Commissioner, Deputy
Commissioner and officers of the Commissioner and Chief Constable are
not influenced by prejudice, bias or conflicts of interest in dealing with
different stakeholders and put in place appropriate processes to ensure
that they continue to operate in practice



develop and maintain shared values including leadership values both for
the organisation and staff reflecting public expectations, and communicate
these between the Commissioner/Chief Constable’s, staff, the community
and partners



put in place arrangements to ensure that systems and processes are
designed in conformity with appropriate ethical standards, and monitor their
continuing effectiveness in practice



develop and maintain an effective standards monitoring process



in pursuing the vision of a partnership, agree a set of values against which
decision making and actions can be judged. Such values must be
demonstrated by partners’ behaviour both individually and collectively.



put in place arrangements to ensure that the Commissioner, the Chief
Constable and their officers and staff are not influenced by prejudice, bias,
or conflicts of interests in dealing with different stakeholders and put in
place steps to ensure that they continue to operate in practice.

In addition the Commissioner will:

ensure that the Commissioner’s and Chief Constable’s leadership sets a
tone for the organisation by creating a climate of openness, support and
respect ensure that the expected standard of conduct and personal
behaviour of those holding public office and their staff are clearly
communicated; and



use the organisations shared values to act as a guide for decision making
and as a basis for developing positive and trusting relationships within the
Office of the Police and Crime Commissioner
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CORE PRINCIPLE 4: Taking informed and transparent decisions which are
subject to effective scrutiny and managing risk
To achieve this, the Commissioner and the Chief Constable will: 

develop and maintain an effective review and scrutiny function which
encourages constructive challenge and enhances the Commissioner’s
performance overall and of any organisation for which it is responsible



develop and maintain open and effective mechanisms for documenting
evidence for decisions and recording the criteria, rationale and
considerations on which decisions are based



put in place arrangements to safeguard the Commissioner, Deputy
Commissioner, Chief Constable and employees against conflicts of interest
and put in place appropriate processes to ensure that they continue to
operate in practice



develop and maintain an effective Audit Committee (or equivalent)



ensure that effective, transparent and accessible arrangements are in
place for dealing with complaints



ensure that those making decisions whether for the Commissioner/Chief
Constable or partnership are provided with information that is fit for the
purpose – relevant, timely and gives clear explanations of technical issues
and their implications



ensure that professional advice on matters that have legal or financial
implications is available and recorded well in advance of decision making
and used appropriately



ensure that risk management is embedded into the culture, with all parties
recognising that risk management is part of their job



ensure that arrangements are in place for whistle blowing to which staff
and all those contracting with the Commissioner and Chief Constable have
access



actively recognise the limits of lawful activity, for example the ultra vires
doctrine, but also strive to utilise powers to the full benefit of the community



recognise the limits of lawful action and observe both the specific
requirements of legislation and the general responsibilities placed on the
Commissioner/Chief Constable by public law
-8-
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observe all specific legislative requirements placed upon them, as well as
the requirements of general law, and in particular to integrate the key
principles of good administrative law – rationality, legality and natural
justice into the Commissioner/Chief Constable’s procedures and decision
making processes.

CORE PRINCIPLE 5: Developing the capacity and capability of the
Commissioner, officers of the Police and Crime Commissioner and the
Constabulary to be effective
To achieve this, the Commissioner and the Chief Constable will: 

provide induction programmes tailored to individual needs and
opportunities for the Commissioner, deputy Commissioner, Chief Constable
and officers to update their knowledge on a regular basis



ensure that the statutory officers have the skills, resources and support
necessary to perform effectively in their roles and that these roles are
properly understood



assess the skills required by the Commissioner, deputy Commissioner,
Chief Constable and officers and make a commitment to develop those
skills to enable roles to be carried out effectively



ensure that effective arrangements are in place for reviewing the
performance of the Commissioner, deputy Commissioner, Chief Constable
and the organisation as a whole, and agreeing an action plan which might
for example aim to address any training or development needs



ensure that career structures are in place for officers to encourage
participation and development

In addition the Commissioner will:

develop skills on a continuing basis to improve performance including the
ability to scrutinise and challenge and to recognise when outside expert
advice is needed



ensure that effective arrangements designed to encourage individuals from
all sections of the community to engage with, contribute to and participate
in the work of the Commissioner
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CORE PRINCIPLE 6: Engaging with local people and other stakeholders to ensure
robust public accountability
To achieve this, the Commissioner and the Chief Constable will: 

develop and maintain a clear policy on how staff and their representatives
are consulted and involved in decision making

In addition, the Commissioner will:

define who the Commissioner is accountable to, and for what



consider those institutional stakeholders to whom the Commissioner is
accountable and assess the effectiveness of the relationships and any
changes required



produce an annual report on the activities of the Commissioner in relation
to monitoring its own performance and that of the Chief Constable and
force



ensure that clear channels of communication are in place with all sections
of the community and other stakeholders and put in place monitoring
arrangements to ensure that they operate effectively



ensure arrangements are in place to enable the Commissioner to engage
with all sections of the community effectively. These arrangements should
recognise that different sections of the community have different priorities
and establish explicit processes for dealing with these competing demands



establish a clear policy on the types of issues that the Commissioner will
meaningfully consult on or engage with the public and service users,
including a feedback mechanism for those consultees to demonstrate what
has changed as a result



on an annual basis, publish a performance plan giving information on the
Commissioner’s vision, strategy, plans and financial statements as well as
information about its outcomes, achievements and the satisfaction of
service users in the previous period.



ensure that the Commissioner and the Office of the Police and Crime
Commissioner as a whole is open and accessible to the community,
service users and its staff and ensure that it has made a commitment to
openness and transparency in all its dealings, including partnerships
subject only to the need to preserve confidentiality in those specific
circumstances where it is proper and appropriate to do so.
- 10 -
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4.

Arrangements for Review of Governance

4.1.

The Commissioner and the Chief Constable

4.1.1.

The Commissioner and the Chief Constable have put in place the following
arrangements to review the effectiveness of their Code of Corporate
Governance:

4.1.2.

The Commissioner and the Chief Constable are responsible for the production
of a Code of Corporate Governance relevant to their corporation sole. In
Derbyshire this is a joint Statement.

4.1.3.

The Chief Constable is responsible for corporate governance issues affecting
the Constabulary and for ensuring that appropriate reviews are carried out in key
areas.

4.1.4.

Each year the Commissioner and the Chief Constable each have responsibility
for ensuring that reviews of the effectiveness of the governance framework are
undertaken. These are explained in the appropriate Annual Governance
Statement. The reviews of effectiveness will take place each year as the Annual
Governance Statements are produced. The reviews will provide assurance that
governance arrangements are in place and operating effectively.

4.1.5.

Once approved the Annual Governance Statements will sit alongside the
relevant Statements of Accounts. The Annual Governance Statements may,
where appropriate, identify a number of significant governance issues where
governance arrangements can be improved and enhanced. The Chief Constable
will sign the Chief Constable’s statement. The Commissioner’s Statement is
signed by the Commissioner and the Chief Executive.

4.2.

The Joint Audit Risk and Assurance Committee (JARAC)

4.2.1.

The purpose of the JARAC is to provide independent assurance on the
adequacy of the risk management framework, the associated control
environment, independent scrutiny of the organisation’s financial and nonfinancial performance to the extent that it affects exposure to risk and weakens
the control environment, and to oversee the financial reporting process.

4.3.

Internal Audit
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4.3.1.

The primary role of internal audit is to give assurance to the Commissioner and
the Chief Constable as to the effectiveness of controls in place to manage their
respective organisations. The JARAC considers the annual report from the
internal auditors and which will cover whether there are any major control
weaknesses. The review of corporate governance and risk management
periodically feature in the annual audit plan and which is subject to consideration
by the JARAC and approval by the Strategic Governance Board. There is a joint
annual audit plan

4.4.

External Audit

4.4.1.

The role of the external auditors is to ensure that the Commissioner and the
Chief Constable have made proper arrangements for securing economy,
efficiency and effectiveness in their use of resources and to give reasonable
assurance that the financial statements are free from material misstatement.
The plans and reports of the external auditors are considered by the JARAC.

4.5.

Her Majesty’s Inspectorate of Constabulary (HMIC)

4.5.1.

The role of the HMIC is to promote the efficiency and effectiveness of policing
through inspection to ensure agreed standards are achieved and maintained,
good practice is disseminated and performance is improved. HMIC reports are
sent to the Commissioner and the Chief Constable for consideration to
appropriate action.

Signed

Signed

Alan Charles

Mick Creedon

Police and Crime Commissioner for Derbyshire

Chief Constable for Derbyshire

13 June 2013

13 June 2013
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AGENDA ITEM 11A
JOINT AUDIT RISK AND ASSURANCE COMIITTEE
20 JUNE 2013

Part I –
For Publication

JOINT AUDIT RISK AND ASSURANCE COMIITTEE
20 JUNE 2013
REPORT OF THE TREASURER

11A: ANNUAL GOVERNANCE STATEMENT 2012/13 FOR THE POLICE AND
CRIME COMMISSIONER

1.

PURPOSE OF THE REPORT

1.1

This report presents for assurance and information purposes, the
Commissioner’s Annual Governance Statement for 2012/13, compiled after
reviews of internal control, and the effectiveness of internal audit.

2.

INFORMATION AND ANALYSIS

2.1

The Accounts and Audit (England) Regulations 2011 (Regulation 4) requires
the Commissioner to publish an Annual Governance Statement alongside the
Statement of Accounts which includes the publication of a statement on
Internal Control.

2.2

This process of review of internal control together with the ongoing assurance
processes during the year ensures that the statement provided accurately
reflects the internal control environment. Where appropriate, actions to
improve significant areas of internal control weakness have been identified
and will continue to be actioned during 2013/14.

2.3

As a response to any changes in the Commissioner’s corporate governance
arrangements, and to reflect the local Joint Code of Corporate Governance
adopted for the period from November 2012, the Annual Governance
Statement (attached as Annex A to this report) reviews and evidences how
well the Commissioner meets his own governance standards, and where
there are areas for improvement, these will be identified as actions for
2013/14. This review is attached as Appendix 1 to Annex A to this report.
Also as part of the Annual Governance Statement, is a review of the
1
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effectiveness of internal control. This is attached to this report at Appendix 2
to Annex A. The AGS for the Region has been prepared on behalf of the
Deputy Chief Constable and is attached at Appendix 3 to Annex A.
2.4

In respect of the required review of the effectiveness of Internal Audit, this has
been provided by an assurance letter from the internal Auditors, RSMTenon.

2.5

Following new Accounts and Audit Regulations which came into effect from 1
April 2011, the statement of accounts are now signed by the responsible
financial officer before the end of June and submitted for audit.

2.6

It is a requirement that the Annual Governance Statement is considered and
approved independently of the Statement of Accounts. The Commissioner’s
Annual Governance Statement 2012/13 is given at Annex A.

2.7

The JARAC has the first opportunity to review and make comment on the
Statement, as being the independent audit committee and therefore best
placed to make recommendations as to the content or process as required.

3.

RECOMMENDATIONS

i.

Consider the Annual Governance Statement for the Commissioner attached
at Annex A (with Appendices) and identify any further content or
amendments

ii.

Subject to there being no further matters raised for consideration, agree that
the Annual Governance Statement 2012/13 accompany the Statement of
Accounts for 2011/12 for audit.

iii.

Consider any further areas of Governance that need further development in
2013/14 to include in the final statement

2
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4.

IMPLICATIONS

All implications are assessed and scored to the table below.
HIGH – supporting explanation and narrative required and to be contained
within the report
MEDIUM – narrative to be contained within the report at the discretion of the
author
LOW – no narrative required

LOW
Crime & Disorder

X

Environmental

X

Equality & Diversity

X

Financial

MEDIUM

HIGH

X

Health & Safety

X

Human Rights

X

Legal

X

Personnel

X

Contact details

Name: Helen Boffy , Treasurer

in the event

External telephone number: 0300 122 6005

of enquiries

Email address: helen.boffy.4808@derbyshire.pnn.police.uk

BACKGROUND PAPERS NONE
ATTACHMENTS
Annex A: AGS
Appendix 1 to Annex A review of principles
Appendix 2 to Annex A Effectiveness of Control
Appendix 3 to Annex A AGS Region

3
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POLICE AND CRIME COMMISSIONER FOR DERBYSHIRE
STATEMENT OF ACCOUNTS 2012/13
DRAFT ANNUAL GOVERNANCE STATEMENT 2012/13

Position as at 31 March 2013 including plans for the financial year 2013/14

1

INTRODUCTION

1.1

The Police and Crime Commissioner (Commissioner) and the Chief
Constable have approved and adopted a Derbyshire Joint Code of Corporate
Governance which is consistent with the principles of the CIPFA Framework:
Delivering Good Governance in Local Government: Guidance note for Police.
A copy of the Joint Code of Corporate Governance can be obtained from the
Chief Executive, Office for the Police and Crime Commissioner for
Derbyshire, Butterley Hall, Ripley, Derbyshire, DE5 3RS. It is also available
on the Commissioner’s website at http://www.derbyshire-pcc.gov.uk/PublicInformation/Policies-Procedures-and-Guidance-Documents.aspx

1.2

This Annual Governance Statement explains how the Commissioner has
complied with the joint code and also meets the requirements of Regulation
4[2] of the Accounts and Audit (England) Regulations 2011 in relation to the
review of the effectiveness of the system of internal control.

2

SCOPE AND RESPONSIBILITY

2.1

The Commissioner and the Chief Constable are responsible for ensuring that
business is conducted in accordance with the law and proper standards, that
public money is safeguarded and properly accounted for, and used
economically, efficiently and effectively.

2.2

The Commissioner is responsible under the Police Reform and Social
Responsibility Act 2011 for securing, inter alia, an efficient and effective police
Constabulary for Derbyshire and to deliver value for money, being continuous
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improvement in the way in which its functions are exercised, having regards to
a combination of economy, efficiency and effectiveness.

2.3

In discharging this overall responsibility, the Commissioner is also responsible
for putting in place proper arrangements for the governance of its affairs and
facilitating the exercise of its functions, which includes ensuring a sound
system of internal control is maintained through the year and that
arrangements are in place for the management of risk. He may do this
through delegation to his officers.

3

THE POLICE AND CRIME PANEL

3.1

The Police and Crime Panel has been established under legislation to hold
the Commissioner to account by scrutinising his decisions and also has a role
to play in overseeing the police and crime plan, on the setting of the precept,
the appointment of the Commissioner’s statutory officers and in the
appointment of a Chief Constable. The panel is politically and geographically
balanced with representatives from the local authorities in the policing area
with 2 co opted members. There are 15 members on the Derbyshire panel.

4

THE PURPOSE OF A GOVERNANCE FRAMEWORK

4.1

The Police Reform and Social Responsibility Act changed the way policing
was governed by replacing the Police Authority of 17 members with one
directly elected Police and Crime Commissioner. The Commissioner is a
corporation sole, as is the Chief Constable and this required a new
governance framework to be developed.

4.2

Governance is about the systems and processes; and culture and values
which companies and other organisations are directed and controlled. Good
governance enables the Commissioner to:
• Deliver on his vision and priorities for policing and crime
• Performance manage the Force and other partners
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• Hold individuals to account for delivery
• Make decisions in an open transparent way
• Engage with the public and victims to achieve better outcomes
• Provide good stewardship over public funds and achieve value for
money

Importantly, it also provides an appropriate level of control and flexibility to
enable the Chief Constable to make timely, efficient and effective operational
decisions.

4.3

The Policing Protocol Order 2011 requires the Commissioner to abide by the
seven Nolan Principles as defined by the Committee on Standards in ‘Public
Life’ published in May 1995. These principles include: selflessness, integrity,
objectiveness, accountability, openness, honesty and integrity. The protocol
also defines the Chief Constable’s operational independence from
interference by the Commissioner.

4.4

The Commissioner has sworn an oath of impartiality. This has committed him
to serve local people without fear or favour and it sets out his public
commitment to performing his role with integrity, impartiality and fairness.

4.5

The Commissioner’s governance framework has been in place since 22
November 2012 when Alan Charles was elected as the first Police and Crime
Commissioner for Derbyshire. The framework was in place at the year end
31st March 2013 and is expected to be up to the date of the approval of the
Statement of Accounts 2012/13. During 2013/14, the governance framework
will be reviewed to reflect the outcome of the proposed stage 2 transfer of
staff and assets to the Chief Constable as employer.

5

THE POLICE AND CRIME PLAN

5.1

Each Commissioner is required to set out his vision, priorities and objectives
for policing and crime and contained within the Police and Crime Plan which
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has effect (subject to review) until the end of the financial year of the next
election. The production and publishing of the Police and Crime Plan is a
core statutory planning requirement as defined by the Police Reform and
Social Responsibility Act 2011. The Plan sets out the resources and assets
that the Commissioner will make available to the Chief Constable for policing
and the mechanisms by which the Chief Constable will report on performance
and be held to account.

5.2

In developing the plan the Commissioner is required to consider a number of
duties. These include:
• Working and co-operating with partner organisations in developing
and implementing local crime and disorder strategies.
• Engaging and consulting with the public, victims of crime and
businesses.
• Resources to support the strategic policing requirements to address
national risks, harm and threats.
• Have regard to the safeguarding of children, promoting the welfare
of children and equality and diversity
• Co – operation with local criminal justice bodies to provide efficient
and effective criminal justice services.

5.3

Developing the Police and Crime plan is part of the Commissioner’s annual
business planning and commissioning cycle process. The Commissioner may
review the Police and Crime plan to take account of public and victim
consultation and findings from the annual partnership risk and threat
assessment.

5.4

Although the Chief Constable is responsible for operational policing matters,
the direction and control of police personnel and for putting in place proper
arrangements for the governance of the Constabulary, the Commissioner is
required to hold him to account for the exercise of those functions and those
of the persons under his direction and control. It therefore follows that the
Commissioner must satisfy himself that the Constabulary has appropriate
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mechanisms in place for the maintenance of good governance, and that these
operate in practice. To this end and as a consequence of the Chief Constable
being a corporation sole with his own accounts, the Chief Constable will
produce his own Annual Governance Statement

6

THE INTERNAL CONTROL ENVIRONMENT

6.1

The system of internal control is a significant part of the governance
framework and is designed to manage risk to a reasonable level. It cannot
eliminate all risk of failure to achieve policies, aims and objectives; it can
therefore only provide reasonable and not absolute assurance of
effectiveness. The system of internal control is based on an ongoing process
designed to identify and prioritise the risks to the achievement of the
Commissioner’s policing objectives, to evaluate the likelihood of those risks
being realised and the impact should they be realised, and to manage them
effectively, efficiently and economically.

6.2

The following documents and strategies establish the policies, aims and
objectives at a high level:

6.3



The five year Police and Crime Plan reflecting local and national priorities



The Office of the Police and Crime Commissioner Business Plan



The Medium Term Financial Plan



Strategic Risk Registers (Constabulary and Authority)



The Joint Code of Corporate Governance



The Scheme of Delegation and Consent



The Financial Regulations and Contract Regulations



Meeting protocol



Terms of reference for the Joint Audit Risk and Assurance Committee

These documents and other strategies, which incorporate best practice,
demonstrate that the Commissioner operates a good system of internal
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control and is detailed further in the following key elements of the Internal
Control environment.

6.4

The Internal Control environment supports the Commissioner in establishing,
implementing and monitoring policies and objectives. The Commissioner, in
consultation with the Chief Constable, has published his 5 year Police and
Crime Plan which articulates the policing objectives, based on public
consultation, the assessment of risk and threat in the County and the
Commissioner’s manifestos commitments. The plan has to have regard to the
national Strategic Policing Requirement and the Policing Protocol, as well as
the community safety priorities of the responsible authorities.

6.5

The Medium Term Financial Plan and the Risk Registers are then linked to
the policing objectives identified in the Police and Crime Plan. These
objectives are used to direct resources and manage activity and risk.

6.6

The 6 policing objectives in the 2012/2017 policing plan Derbyshire are: -



Work to improve the support provided to victims and
witnesses



Work to provide strong and effective partnership working
with organisations such as Neighbourhood Watch and the
Voluntary, Community and Social Enterprise Sector to
facilitate greater impact and use of resources



Work to keep people, particularly the most vulnerable in
our communities, safe from harm, antisocial behaviour and
criminal activities



Work to support local policing and maintain current
strength, distributing resources into places of greatest
need



Work to drive continual improvement in performance
through a robust performance framework that identifies
key risks and Manifesto priorities
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Encourage further investigation into the issues surrounding
alcohol related crime and harm; explore ways to intervene
early to prevent it – with support from our partners.

6.7

The activities of the Constabulary are further governed by the vision,
corporate values, principles and behaviours that have been agreed by the
Commissioner and the Chief Constable.

6.8

Thorough the mechanism of a monthly, public, Strategic Governance Board
the Commissioner receives regular reports from the Chief Constable, his chief
financial officer, the Chief Executive and the Treasurer on the implementation
of these objectives, financial management and emerging issues. This is
supplemented by a range of policies and processes to support the operation
of the Commissioners office, including a scheme of delegation to officers,
standing orders relating to the business of the Commissioner, and codes of
conduct for the Commissioner and his Deputy as well as the staff of the
OPCC.

7

TRANSPARENCY

7.1

The Commissioner has adopted and is following a wide ranging and robust
transparency agenda which whilst it is based on the secondary legislation of
the two Specified Information orders is nevertheless one of the Commissioner
key tenets. Meetings are publicised in advance and all decisions are taken in
the public domain as far as possible. All decisions are published along with
any supporting reports that are not subject to a restrictive marking. It is
accepted that more could be done to allow the public to see how the
Commissioner is spending taxpayers’ money and holding the Chief Constable
to account. This will be a work stream in 2013/14.

7.2

The financial management of the Commissioner’s business is integrated with
and influenced by many of the above processes, and includes processes for
forward planning of expenditure and resources; budget consultation, setting
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and monitoring; and completion of final accounts, all aimed to be accurate,
informative and timely. The Commissioner also has in place financial
regulations designed to support sound financial management policies and
procedures, and adherence thereto, and to reflect the Commissioner's currant
management structure and business activities.

7.3

In order to ensure compliance with policies, procedures and statutory
requirements, the Commissioner has a range of controls and processes in
place, as set out below. These processes also assist the Commissioner to
ensure the economical, effective and efficient use of resources, and to secure
continuous improvement in exercising his functions, providing for an effective
performance management and reporting process.

7.4

The Commissioner or his representative sit on project groups at all levels
within the Constabulary and the Constabulary regularly provides the
Commissioner with information on performance, finance and risk
management, in accordance with an agreed forward plan, which is published.

7.5

Collaborative functions are overseen by the East Midlands Police and Crime
Commissioners Board. The Board provides oversight of all collaboration
activities in the region and is a forum for all Police and Crime Commissioners
and Chief Constables their experiences of partnership work. All forces can
discuss governance, performance and financial issues at the quarterly
EMPCCB meetings. The collaboration builds on best practice from across the
region to improve performance as well as saving money.

7.6

The region’s forces continue to expand collaborative arrangements through
the East Midlands Police Collaboration Programme (EMPCP) which is led by
the Deputy Chief Constable East Midlands. All the projects aim to save
money, increase capacity and capability, maintain or improve customer
service standards, use officer and staff time in the best way possible, deliver
the best service with the resources available, improve performance or make
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better use of technology. The EMPCP focuses on delivering joint regional
work in both operational and non-operational support services.

7.7

An Internal Control Assurance Statement has been produced by the Deputy
Chief Constable East Midlands covering performance monitoring,
arrangements for compliance with relevant laws, polices and procedures, and
that appropriate controls are in place for the management of resources.
A copy of this is attached at APPENDIX C to this report.
A management structure is in place, with clear lines of accountability for both
operational issues and use of resources. Budgets for each service are
approved each year at EMPCCB which defines the expenditure targets for
each area of policing within regional collaboration.

7.8

Each force actively supports the budget allocation and sets its own precept
accordingly. Management reports showing costs against budget are provided
monthly and unexpected variances and investigated and explained, ready for
reporting to EMPCCB quarterly. The monthly expenditure reports are shared
across the region to provide each force with visibility over expenditure to date.

7.9

Whilst the EMPCCB provides joint oversight, it has no decision making
powers; Commissioners remain individually responsible for their decisions
and Chief Constables are held to account locally for activities they carry out
regionally.

7.10

The Joint Audit Risk and Assurance Committee for the Chief Constable and
the Commissioner is charged with overseeing the corporate governance
process and the management of risk. It carries out the role of an audit
committee and will review the full Annual Governance Statement and approve
an abridged version for inclusion in the annual Statement of Accounts. The
Statement of Accounts for 2012/13 will be approved by the JARAC Committee
itself in September.
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8

REVIEW OF THE JOINT CODE OF CORPORATE GOVERNANCE 2012/13

8.1

In adopting the Joint Code the Commissioner undertook to demonstrate
compliance with the principles of corporate governance in each of the six
dimensions of his business:


Focusing on the purpose of the Commissioner and the Constabulary,
and on outcomes for the community, and creating and implementing
a vision for the local area



Leaders, officers and partners working together to achieve a
common purpose with clearly defined functions and roles;



Promoting values for the Commissioner and demonstrating the
values of good governance through upholding high standards of
conduct and behaviour;



Taking informed and transparent decisions which are subject to
effective scrutiny and managing risk;



Developing the capacity and capability of the Commissioner and the
Officer of the Police and Crime Commissioner to be effective; and



Engaging with local people and other stakeholders to ensure robust
public accountability.

Attached at Appendix 1 is a review of these six areas with comment as to
how these have been achieved. This review evaluates how well the
Commissioner has met his own code since November 2012, and identifies
what areas of work will be reviewed or improved in 2013/14. The major areas
for development

9

DELIVERING THE GOVERNANCE FRAMEWORK

9.1

The Commissioner is committed to maintaining an effective governance
framework.
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9.2

The Joint Audit Risk and Assurance Committee is responsible for all audit
matters and has oversight over the full range of audit and inspection activity
undertaken across the Commission. This provides effective reassurance that
governance arrangements are working effectively.

9.3

External Inspection activity is carried out by KPMG LLP, appointed following a
national tender process by the outgoing Audit Commission. RSMTenon
provides the internal audit service. Previously, HMIC had some remit over
Police Authorities but can now only inspect Commissioner activities on
request and for a fee.

9.4

The designated Monitoring Officer (the Commissioner’s Chief Executive) is
responsible for promoting and maintaining high standards of conduct of the
Commissioner and his deputy by monitoring compliance with the
Commissioner’s Code of Conduct and the Register of Interests and
Hospitality.

9.5

Collaboration is overseen by Management Boards with overall responsibility
through the East Midlands Police and Crime Commissioner Board.

10

REVIEW OF EFFECTIVENESS OF INTERNAL CONTROL

10.1

The Commissioner has responsibility for conducting, at least annually, the
review of the effectiveness of the system of internal control. The review of
effectiveness of the system of internal control is informed by the work of the
internal auditors and the managers within both the Constabulary and the
Commissioner’s Office who have responsibility for the development and
maintenance of the internal control environment. It is also informed by the
comments received from external auditors, and other agencies.

10.2

There are a number of ongoing processes, which review effectiveness from
several different perspectives, and these are explained at Appendix 2.
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10.3

Management Assurance statements were provided to the Chief Executive and
Treasurer by individual Senior Officers in the OPCC to provide confirmation
on the status of the internal control environment within their areas of
responsibility.

10.4

The Management Assurance Statements established that all Senior Officers,
Directors and Heads of Department were confident that all significant internal
control matters brought to their attention had been dealt with and no such
matters remained unresolved. This process includes the Business Managers
who have specific delegations in relation to managing resources.

10.5

Internal Audit also provides assurance statements for each audit they carry
out during the year, being either Substantive, Adequate, or Limited.

10.6

The Internal Audit Annual Assurance Statement opinion regarding the
adequacy and effectiveness of the arrangements for governance, risk
management and control is classified as GREEN as detailed in the Annual
Internal Audit Letter for 2012/13.

10.7

In addition to the above formal review, assurance is provided throughout the
year through:


The framework of regular management information.



Internal audit reviews, advisory reports and progress and follow-up
reports.



Performance monitoring arrangements.



The role of the Professional Standards Department where their work
impacts on the activities of the Commissioner’s office.



Reviews by external agencies such as the Audit Commission and HMIC.

11

SIGNIFICANT INTERNAL CONTROL ISSUES

11.1

Significant Internal Control Issues 2012/13 – There were no significant
control issues identified during the year and the system of Internal Control is
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considered to have operated adequately in 2012/13. At the time of writing,
the annual accounts for 2012/13 have not yet been audited. There are no
known post balance sheet events.

11.2

There were no significant control issues identified and reported in the
Statement of Accounts for 2011/12.

11.3

Having undertaken the review of governance, the areas of work or
development in 2013/14 are:
Review of governance of relevant partnerships
Determine evidence that complaints have informed positive service
improvement
Develop protocols for


PCC/Joint Partnership



PCC/officer protocol



PCC/Chief Constable Protocol

12

LOOKING FORWARD

12.1

Tere will continue to be serious challenges to be faced not only in 2013/14 but
for the next three - five years at least. The Comprehensive Spending Review
in December 2010 impacted heavily on police forces generally with cuts of
20% in grant funding over the lifetime of the Review. A further spending
review is under way for 2015/16 and policing grant has not been announced
yet for 2014/15. Whilst the need to address a funding shortfall of £20m to
£24m has been achieved further financial challenges are inevitable. The
Constabulary change programme called Moving Forward will be entering
Phase 4 to further review spending plans as a shortfall of up to £10m is
anticipated.

12.2

The Commissioner and the Chief Constable are committed to delivering a
high quality policing service. The organisation continues to make savings by
reducing bureaucracy. Its collaboration programme is continuing to be
expanded delivering both financial savings and improving resilience.
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12.3

The next step in the governance transition is the planning and preparations for
a Stage 2 transfer of staff and assets from the Commissioner as employer to
the Chief Constable. Discussions between the Commissioner and the Chief
Constable are well advanced and a draft Transfer proposal will be considered
by the Strategic Governance Board in July ready for submission to the
Secretary of State by the middle of September. Changes will be required in
the governance frameworks of both the Commissioner and the Chief
Constable to address the new staffing structures. In particular, the scheme of
delegation and consent will need to be completely rewritten.

13

SUMMARY

13.1

In 2012/13 both the internal and external auditors better understand the
organisation and have provided both an opportunity and a challenge to the
organisation. The Commissioner welcomes challenge and the support proved
by our auditors; we will continue to meet the financial, economic and
governance challenges of ensuring there is an efficient and effective policing
service in Derbyshire.

Appendices:
Appendix 1. Police and Crime Commissioner for Derbyshire: Review of the Code of
Corporate Governance 2012/13.
Appendix 2. Internal Control Environment Police and Crime Commissioner for
Derbyshire incorporating the review of effectiveness for 2012/13.
Appendix 3. AGS for Collaboration
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Police and Crime Commissioner for Derbyshire
Annual Governance Statement 2012/13

Signed:

David Peet

Chief Executive
Office of the Police and Crime Commissioner for Derbyshire
Date

Alan Charles

Police and Crime Commissioner for Derbyshire
Date
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DERBYSHIRE POLICE AND CRIME COMMISSIONER
ANNUAL GOVERNANCE STATEMENT 2012/13
REVIEW OF PRINCIPLES
KEY: * INDICATES DEVELOPMENT WORK REQUIRED
CORE PRINCIPLE 1:
Focusing on the purpose of the PCC and on outcomes for the community, and creating and implementing a vision for the local area
How the Commissioner demonstrates compliance
The PCC sets the vision and priorities for policing for the area
through the Police and Crime Plan and commissioning
arrangements

• develop and promote the PCC’s purpose and vision

• review on a regular basis the PCC’s vision for the local area

• PCC/Joint Governance code, the meeting protocols, scheme of

delegation and budgets

and its impact on governance arrangements
• ensure that partnerships are underpinned by a common vision of

their work that is understood and agreed by all parties

• PCC/Joint Partnership protocol*
• PCC/Joint Governance code

• publish an annual report on a timely basis to communicate the

• Annual financial statements and Group Accounts

PCC’s activities and achievements, the financial position
and performance

• Police and crime plan
• Commissioner’s Annual report to the Panel/public

• decide how the quality of service for users is to be measured and

make sure that the information needed to review service quality
effectively and regularly
is available

• this information is reflected in the PCC’s:
– Police and crime plan
– medium term financial strategy
– resourcing plan in order to ensure improvement
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• put in place effective arrangements to identify and deal with failure

• complaints procedure including dip sampling and persistent

complainants meetings

in service delivery

• evidence that complaints have informed positive service

improvement*
• decide how value for money is to be measured and make sure

• the results are reflected in performance plans and in reviewing the

that the PCC/CC or partnership has the information needed to
review
value for money and performance effectively. Measure the
environmental impact of policies, plans and decisions.

work of the commissioner and his/her office
• JARAC has specific responsibility to review vfm

CORE PRINCIPLE 2:
Leaders, officers and partners working together to achieve a common purpose with clearly defined functions and roles
How the Commissioner demonstrates compliance
• record of decisions and supporting materials

• set out a clear statement of the roles and responsibilities of the

PCC, and the deputy PCC(s) where appointed, and the PCC’s
approach towards putting this into practice
• set out a clear statement of the respective roles and

• Organisation Charts

responsibilities of the senior officers and staff of the office of the
PCC and the Force

• Job Descriptions
• Constitution

• Determine a scheme of delegation and consent, including a formal

schedule of those matters specifically reserved for decision by the
PCC and those delegated to the Chief Constable, taking account of
relevant legislation, and ensure that it is monitored and updated
when required.
A-1-2
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• Make a chief executive or equivalent responsible and

• Conditions of employment

accountable to the PCC for all aspects of operational
management of the PCC

• Scheme of delegation
• Statutory provisions
• Job descriptions/specification
• PDR process

• Develop protocols to ensure that the PCC, deputy PCC(s) where

• Conditions of employment

appointed, PCC chief executive and Chief Constable negotiate
their respective roles early in the relationship and that a shared
understanding of the roles and objectives is maintained

• Scheme of delegation
• Statutory provisions
• Job descriptions/specification
• PDR process

make a senior officer (usually the Section 151 officer )
responsible to the PCC for ensuring that appropriate advice is
given on all financial matters, for keeping proper financial records
and accounts, and for maintaining an effective system of internal
financial control

• Section 151 responsibilities
• Statutory provision
• Statutory reports
• budget documentation
• job description/specification
• compliance with The Role of the CFO of the Police and Crime

Commissioner and the CFO of the Chief Constable and
reporting on it accordingly in the annual governance statement
• compliance with The Role of the HIA in Public Service Organisations

and reporting on it accordingly
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• make a senior officer (usually the monitoring officer) responsible to

the PCC for ensuring that agreed procedures are followed and that
all applicable statutes, regulations are complied with

• monitoring officer provisions
• Statutory provision
• job description/specification

• develop protocols to ensure effective communication between the

PCC, Deputy PCC(s) where appointed Chief Constable and officers
in their respective roles
• set out the terms and conditions for remuneration of the PCC,

• PCC/officer protocol*
• PCC/Chief Constable Protocol*
• Pay and conditions policies and practices

deputy PCC(s), Chief Constable and officers and an effective
structure for managing the process including an effective
remuneration panel
(if applicable)
• ensure that effective mechanisms exist to monitor service delivery

• Performance management system

• Ensure that the PCC’s vision, strategic plans, priorities and

• vision

targets are developed through robust mechanisms, and in
consultation with the local community and other key
stakeholders, and that they are clearly articulated and
disseminated

• strategy
• budgets
• performance plan/regime
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• when working in partnership

• *Review of relevant partnerships to be carried out in 2013-14 to

ensure that the following are met

• ensure that the PCC and Deputy PCC(s) are clear about their

roles and responsibilities both individually and collectively in
relation to the partnership and to the Police and Crime
Commissioner

• *There are protocols for partnership working and for each

partnership there are Terms of ‘Reference which include:
• a clear statement of the partnership principles and objectives

– ensure that there is clarity about the legal status of the

• clarity of each partner’s role within the partnership

partnership

• definition of roles of partnership board members

• ensure that representatives or organisations both

understand and make clear to all other partners the extent of
their authority to bind their organisation to partner decisions

• a statement of funding sources for joint projects and clear

accountability for proper financial administration
• Scheme of delegation addresses decision making
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CORE PRINCIPLE 3
Promoting values for the PCC and demonstrating the values of good governance through upholding high standards of conduct and
behaviour
How the Commissioner demonstrates compliance
• ensure that the PCC’s and Chief Constable’s leadership sets a

• Chief ‘s Briefings, Strategic Planning days and Risk and Threat

tone for the organisation by creating a climate of openness,
support and respect

assessments all attended by the Commissioner as well as the Chief
Constable

• ensure that standards of conduct and personal behaviour

• members/officers code of conduct performance management

expected of those holding public office and their staff are defined
and communicated through codes of conduct and protocols

system
• performance appraisal
• complaints procedures
• antifraud and corruption policy
• *member/officer protocols

• put in place arrangements to ensure that the PCC, Deputy PCC(s),

and officers of the PCC and CC are not influenced by prejudice, bias
or conflicts of interest in dealing with different stakeholders and
put in place appropriate processes to ensure that they continue
to operate in practice

• develop and maintain shared values including leadership values

• standing orders
• codes of conduct
• financial regulations
• Registers of interests

• codes of conduct

both for the organisation and staff reflecting public expectations,
and communicate these between the PCC/CC, staff, the
community and partners

• whistle blowing arrangements
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put in place arrangements to ensure that systems and
processes are designed in conformity with appropriate
ethical standards, and monitor their continuing effectiveness
in practice

• codes of conduct

• develop and maintain an effective standards monitoring process

• codes of conduct

• use the organisations shared values to act as a guide for decision

• terms of reference

making and as a basis for developing positive and trusting
relationships within the Office of the PCC

• regular reporting to the PCC
• decision making practices

• in pursuing the vision of a partnership, agree a set of values

• *protocols for partnership working

against which decision making and actions can be judged. Such
values must be demonstrated by partners’ behaviour both
individually and collectively.
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CORE PRINCIPLE 4:
Taking informed and transparent decisions which are subject to effective scrutiny and managing risk
How the Commissioner demonstrates compliance
• develop and maintain an effective review and scrutiny function

• scrutiny is supported by robust evidence and data analysis

which encourages constructive challenge and enhances the
PCC’s performance overall and
of any organisation for which it is responsible

• an effective internal audit function which is resourced and

maintained

• develop and maintain open and effective mechanisms for

• decision making protocols record of decisions and supporting

documenting evidence for decisions and recording the
criteria, rationale and
considerations on which decisions are based

materials
• open decision making in pubic meetings
• full decision transparency on website with supporting reports

• put in place arrangements to safeguard the PCC, Deputy

• codes of conduct

PCC(s), CC and employees against conflicts of interest and
put in place appropriate processes to ensure that they
continue to operate in practice
• in conjunction with the Chief Constable develop and maintain an

• terms of reference for JARAC

effective Audit Committee (or equivalent)

• independent membership
• training for audit committee members

• ensure that effective, transparent and accessible arrangements

are in place for dealing with complaints

• complaints procedure
• evidence of improvement as a result of a complaint received and

acted upon
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• ensure that those making decisions whether for the PCC/ CC or

partnership are provided with information that is fit for the
purpose – relevant, timely and gives clear explanations of
technical issues and their implications
• ensure that professional advice on matters that have legal or

• induction schemes
• agreement on information that will be provided and timescales
• good supporting documentation supporting decisions

• record of decision making and supporting reports

financial implications is available and recorded well in advance of
decision making and used appropriately
• ensure that risk management is embedded into the culture, with

all parties recognising that risk management is part of their job

• risk management protocol
• financial standards and regulations

• ensure that arrangements are in place for whistle blowing to which

• whistle blowing policy

staff and all those contracting with the PCC have access
• actively recognise the limits of lawful activity, for example the ultra

vires doctrine, but also strive to utilise powers to the full benefit of
the community
• recognise the limits of lawful action and observe both the specific

• monitoring officer provisions
• statutory provisions

• record of legal advice provided by officers

requirements of legislation and the general responsibilities placed
on the PCC/CC by public law
• observe all specific legislative requirements placed upon them,

• monitoring officer provisions

as well as the requirements of general law, and in particular to
integrate the key principles of good administrative law – rationality,
legality and natural justice into the PCC/CC’s procedures and
decision making processes.
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CORE PRINCIPLE 5:
Developing the capacity and capability of the PCC, officers of the PCC and the Force to be effective
How the Commissioner demonstrates compliance
• provide induction programmes tailored to individual needs and

opportunities for the PCC, deputy PCC(s) CC and officers to update
their knowledge on a regular basis
• ensure that the statutory officers have the skills, resources and

•
•
•
•

training and development plan
induction programme
update courses/information
membership of APACC, PATTS, APACCE

• job description/personal specifications

support necessary to perform effectively in their roles and that
these roles are properly understood

• membership of top management team

• assess the skills required by the PCC, deputy PCC(s) CC and

• training development plan/pdr process

officers and make a commitment to develop those skills to enable
roles to be carried out effectively

• develop skills on a continuing basis to improve performance

• training and development plan reflect requirements of a modern

including the ability to scrutinise and challenge and to recognise
when outside expert advice is needed

ensure that effective arrangements are in place for reviewing the
performance of the PCC, deputy PCC(s), CC and the organisation
as a whole, and agreeing an action plan which might for example
aim to address any training or development needs

•
•
•
•

councillor including:
the ability to scrutinise and challenge
the ability to recognise when outside advice is required
advice on how to act as an ambassador for the community
leadership and influencing skills

• Performance management system
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• ensure that effective arrangements designed to encourage

•
•
•
•

individuals from all sections of the community to engage with,
contribute to and participate in the work of the PCC
• ensure that career structures are in place for officers to

strategic partnership framework
stakeholders forums’ terms of reference
area forums’ roles and responsibilities
residents panel structure

• succession planning

encourage participation and development

CORE PRINCIPLE 6:
Engaging with local people and other stakeholders to ensure robust public accountability
How the Commissioner demonstrates compliance
• define who the PCC is accountable to, and for what

Compliance with legislation overseen by the Monitoring Officer

• consider those institutional stakeholders to whom the PCC is

• developing working relationships between the Police and Crime Panel,

the Commissioner and the relevant supporting officers – detail

accountable and assess the effectiveness of the relationships
and any changes required
• produce an annual report on the activities of the PCC in relation

• Commissioner’s annual report

to monitoring its own performance and that of the Chief
Constable and force
• ensure that clear channels of communication are in place with all

sections of the community and other stakeholders and put in place
monitoring arrangements to ensure that they operate effectively

• processes for dealing with competing demands within the

community including Community Engagement Strategy,
• Compliance with statuary duty to have due regard to

Responsible Authorities’ community safety plans.
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• ensure arrangements are in place to enable the PCC to engage

• processes for dealing with competing demands within the

community including a Community Engagement Strategy

with all sections of the community effectively. These
arrangements should recognise that different sections of the
community have different priorities and establish explicit
processes for dealing with these competing demands
• establish a clear policy on the types of issues that the PCC will

• partnership framework

meaningfully consult on or engage with the public and
service users, including a feedback mechanism for those
consultees to demonstrate what has changed as a result

• communication strategy

• on an annual basis, publish a performance plan giving

• annual report

information on the PCC’s vision, strategy, plans and financial
statements as well as information about its outcomes,
achievements and the satisfaction of service users in the
previous period.

• annual financial statements
• annual business plan

• ensure that the PCC and the office of the PCC as a whole is open

and accessible to the community, service users and its staff and
ensure that it has made a commitment to openness and
transparency in all its dealings, including partnerships subject
only to the need to preserve confidentiality in those specific
circumstances where it is proper and appropriate to do so
• develop and maintain a clear policy on how staff and their

• Freedom of Information publication scheme
• Website
• Co located with Constabulary at HQ.

• Formalised engagement with recognised Union Representatives

representatives are consulted and involved in decision making
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INTERNAL CONTROL ENVIRONMENT AT DERBYSHIRE POLICE AND CRIME COMMISSIONER’S OFFICE
INCORPORATING THE REVIEW OF EFFECTIVENESS OF CONTROL 2012/13
Serial
(a)
1.

Assurance
provided by:
(b)
Internal Audit

Nature of the Control
(c)
Provides
independent
and
objective assurances across the
whole
range
of
the
Commissioner’s
activities.
Focuses on identified areas of
strategic and operational risk. In
addition, internal auditors have
carried out advisory work to
support services, and have
assisted with the implementation
and review of the transfer to the
new
payroll
and
pension
provider.

Review of Effectiveness of Control

Areas for Review/Improvement
2013/14
(d)
(e)
The External Auditor has confirmed that for Annual review of internal audit plan
the 2012/13 accounts they are able to place to address emerging and cyclical
audit issues.
reliance on the work of Internal Audit.
In March 2012, the Internal Audit Plan for
2012/13 was approved by the Corporate The Internal Audit plan for 2013/14
Governance Committee of the Police covers:Authority focussing particularly on the key
Governance and Delivery of the
financial systems.
Police and Crime Plan
For 2012/13, based on the work it has Collaboration
undertaken,
RSMTenon
advised
the Performance Management
Commissioner in their Annual Audit Letter Governance
considered by the JARAC on 20 June 2013, Risk Management
that the overall adequacy and effectiveness Financial Controls
of arrangements for governance, risk Human Resources
management and control is classified as Estate Management
Follow Up previous audits
‘Green’.
Service based financial assurance,
governance and risk audits have been
carried out during the year which covered:Network Security
Financial Controls – Purchase Order
Processing
Agresso Application – User Access Security
Follow Up audits
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Serial
(a)

2.

Assurance
provided by:
(b)

External
Auditors

Nature of the Control

Review of Effectiveness of Control

(c)

(d)
Governance Arrangements
Key Financial Controls
Contact Management Centre
Risk Management
Post Implementation -Agresso Finance
System
The Commissioner has continued to
maintain an efficient final accounts
closedown process including the provision of
good quality working papers to support the
financial statements.
The Statement of
Accounts was signed by the Treasurer by
the statutory deadline of 30 June and
approved by the JARAC/Commissioner in
September 2013 after the audit had taken
place.
An unqualified opinion on the
2011/12 accounts was issued on 28
September 2012. The Police Authority at
that time had adequate arrangements for
securing
economy,
efficiency
and
effectiveness.

A further source of assurance by
reviewing and reporting upon
the Commissioner’s internal
control processes and matters
relevant
to
his
statutory
functions and codes of practice.
Audit of the statement of
accounts.
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Areas for Review/Improvement
2013/14
(e)

The focus of External Audit work in
2013/14 will be on obtaining the
assurances required to give an
opinion on the statement of
accounts, and the Value for Money
statement. The Audit Commission
had appointed an interim external
Auditor for the period 1 April 2012
to 31 August 2012; he has now
been confirmed and is an officer of
KPMG.
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Serial
(a)
3.

4.

Assurance
provided by:
(b)
HMIC

Corporate
governance
and oversight
of Risk
Management

Nature of the Control
(c)
HMIC inspections relevant to the
PA
/Police
and
Crime
Commissioner were covering
Police and Crime Commissioner
Transition arrangements

Risk Management
arrangements are in place with
the objective of ensuring that the
risks facing the Commissioner in
achieving his Police and Crime
Plan objectives are evaluated,
regularly reviewed and
mitigation strategies developed.
The JARAC has oversight of
audit reports and agrees the
audit plan.

Review of Effectiveness of Control

Areas for Review/Improvement
2013/14
(d)
(e)
The Commissioner engages positively with a There are no Police and Crime
number of external bodies, e.g. Her Commissioner inspections planned
Majesty's Inspectorate of Constabulary and for 2013/14.
the College of Policing, in respect of any
inspection visits. These provide valuable HMIC inspects on invitation, and
external consultancy and the Force and the has been commissioned to work
welcome the opportunity to learn and with the East Midlands regional
improve.
collaboration board on a review of
efficiencies.
The Force risk register is kept under review
by the Strategic Risk Management Group
which has a representative from the OPCC.
The budget proposals were risk assessed
for financial sustainability and a four year
medium term financial plan was agreed by
the Commissioner.
Insurance policies and funds are in place
and are regularly reviewed to ensure the
Commissioner is adequately safeguarded.
The Commissioner has a new risk register in
place, which is monitored by the JARAC.
Risk is an annual review subject by internal
audit.

VFM

Existing scheduled reporting of
Commissioner risks to the JARAC
is built into the Committee’s work
plan.

The JARAC will to review the value
for money profiles during the year,
to better understand where the
outlying costs sit in comparison to
other forces in the region and
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Serial
(a)

5.

Assurance
provided by:
(b)

Strategic
Governance
Board

Nature of the Control

Review of Effectiveness of Control

(c)

(d)

Takes decisions in a public
environment
and
publishes
agendas, minutes, supporting
reports and decisions on the
web.
The public forum for
holding the Chief Constable to
account.
Receives oversight of financial
health and budget monitoring
reporting.
Commissioner
sets
budget
policy and reviews the level of
reserves.
Reports
on
Treasury
management
are
regularly
made. Ensures the provision of
effective,
efficient
and
responsive system of financial
management.
Performance
monitoring
processes are in place to
measure
progress
against
objectives and to provide for
remedial
action
where
appropriate.

HMIC produced regional national and Most
Similar Group ‘Value for Money’ profiles
which
were
used
by
a
specially
commissioned Working Group to internally
review and challenge the force on outliers.
This has been a productive exercise and
was also used by the force to identify areas
for consideration for the Moving Forward
Programme.

Areas for Review/Improvement
2013/14
(e)
nationally.
The profiles have
morphed into profiles based on
Police Activity Analysis.
A review of general governance
process will be carried out in
towards the end of the calendar
year as a review of ’12 months on’
and in preparation for Stage 2
transfer.

Financial monitoring reports are considered
by the Strategic Governance Board. Early
indications of budget variances are available
to ensure a robust financial position or
corrective action can be taken.
Enhanced budget monitoring procedures
show a predictive (outturn) budget position.

An enhanced Performance Management
methodology was introduced during the year
A reporting framework to the Strategic
Governance Board of ACPO Scorecards
and
thematic
reports
assists
the
Commissioner in holding the Chief
Constable to account for performance. A
A–2-4

Further
development
of
the
balanced scorecards and thematic
reports for each of the major work
areas to incorporate monitoring of
Policing Plan objectives, through
qualitative
and
quantitative
indicators.
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Serial
(a)

6.

Assurance
provided by:
(b)

Nature of the Control

Review of Effectiveness of Control

(c)

(d)
dedicated performance officer in the OPCC
scrutinises performance in more detail so
there is a greater depth to the control
process.
The Home Secretary determined that targets
were no longer considered an appropriate
performance management tool but the focus
became reducing overall crime.
The Commissioner has complied with the
2003 CIPFA Code relating to Capital
Finance & Treasury Management.
The
Statement of Accounts is prepared in
accordance with the Local Authority
Accounting Code of Practice and the
Statement of Recommended Practice
(SORP). Where the Commissioner is subject
to regulation, he receives supporting
guidance on regulatory matters and general
information through his membership of the
Association
of
Police
&
Crime
Commissioners.
There has been one complaint against the
Commissioner which was withdrawn at the
Police and Crime Panel stage. There were
no complaints against members of the PA or
EOAS/OPCC officers.

External and Codes of practice are issued by
regulatory
external bodies in respect of the
bodies
Commissioner’s
activities
services and processes, with
which the Commissioner is
expected to comply.

Complaints
against
the
Commissioner or the Deputy
Commissioner are dealt with by
the Police and Crime Panel ,
hosted by Derbyshire County
Council.

A–2-5

Areas for Review/Improvement
2013/14
(e)
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ANNUAL GOVERNANCE STATEMENT FOR REGIONAL COLLABORATION
I confirm that the relevant controls and procedures are in place to manage the following
issues within Regional Collaboration for the East Midlands:
1. The monitoring processes by which performance against operational, financial
and other strategic plans are considered and key issues identified and tasked.
DCC (East Midlands) monitors performance. This is reported to the East Midlands
Police and Crime Commissioners (EMPCC) Board on a quarterly basis.
2. Ensuring compliance with relevant laws and regulations, internal policies and
procedures, and that expenditure is lawful.
Compliance is monitored by management review, supported by specialist professional
advice where appropriate. Where areas for improvement are identified these are
subject to action plans that are revisited to ensure that they have been attended to.
Reviews of business processes have not identified significant and systemic control
failures within the department. Where issues have been identified these are being
addressed through defined management action plans.
An Audit of Key Financial Controls was undertaken during 2012, which gave reasonable
assurance that the controls upon which the organization replies upon are suitably
designed, consistently applied and effectively managed.
3. That the appropriate controls are in place for the management of all resources
deployed within Regional collaboration
A management structure is in place, with clear lines of accountability for both
operational issues and use of resources.
A budget is approved each year at the EMPCC’s Board which defines the expenditure
targets for each area of policing within regional collaboration. Each force actively
supports the budget allocation and sets its own precept accordingly.
Management reports showing costs against budget are provided monthly. Unexpected
variances are investigated and explained, ready for reporting to quarterly Management
Boards and the EMPCC’s Board. The monthly expenditure reports are shared across the
region to provide each force with visibility over expenditure to date.
4. Incorporating good governance arrangements in respect of partnerships.
The EMPCC’s Board provides a forum for all members of collaboration to feedback their
experiences of the partnership work. All forces can discuss governance, performance
and financial issues at the quarterly meetings. The collaboration builds on best practice
from across the region to improve performance as well as saving money.
Signed

_______________________
Peter Goodman
Deputy Chief Constable (East Midlands)
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JOINT AUDIT, RISK AND ASSURANCE COMMITTEE (JARAC)
20 JUNE 2013
REPORT OF THE CHIEF CONSTABLE

11B: ANNUAL GOVERNANCE STATEMENT FOR THE CHIEF CONSTABLE
1.

PURPOSE OF THE REPORT

1.1

Introduction of the Police Reform and Social Responsibility Act 2011 changed
the way in which the police in England and Wales are governed and held
accountable.

1.2

One of the key reforms was to replace the Derbyshire Police Authority with a
Police and Crime Commissioner for Derbyshire. At the same time the Chief
Constable was established as a separate body with responsibility for
Derbyshire Constabulary.

1.3

The primary function of the new body headed by the Chief Constable is the
exercise of operational policing duties under the Police Act 1996. The
Commissioner’s function is to hold to Chief Constable to account for the
exercise of these duties, thereby securing the maintenance of an efficient and
effective police service in Derbyshire.

1.4

As part of the first statutory accounts to be prepared for the Chief Constable
an Annual Governance Statement (AGS) is published on his behalf. Though
the statement is published within the Annual Statement of Accounts, it should
be considered and agreed as a separate document as it is about all corporate
controls and not confined to financial issues.

1.5

The purpose of the AGS process is to provide a continuous review of the
effectiveness of the governance arrangements, so as to provide assurance on
the effectiveness and/or to produce a management action plan to address
identified weaknesses in the arrangements. Guidance from the Chartered
Institute of Public Finance and Accountancy (CIPFA) envisages that the
statement is reviewed by a Member group during the year (rather than just at
the year end) as an integral and indeed critical component of the review
process.

2.

INFORMATION AND ANALYSIS

2.1

In order to gather the relevant assurances, the ‘Delivering Good Governance
in Local Government, Guidance Note for Police published by the CIPFA has
been followed. This guidance draws on the principal framework of the proper
practice in compiling the AGS where each element is considered in turn and
1
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linked to the relevant assurance mechanism and evidence of their
effectiveness in the Constabulary.
2.2

The AGS has been prepared having reviewed the findings and
recommendations made from all available Internal Audit reports. The review
of the systems of internal control is an ongoing process with RSM Tenon the
Constabulary’s Internal Auditors testing the controls throughout the year.

2.3

Whilst the AGS is published as part of the accounts for 2012/13 year, there is
also a requirement for any significant control issues that are identified up to
the publication of the accounts in September to be included in the AGS.

2.4

The final Annual Governance Statement will be considered by the Joint, Audit,
Risk and Assurance Committee (JARAC) as part of the accounts on 26
September 2013 before being formally signed by the Chief Constable and
Director of Finance and Business Services.

3.

RECOMMENDATIONS

i.

Agree the Annual Governance Statement for the Chief Constable.

ii.

Consider any further contents or amendments to the statement.

iii.

Consider any area of Governance that needs further development in 2013/14
and therefore requires inclusion in the final statement.

iv.

IMPLICATIONS

Crime & Disorder
Environmental
Equality & Diversity
Financial
Health & Safety
Human Rights
Legal
Personnel
Contact details
for enquiries

LOW









MEDIUM

HIGH

Name:
Superintendent Kul Mahay
Telephone: 01773 572675
Email:
sgbenquiries@derbyshire.pnn.police.uk

ATTACHMENTS
Appendix A. Annual Governance Statement for the Chief Constable
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Annual Governance Statement
1. Scope of responsibilities
The Chief Constable for Derbyshire is responsible for maintaining the Queen’s
peace and has direction and control over the officers and staff operating within
Derbyshire Constabulary. The Chief Constable holds office under the Crown and is
appointed by the Police and Crime Commissioner for Derbyshire (The
Commissioner).
The Chief Constable is accountable in law for the exercise of policing powers and
to the Commissioner for the delivery of efficient and effective policing,
management of resources and expenditure by Derbyshire Constabulary. At all
times the Chief Constable, his officers and staff remain operationally independent
in the service of the public. In discharging his overall responsibilities, the Chief
Constable is responsible for establishing and maintaining appropriate risk
management processes, governance arrangements and ensuring that there is a
sound system of internal control which facilitates the effective exercise of these
functions.
The Chief Constable formally appointed a professionally qualified Chief Financial
Officer (CFO) for Derbyshire Constabulary with effect from 22 November 2012.
Under the Police Reform and Social Responsibility Act 2011 the Chief Constable’s
CFO has a personal fiduciary duty by virtue of their appointment as the person
responsible for the proper financial administration of Derbyshire Constabulary.
This includes requirements and formal powers to safeguard lawfulness and
propriety in expenditure (Section 114 of the Local Government Act 1988 as
amended by paragraph 188 of Schedule 16 to the Police Reform and Social
responsibility Act 2011 (“2011 Act”)). The Chief Constable’s CFO is a key member
of Derbyshire’s Chief Officer Team, helping it to develop and implement strategy
and to resource and deliver the Commissioner’s strategic objectives sustainably
and in the public interest. The CFO is actively involved in, and able to bring
influence to bear on, all strategic business decisions of the Chief Constable to
ensure immediate and longer term implications, opportunities and risks are fully
considered. The CFO leads the promotion and delivery by the Chief Constable of
good financial management so that public money is safeguarded at all times and
used appropriately, economically, efficiently and effectively. The CFO ensures the
finance function is resourced to be fit for purpose and oversees that appropriate
management accounting systems, functions and internal controls are in place so
that finances are kept under review on a regular basis.
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Under s.35 of the 2011 Act in exercising his functions the Chief Constable must
ensure that good value for money is obtained and this includes ensuring that
persons under his direction and control obtain good value for money in exercising
their functions. Derbyshire Constabulary (as a standalone entity) is legally
required to produce an Annual Governance Statement. The Statement helps the
Commissioner to hold the Chief Constable to account for efficient and effective
policing. The Statement sits alongside the statutory accounts for the Chief Constable and
gives assurance to the Commissioner of Derbyshire Constabulary’s governance
arrangements. In addition, the Commissioner produces his own Governance Statement.
2. The Governance Framework
This statement has been prepared for the 2012/13 financial year to state
Derbyshire Constabulary’s current governance arrangements, to report on their
effectiveness during the year and to outline future actions planned to further
enhance the arrangements. Derbyshire Constabulary has adopted a joint code of
corporate governance with the Commissioner, which is consistent with the
principles of the CIPFA/SOLACE Framework: Delivering Good Governance in
Local Government. This statement explains how the Chief Constable has complied
with the code and also meets the requirements of Section 4 of the Accounts and
Audit Regulations (England) 2011 in relation to the publication of a statement on
internal control. This is underpinned by the governance framework as detailed
below: Derbyshire Constabulary provides a high quality service to everyone in Derbyshire
 Integrity
 Respect
 Performance
Our Values
 Responsibility
Innovation
 Prevent and reduce crime
 Attack criminality
 Protect vulnerable people
Our Purpose
 Provide reassurance
Deliver value for money
 Focus on the purpose and outcomes for the community to
create and implement a vision for the local area.
 Leaders, officers and partners work together to achieve a
common purpose with clearly defined functions and roles.
 Promote the values of the Constabulary and demonstrate the
values of good governance through upholding high standards
Our Governance
of conduct and behavior.
Framework
 Take informed and transparent decisions which are subject to
effective scrutiny and risk management arrangements.
 Engage with local people and other stakeholders to ensure
robust public accountability.
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Within the framework there are specific areas of governance which are
key to Derbyshire Constabulary’s overall corporate governance
framework, these are: Focus on the purpose and outcomes for the community to create and implement a
vision for the local area
1

Processes for delivering policing in line with the Commissioner’s priorities.

2

Ensure that partnerships are underpinned by a common vision of their work that is
understood and agreed and understood by all parties.
Publish annual data to communicate the activities and achievements, financial position
and performance.

3
4

Decide how the quality of service is to be measured and make sure the information
needed to review service quality effectively and regularly is available.

5

Put in place effective arrangements to identify and deal with failure in service delivery

6

Decide how value for money is to be measured.

Leaders, officers and partners work together to achieve a common purpose with
clearly defined functions and roles
7

Set out a clear statement of the respective roles and responsibilities of the senior
officers and staff of the Constabulary.

8

Make the Director of Finance responsible for ensuing that appropriate advice is given on
all financial matters, for keeping financial records and accounts and for maintaining an
effective system of internal financial control.

9

Set out the terms of conditions for remuneration of senior officers.

10

An effective performance management system is in place.

Promote and demonstrate the values of good governance through upholding high
standards of conduct and behaviour.
11

The Chief Constable’s leadership creates a culture of openness, support and respect.

12

Standards of conduct and personal behaviour expected of those holding public office
and their staff are defined and communicated through a code of conduct.

13

Arrangements are in place to guard against conflicts of interest and ethical standards
when dealing with stakeholders.

14

Develop and maintain shared values of leadership reflecting public expectations and
these are communicated with all staff, the community and partners.

Take informed and transparent decisions which are subject to effective scrutiny and
risk management arrangements.
15

Develop and maintain an effective review and scrutiny function which encourages
constructive challenge and enhances performance.

16

An effective Audit Committee is maintained.

17

Professional advice on matters that have legal and/or financial implications is recorded.

18

Risk management is embedded into the culture.

Engage with local people and other stakeholders to ensure robust public accountability
19

Arrangements are in place to engage and consult with all sections of the community and
other stakeholders in an effective way
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Each of these areas of governance has internal controls to ensure that they are
working effectively.
3. Derbyshire Constabulary corporate governance reporting and processes
Due to the introduction of the Police Reform and Social Responsibility Act 2011,
governance arrangements have changed significantly in this reporting period. On
22 November 2012 the Police and Crime Commissioner for Derbyshire replaced
the Derbyshire Police Authority. The oversight of Derbyshire Constabulary
governance and many of the other duties previously undertaken by the Police
Authority Corporate Governance Committee are now undertaken by the Office of
the Police and Crime Commissioner and the Joint Audit, Risk and Assurance
Committee.
The system of internal control is a significant part of this framework and is
designed to manage risk to a reasonable and foreseeable level. It cannot
eliminate all risk of failure to achieve policies, aims and objectives; it can
therefore only provide reasonable and not absolute assurance of
effectiveness. The Chief Constable and Director of Finance aim to provide a
reasonable assurance of the effectiveness of the control systems Derbyshire
Constabulary employs. The detailed controls outlined below represent those
in place at 31 March 2013 and up to the date of approval of the Statement of
Accounts and, subject to the areas identified for improvement below, accord
with proper practice. These have been informed by the work of senior officers
and staff across Derbyshire Constabulary, who have responsibility for the
development and maintenance of the governance environment.
Purpose and outcomes for the community
1.

Delivering policing in line with the Commissioner’s priorities
Derbyshire’s Strategic Governance Board (SGB) provides the framework of
governance at which the Commissioner discharges his duty of holding the Chief
Constable to account. All SGB meeting agendas are published in advance to
the Police and Crime Panel as well as the public and meetings are open to the
public and are held across the county so members of the public are able to see
decision making and scrutiny in action. The Chief Constable has produced a
delivery plan which sets out how he will deliver the priorities of the
Commissioner as set out in the Police and Crime Plan.

2.

Partnerships
Partnership working has been embedded in Derbyshire for some time, jointly
targeting resources to address our policing risks.
Community Safety
Partnerships (CSPs) of which there are nine in Derbyshire are made up of
representatives from the police, the local council, and the fire, health and
probation services. The Crime & Disorder Act 1998 provided the framework for
6
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the establishment of statutory CSPs. It gave the lead responsibility for crime
and disorder reduction to the police and local authorities, as well as a duty to
consider crime and disorder in all their activities. Partnership structures and
procedures have continued to develop delivering an integrated service to the
communities of Derbyshire, addressing local needs. The Constabulary also
works closely with the necessary agencies when it comes to specialist areas
such as safeguarding children and vulnerable adults, drug and alcohol abuse
and tackling gang crime.
3.

Achievements, Financial Position and Performance
Crime performance
Crime has fallen for the tenth consecutive year in Derbyshire with the county
seeing one of the biggest reductions in crime nationally. Overall crime has
reduced by 16.3 per cent from 61,483 incidents in 2011/12 to 51,440 in
2012/13 meaning there were more than 10,000 fewer victims this year
compared to last. In the ten years since National Crime Recording Standards
were introduced, bringing about a consistency in how the police recorded
crimes, the number of victims in Derbyshire has halved. This ten year
reduction is well ahead of the national trend. In 2002/3 there were more than
103,000 victims of crime in Derbyshire.
Local crime figures
Crime Mapping allows us to improve our engagement with our communities
and help them determine how best to police their area. The latest version of
the crime mapping website was launched in July 2012, allowing a postcode or
area name to be entered to find out the latest street-level crime statistics
using a simple, user-friendly interface and highly-detailed maps.
Updated on a monthly basis, the crime statistics show the total numbers of
crimes on a street by street basis and can be further broken down further into
categories such as burglary, robbery, vehicle crime, violence and anti-social
behaviour.
It also records the outcomes of these offences as they are
investigated and travel along the criminal justice process.
Common Statement of Performance
This statement is an attempt to represent all the demands, responsibilities and
commitments on the police and put the statistics made available to the public
in context.
Financial performance
Derbyshire Constabulary maintains a strong crime performance despite
increasing financial challenges facing the force. Prior to the Chancellor
announcing significant cuts to police funding, Derbyshire Constabulary had
already started to put in place measures to deliver savings in 2010/11 and
7
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beyond. In total, the force has delivered ongoing savings of £21m by the end of
the three year period. This has been achieved through tough decisions,
including the reduction of our officer establishment as well as police staff
reductions, as well as delivering savings through restructuring, increased
efficiency of working and collaboration both regionally and nationally.
Throughout these austerity measures, Derbyshire Constabulary continues to
meet its policing risks; cutting crime, increasing positive outcomes and
improving our satisfaction levels with victims and as well increasing public
confidence. HM Inspectorate of Constabulary has provided external assurance
of the good progress that Derbyshire Constabulary has made in addressing its
austerity challenge. This was part of the HMIC Valuing the Police 2 study.
4.

Quality of Service and Failure in Service Delivery
Derbyshire Constabulary is committed to providing a high standard of service to
the community. Officers deal with thousands of incidents each year and
regularly come into contact with all sections of society. Surveys reveal that the
vast majority of people who come into contact with the Constabulary are
satisfied with the service they receive, but occasionally officers do receive
complaints about their actions or conduct. Police officers work within the
guidelines of a code of conduct set by the Home Office and breaches of this
code are taken very seriously. The Professional Standards Department has
primary responsibility for the recording and investigation of public complaints
against police officers and police staff members and for discipline matters
within the Force.

5.

Value for Money
Recent changes to the strategic planning, technical and developmental areas of
financial management within the Constabulary have allowed a greater focus on
the strategic direction of the Force. The increased focus on strategic finance
has ensured that proper arrangements are in place to enable resources to be
used efficiently and effectively.

Clearly defined functions and roles
1.

Roles and Responsibilities of Senior Officers and Staff
The Constabulary operates a performance development framework for line
managers to fulfill their roles and responsibilities in relation to the management
of the performance and development of their staff. The overall aim is for all staff
to be competent in the roles they undertake and to receive structured feedback
on their performance on a regular basis. A clear statement of the respective
roles and responsibilities of the senior officers and staff of the Constabulary has
been set out in a Scheme of Delegation and Financial Handbook.
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2.

Responsibility for Financial Matters
The Director of Finance and Business Services is the person responsible for
proper financial administration under the Police reform and Social responsibility
Act 2011.

3.

Remuneration
Processes for determining the conditions of employment and remuneration of
officers and staff within appropriate national frameworks are well established.
Modernisation of police pay reports go to the Strategic Governance Board
detailing financial impacts, risks and progress.

4.

Performance Management
A performance is reported to the Strategic Governance Board. The report
contains information on personnel, sickness, confidence and satisfaction and
complaints.

Promote and demonstrate the values of good governance through
upholding high standards of conduct and behaviour
1.

A culture of openness, support and respect
The Constabulary has introduced a new Commitment, which outlines the level
of service the people of Derbyshire can expect from the force based upon our
Values. The commitment given by the Constabulary is to provide a high-quality
policing service to everyone in Derbyshire. Our purpose is to: 





2.

Prevent and reduce crime
Attack criminality
Protect vulnerable people
Provide reassurance
Deliver value for money

Standards of conduct and personal behaviour expected of those holding
public office
The Professional Standards Department develop and maintain the policies and
codes which define the standard of conduct and personal behaviour expected
of officers and staff of Derbyshire Constabulary. These documents are
communicated to all officers and staff via Chief’s Orders and force briefings to
embed them into the Constabulary’s culture.

3.

Arrangements are in place to guard against conflicts of interest and
ethical standards when dealing with stakeholders
The Professional Standards Department develop and maintain the policies and
codes which define conflicts of interest and ethical standards when dealing with
stakeholders. These documents are communicated to all officers and staff via
9
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Chief’s Orders and force briefings to embed them into the Constabulary’s
culture.
4.

Develop and maintain shared values of leadership reflecting public
expectations and these are communicated with all staff, the community
and partners
As part of the commitment to providing a high-quality policing service to
everyone in Derbyshire the following core values have been developed to
underpin the delivery of this commitment


Integrity

We are open and honest. Our relationship with our communities, our partners
and each other is based on trust.


Respect

We respect and value everyone at every level of the organisation. Valuing our
differences is one of our strengths.


Performance

We aim for the highest possible standard. We want to do the right thing every
time. We work to get the best out of all that we have and we celebrate our
achievements.


Responsibility

We take responsibility for what we do, as individuals and team members. We
work together and support each other to put our communities at the heart of
everything we do.


Innovation

We will be courageous to meet the most difficult challenges and adapt to new
and developing situations.
Take informed and transparent decisions which are subject to effective
scrutiny and risk management arrangements
1.

Develop and maintain an effective review and scrutiny function which
encourages constructive challenge and enhances performance
Derbyshire’s Strategic Governance Board (SGB) provides the framework of
governance for review and scrutiny at which the Commissioner discharges his
duty of holding the Chief Constable to account.

2.

An effective Audit Committee is maintained
10
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The Joint Audit, Risk and Assurance Committee (JARAC) has been established
to provide further assurance that the risk management and the internal control
framework operated by the Chief Constable and the Office of the Police and
Crime Commissioner is adequate, the governance arrangements, including
providing value for money, are effective and that the financial reporting process
is sound. The JARAC meets four times a year.
3.

Professional advice on matters that have legal and/or financial
implications is recorded
The Strategic Governance Board provides a formal framework for the
Commissioner and Chief Constable to take decisions. All papers submitted to
the board are required to be risk assessed by the author to highlight any key
legal or financial risks and then report on them.
The Chief Constable recognises the need to develop his own Governance
arrangements for recording key decisions within his own organisation that do
not require any sign off from the Commissioner. These arrangements are
being developed and will be in place prior to the Stage 2 transfer.

4.

Risk management is embedded into the culture
Risk management with the Constabulary is well established. The Corporate
Risk Register continues to be enhanced and the Risk Management Strategy is
embedded into the Constabulary’s culture. A robust governance structure
exists for risk management, which includes the Risk Management Board and
the Joint Audit, Risk and Assurance Committee (JARAC).

Engage with local people and other stakeholders to ensure robust public
accountability
1.

Arrangements are in place to engage and consult with all sections of the
community and other stakeholders in an effective way
Derbyshire Constabulary is committed to ensuring that our service meets the
needs of the people of Derbyshire by engaging, listening and reacting,
prioritising those who are victims of crime and the most vulnerable. In 2012, we
enshrined these principles in our Commitment| - our promise to the public on
the level of service they can expect to receive from Derbyshire Constabulary.
Key to these principles is how we listen to our communities to ensure that the
service we provide is the service that they want, and that it fits with their local
needs and concerns. By engaging in this way, we can not only help to set our
priorities at a very local level and | it helps to shape the very direction of the
force and how we allocate our resources to tackle the risks and threats| to
Derbyshire.
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Helping Victims
One of our most vital engagements is with victims of crime and witnesses to
ensure they get the support they need from the point of the crime all the way
through to its resolution. All victims are offered a Crime Contract, outlining
the details of their crime and what actions will be taken by the officer and how
often they will contact the victim, and they will also receive our simple victims
and witnesses help guide, entitled JIGSAW.
Beyond the immediate
aftermath of the crime, victims and witnesses are offered support from our
care officers throughout the court process. Victims are also offered ways for
their crime to be resolved out of court through our Restorative Justice
programme.
Surgeries and forum meetings
Every neighbourhood in Derbyshire has a local Safer Neighbourhood policing
team, which comprise not only officers but local partners such as councils and
Neighbourhood Watches. As well as attending local meetings, our officers
hold their own quarterly forum meetings and drop-in surgeries to identify local
problems and to share their progress at tackling previously-set priorities.
Enquiry offices
Our enquiry offices allow the public to access the services they require faceto-face at a police station.
Have Your Say
For nine years the Constabulary has run an annual public consultation, Have
Your Say, throughout towns and villages in Derbyshire to consult on their
perceptions of crime and safety in their area. This allows the force to identify
trends of concern in communities, feeding back into the force's operational
structure and the force's strategic risk seminar, where key staff agrees the
crime and community safety priorities for the county.
Annual public events
Throughout the year, Derbyshire Constabulary holds a number of public
events to provide opportunities for the public to interact with a wide range of
services within the force. This includes our Annual Public Seminar, which
gives the public the opportunity to quiz key senior members of the force. We
also hold 'Police Experience' days, which gives people a hands-on experience
of the different departments within the constabulary.
Connecting with hard-to-reach groups
Derbyshire Constabulary has a duty to consider the needs of all individuals in
our day-to-day work, in shaping policy, delivering services and in relation to
our own employees. As well as working with community groups, we have
12
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created three forums to help shape our engagement with the public to keep
such needs in mind. This includes the Independent Advisory Group, the
External Disability Reference Group, and our Staff Networks Forum.
Social media and the web
The emergence of social media as a major communication tool has allowed
the force to expand its capability for sharing and engaging to new levels and
new audiences. Derbyshire Constabulary uses its Facebook and Twitter
pages to spread the force's appeals, investigations and results using a wide
range of multimedia, as well as providing a more immediate, convenient way
to contact the force.
Derbyshire Alert
Derbyshire Alert is a system that enables us to communicate directly with the
people that live and work within Derbyshire by e-mail, text message, landline
or fax. This information can be crime, good results, press releases, missing
persons and meeting dates such as Safer Neighbourhood forums or
surgeries.
Internal engagement
Derbyshire Constabulary is aware that it is not just about getting our
engagement right with the public, but it's also crucial to get communications
right internally. That's why we have dedicated processes for making sure that
our officers and staff are fully briefed, and more importantly are able to have a
say on how we are run.
4.

Governance issues and actions

The following areas have been identified that are considered important in
maintaining and strengthening the internal control environment. These areas will
be tracked by the Constabulary and the JARAC over the next 12 months to ensure
continuous improvement.
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Governance Areas

Action

Governance arrangements have changed
considerably since the introduction of Police and
Crime Commissioners in November 2012. These
will need to be further embedded with the move
to the Stage 2 transfer in April 2014.

Derbyshire Constabulary will continue
to work with the Office of the Police
and Crime Commissioner to ensure
that all the necessary processes and
procedures are put in place to support
these changes, including further work
to embed governance arrangements in
areas such as the Single Counter
Terrorism Grant Funding for the East
Midlands.

Given the further organisational changes that
may follow continuing Government austerity
measures and to address changing risk and
threat, it is important that performance
management and monitoring continues to be
refocused in line with business need.

The Chief Constable will also further
develop his own internal governance
arrangements
in
particular
for
Derbyshire Constabulary will build on
approaches such as Moving Forward
as well as continuing to focus on
performance management of the
organisation overall.

Governance Areas

Action

Corporate risk processes will continue to be
maintained ensuring that structured risk
information further helps inform decisionmaking and organisational learning at both an
operational and strategic level.

Further development of risk processes
and information will take place working
closely with operational and support
units.

Derbyshire Constabulary continues to develop its
approach to community engagement including n
i
partnership with key stakeholders such as local
councils, the voluntary and community sector
and the private sector. This area will be further
developed in the forthcoming year to include
tackling Organised Crime Groups.

The Constabulary will work with
partners to tackle serious and organised
crime in Derbyshire, which involves the
working with the local authorities,
Serious and Organised Crime Agency
and other partners to tackle all areas of
organised crime in the county. The
involvement of partners is vital to the
success of tackling organised crime as
every area of a suspected criminal's life
- including their business interests,
benefits and associates is investigated,
with the information gathered used to
build an intelligence picture and identify
illegal activity.
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5.

Declaration

We propose over the coming year to take steps to address the above
matters to further enhance our governance arrangements. We are satisfied
that these steps will ensure that Derbyshire Constabulary’s governance
processes will remain effective in a changing environment. We will continue
to monitor their implementation and operation.
Signed

Signed

Chief Constable of
Derbyshire Constabulary

Director of Finance and
Business Services

Date:

Date:
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JOINT, AUDIT, RISK AND ASSURANCE COMMITTEE
20 JUNE 2013
REPORT OF TREASURER

11C: STATEMENT OF ACCOUNTS 2012-13

1.

PURPOSE OF THE REPORT

1.1

To present for assurance purposes the draft Statement of Accounts for
policing for 2012-13.

2.

INFORMATION AND ANALYSIS

2.1

The Accounts and Audit Regulations which came into effect from 1 April 2011,
direct that the statements of accounts are to be prepared in accordance with
proper practice and this is held as the Code of Practice on Local Authority
Accounting in the United Kingdom. In addition, the accounts must be prepared
following approved accounting policies.

2.2

The relevant responsible financial officer must sign the accounts before the
end of June, after which they are submitted for audit. The Auditor should issue
his/her audit letter with the audit opinion on the accounts and the Value for
Money opinion by the end of September.

2.3

The JARAC (as the audit committee) has no legal responsibilities over the
draft accounts at this stage. As a courtesy to the Committee and to give it
and the public the assurance that the closure process, transparency and
reporting objectives are being met in a timely manner, a copy of the draft
accounts is shared with Members and is also a public document.

2.4

Given the very tight timescales and the need to produce, for the first time,
accounts for the Chief Constable as well as the Commissioner and a set of
Group accounts, the Appendix is not distributed with the agenda. A copy of
the draft accounts will be tabled at the meeting for information purposes, and
a verbal report will be given.
1
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3.

RECOMMENDATIONS

i.

That the Committee notes the draft Statements of Accounts (as tabled) for
2012- 2013.

4.

IMPLICATIONS

All implications are assessed and scored to the table below.
HIGH – supporting explanation and narrative required and to be contained
within the report
MEDIUM – narrative to be contained within the report at the discretion of the
author
LOW – no narrative required
LOW
Crime & Disorder

X

Environmental

X

Equality & Diversity

X

MEDIUM

Financial

HIGH

X

Health & Safety

X

Human Rights

X

Legal

X

Personnel

X

Contact details

Name: Helen Boffy, Treasurer

in the event

External telephone number: 0300 122 6005

of enquiries

Email address: helen.boffy.4808@derbyshire.pnn.police.uk

BACKGROUND PAPERS
Code of Practice on Local Authority Accounting in the United Kingdom Great Britain:
CIPFA
ATTACHMENTS
Appendix A. Statement of Accounts 2012-13 (to be Tabled)
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JOINT AUDIT, RISK AND ASSURANCE COMMITTEE
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REPORT OF THE CHIEF CONSTABLE

12A: NCRS AND NSIR COMPLIANCE REPORT

1.

PURPOSE OF THE REPORT

1.1

To introduce the National Standard of Incident recording (NSIR) and National
Crime Recording Standard (NCRS) to the JARAC and explain why risk based
compliance audits are conducted and how to interpret their findings.

1.2

To inform the JARAC of the results of the NSIR and NCRS risk based
compliance audits.

2.

INFORMATION AND ANALYSIS

2.1

Robust and reliable data play an important part in maintaining public
confidence in policing in Derbyshire.

2.2

There are two key data measures, which are explained in detail in Appendix
A, which provides an introduction and overview to the NCRS and NSIR.
These are national standards subject to inspection by HM Inspectorate of
Constabulary.

2.3

The national standards are extremely rigid and an error on an address of a
specific crime code can result in a failure. There will always be the need to
strike a balance between the level of bureaucracy required to achieve 100%
compliance in these austere times. Equally the prime focus for a person
dealing with a reported crime or incident is to ensure that an officer is
despatched quickly to deal with it. This can sometimes mean that all the
information is not gathered at the time that the crime or incident is reported.

2.4

Derbyshire Constabulary undertakes regular audit activity to assess how well
it is complying with the above standards. Appendix B explains why and how
Derbyshire Constabulary assesses compliance with these standards in a
proportionate risk based manner. The degree and depth of auditing is a
matter for local forces to determine.

2.5

Appendix C, D and E outline the main results of audits conducted on crime
and incident data for January to April 2013.

2.6

The results are presented quarterly to the NCSR/NSIR Steering Group
chaired by ACC Collins, where actions necessary to improve further
NCRS/NSIR data quality are identified and monitored.

1
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2.7

Compliance rates have a real impact on Crime and Disorder. Accurate
NCRS/NSIR data is required to allow crime and disorder to be effectively
tackled.

3.

RECOMMENDATIONS

i.

That the results are noted.

4.

IMPLICATIONS
All implications are assessed and scored to the table below.
HIGH – supporting explanation and narrative required and to be
contained within the report
MEDIUM – narrative to be contained within the report at the discretion of
the author
LOW – no narrative required
LOW

Crime & Disorder
Environmental
Equality & Diversity
Financial
Health & Safety
Human Rights
Legal
Personnel
Contact details
in the event
of enquiries

MEDIUM
x

HIGH

x
x
x
x
x
x
x
Name: Chief Superintendent Kul Mahay
External telephone number: 01773 572020
Email address: sgbenquiries@derbyshire.pnn.police.uk

ATTACHMENTS
Appendix A – Overview of NSIR & NCRS
Appendix B – NSIR & NCRS Compliance Testing
Appendix C - NSIR Quarterly Risk Based Audits Key Information Jan – April 2013
Appendix D - NSIR Monthly Audit Key Information April 2013
Appendix E - NCRS Quarterly Audit Key Information Jan – April 2013
Background Information
Derbyshire Constabulary Crime Recording Policy
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Overview of NSIR and NCRS
Crime and incident data play a significant part in the day to day business of
policing. Crime and incident reports are the means by which the force records
most of its formal interactions with the public, the means by which the many of
resources of Derbyshire Constabulary are allocated and deployed, operational
decisions are made and are one of the means by which the service is judged
and compared with peers. Individuals can now also look up crime on crime
maps and can expect to see accurate data. The below is an extract from
Government Statistical Service: National Statistician’s Review of Crime
Statistics: England and Wales (2011)
Statistics on crime are important to inform policy and decision making; to
facilitate democratic accountability; and to allow the public to assess risk of
crime in their neighbourhoods. England and Wales have two main sources of
statistics on crime: the British Crime Survey, and crimes recorded by the
police. They measure different, although complementary, and often
overlapping, phenomena: people’s experience of crime, and crimes reported
to, and recorded by, the police. Compilation of the statistics is not
straightforward and there are challenges with coverage and presentation,
definitions and measurement, and concerns about the confidence and trust in
the statistics, which this review addresses.
With some exceptions a call for service to the police will result in the creation
of an incident on the command and control system. This part of the process is
governed by the NSIR. If after initial investigation it is determined that it is a
report of a crime a record will be opened on the Guardian system. This is
what is commonly referred to as criming and is governed by the NCRS.
NSIR – Extract from National Standard for Incident Recording 2011 Final
Version
NSIR was introduced to replace the wide variety of incident recording (and
non-recording) that differed from force to force so that common understanding
and recording practices would result in effective data provision and use. NSIR
now supports effective recording of over 80% of calls for service, ranging from
messages to major incidents.
The principal aim of NSIR is to ensure that incidents are risk assessed at the
earliest opportunity leading to an appropriate response as well as being
recorded in a consistent and accurate manner to help the police and local
communities tackle anti-social behaviour (ASB) and other issues.
For the purposes of NSIR an incident is defined as: ‘A single distinct event or
occurrence which disturbs an individual’s, group’s or community’s quality of
life or causes them concern’. Incidents range from transport incidents such as
RTCs through ASB to matters of public safety and welfare.
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Effective risk management involves the identification, assessment and
prioritisation of risks. It should lead to the appropriate use of resources to
minimise, monitor and control the probability and/or impact of the incident.
The NSIR can be found at:
https://www.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/
116658/count-nsir11.pdf
NCRS– extract from Home Office Counting Rules For Recorded Crime April
2013
Crime is recorded by the police and others to assist:


Both central and local Government to establish whether their policies are
effective in driving down crime, and to gain understanding of the relative
performance of policing and criminal justice providers within England and
Wales;



The public in making informed decisions about the risk of crime to
themselves as individuals and to allow judgements on how effective
Government and police have been in tackling crime; and



In providing police and their partners with data, which informs the targeted
use of resources and allows the relative effectiveness of different
methodologies to be established.

As can be seen, this is a tripartite relationship where no individual stakeholder
need is given greater credence than another.
The NCRS was introduced nationally on 1 April 2002 with the aim of
promoting greater consistency between police forces in the recording of crime
and to take a more victim oriented approach to crime recording. Following the
introduction of the NCRS, the National Crime Recording Steering Group
(NCRSG) has met regularly to review the Counting Rules. The Steering
Group includes members of the Home Office Statistics Unit, Force Crime
Registrars and Statistics Officers, and representatives of ACPO and Her
Majesty’s Inspectorate of Constabulary (HMIC). The Counting Rules are
updated annually to reflect decisions taken by the NCRSG, changes in
legislation and changes to improve clarity and ensure consistency in recording
by police forces.
NCRS is supported by a set of detailed counting rules that can be found on:
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/counting-rules-for-recordedcrime
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Crime Recording Strategy
In 2012 a crime recording strategy was introduced within Derbyshire to assist
with decision making in line with the National Decision Model. It can be seen
that the intent is to place the victim and service at the heart of crime recording
decisions whilst not letting bureaucracy gather around it.
We aim to maximise the quality of recorded crime data and minimise the
bureaucracy associated with collecting it.
We will:








Keep the victim at the heart of what we do.
Consider threat, risk and harm throughout the crime recording process.
Work in accordance with the National Crime Recording Standard.
Make crime recording decisions in a timely manner using the probability
test,
professional judgement and knowledge of the law.
Aim to get it right first time and;
Minimise re-classifying, auditing, correcting
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NSIR and NCRS Compliance Testing
In recent years Derbyshire Constabulary, in common with other police forces, has
sought very high compliance rates in relation to NSIR & NCRS. As a consequence
there are documented examples of where the process of trying to get recording
100% right became more important than the service delivered to the victim. In other
words auditing things right became an important part of this process. There is a fine
balance between accuracy and the effort required to achieve that accuracy and all
forces wrestle with this balance.
The force reviewed its crime recording in 2010 and early 2011 and as a consequence
issued new guidance and policies, halved the number of staff auditing crime and
incident data and appointed a new Force Crime Registrar (FCR). Training to all front
line staff and a video from ACC Wood advocating professional judgement and
proportionality were delivered.
The force places primary responsibility for incident/criming decisions on investigation
staff. In less complex investigations the first investigator may be a call taker and they
will make the criming decisions. In more complex cases the criming decision may be
made by a senior detective.
Typically, over the last year Derbyshire Constabulary has found its NSIR and NCRS
data to be around 90% compliant depending on the crime/incident type. It could be
asked why the data is not 100% accurate?
Firstly, despite there being very clear NCRS/NSIR guidance, every crime and
incident is absolutely unique and victims and offenders do not always neatly fit
themselves into a crime classification. A complication arises because recording
standards differ from charging standards. The former is victim based whilst the latter
is evidence based. For instance a crime may correctly be recorded as an attempt
grievous bodily harm, yet may be charged as a common assault. Officers and call
takers can also make human errors in classification.
The second complexity is around the competing purposes of the data; performance
management, public information and tasking. For example, a force/BCU/section may
feel a pressure to record less ASB whilst at the same time needs to accurately record
all reported ASB to make effective decisions about tackling it. It is easy to see how
this tension might encourage differing interpretation of the NCRS and NSIR by
managers and there are national examples of how this pressure has influenced
practice.
In accordance with national guidance a Force Crime Registrar (FCR) has been
appointed with responsibility (on behalf of ACC Operational Support) to ensure the
NSIR & NCRS are maintained in accordance with the force strategy in a
proportionate and ethical manner. The FCR manages 1.6 full time equivalent audit
staff and reports to the NCRS/NSIR Steering Group.
This group is chaired by ACC Collins and brings the key stakeholders together to
consider NSIR/NCRS data, assess risk associated with that data, consider control
measures necessary to maintain data quality to a proportionate level, cause those
actions to take place and follow them up. Among possible actions are scoping,
auditing, communication (training, Chief’s Orders etc) and changes in processes or
management arrangements. For example, a position was taken that data associated
with rape offences is of a high risk and data associated with criminal damage is of a
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low risk. As such, 100% of rapes are audited, but criminal damage auditing is less
frequent. Control measures are intended to be proportionate to the assessed risk.
The relative risk of different crime types is reviewed at least annually by the steering
group using the national decision model.
The purpose of the auditing is not to audit things right. Its purpose is to support the
identification and management of risk, building on transparency and public trust and
the development of an approach that gets it right first time. The approach used by
Derbyshire is therefore to understand the risks that any gaps in data quality present
and take proportionate action to rectify those gaps.
Whilst there are no mandatory or minimum audit standards set by either the Home
Office or HMIC, there is an expectation that data will be checked and be of good
quality. The Home Office Data Quality Audit Manual provides a comprehensive guide
to audit and Derbyshire Constabulary follows that methodology for the audits it
chooses to complete.
The reports attached present the headline compliance rates for different types of
incidents and crimes. They are produced quarterly and behind them are spread
sheets containing the raw data. The auditors are a finite resource hence the report
content will change as new or potential data quality risks are identified. For example,
following the introduction of a significant new process (ie Action Fraud) it will be
necessary to check the NSIR/NCRS compliance in that area. To create the capacity
to do this an area with previous good compliance may be delayed.
Different crime types follow different paths making direct comparisons unhelpful. For
example sexual abuse investigations are more complex than shoplifting. Crime
recording decisions around shoplifting are typically easy to make; a victim shop
assistant) reports a theft to the police, it is recorded as a crime. Whereas sexual
allegations come from a variety of sources including friends, family, professionals
and the victim themselves. The initial investigation phase may involve a number of
agencies and the crime recording decision may occasionally be delayed beyond the
required 72hrs. This would therefore ‘fail’ the compliance audit, but in all other
aspects may be a well managed investigation delivering a really good standard of
service.
This example illustrates that compliance with NSIR/NSIR, whilst related to quality of
service, is not an indicator of service. An example could have been given where the
counting rules were complied with, but the service was below standard. The key for
the steering group is understanding the risks this may present and dealing with
those.
Internal audit findings are not directly comparable between forces. The audit work is
related to the Strategic Risk Assessment, policies and practice. Hence the areas and
depth of audits Derbyshire chooses to complete are different from other forces.
External HMIC audit data is directly comparable.
Compliance rates ought to remain at least consistent or improve over time.
Noteworthy dips in compliance trigger assessment at the steering group to consider
action. Experience and knowledge of other forces processes and cultures shows that
close to 100% compliance over most areas can be a result of hitting the target and
missing the point; effort becomes directed away from service to achieving the
compliance.
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Findings from the Quarterly NSIR Risk Based Audits: Vulnerable/PSH/Hate, ASB and
Domestic Incidents
Vulnerable/PSH/Hate
Aim – to test whether NSIR/NCRS is being used to correctly identify Vulnerable/PSH & Hate
across the whole range of incidents.
Only 220 incidents were included in this quarterly audit. Ten (4.54%) of the 220 incidents
involved a vulnerable person/PSH, with the relevant marker being placed in the header,
closure page or log. One incident involved a vulnerable person/PSH, apparent from the
incident details, who had not been identified as such by either the operator or attending
officer. Three incidents out of 220 audited were identified where a crime had been committed
against a vulnerable person, but not recorded.
No hidden hate incidents/crimes were found within the random sample of 220 incidents.
ASB
Aim – to test whether NSIR & NCRS has been correctly applied to incidents identified as
non-crime ASB.
No. Incidents Audited:
Overall Compliance:

375
80.00%

(373 previous quarter)
(79.89% previous quarter)

The number of incidents with a failure is exactly as recorded in the last quarter. However,
there are changes in the number of failures within each auditable area, as detailed in this
section.
Fifteen incidents (4.00%) were found to have the wrong opening code, compared to 24
incidents (6.43%) during the last quarter.
Six incidents were found to have a crime within them. A crime report had been generated for
three of these (n.b. these had been closed with a non crime code).
The majority of the errors were in the closing code area. 57 incidents (15.20%) had the
wrong closure code compared to 44 incidents (11.79%) in the last quarter.

Domestic Incidents
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Aim – to test whether NSIR & NCRS has been correctly applied to incidents closed as noncrime.
No. Incidents Audited:
No. Incidents with a failure:
Overall Compliance:

256
33
87.11%

(347 previous quarter)
(46 previous quarter)
(86.74% previous quarter)

Twenty seven incidents (10.54%) had the wrong opening code, compared to 29 incidents
(8.36%) in the previous quarter.
This did not, however, appear to affect the subsequent investigation and service by the
attending officer(s).
Two incidents, where a crime had been made out and a crime report created were found to
have been closed as non crime incidents (six in the previous quarter). Five incidents were
found where a crime appeared to have been committed, but a crime had not been recorded
(three in the previous quarter).
Alcohol is often a contributory factor of a domestic incident. 22 incidents, where this was the
case, did not have the QAL qualifier to support the SE closure (30 in the previous quarter).
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No. Incidents Audited / No. Errors / No. Incidents Failed:
Auditable Areas
Source Content
Details
/ Mark
Off
2
0
1
0
0
0
3
0

Location

No. Inc.
Audited

Opening
Code

Grade

FCR
FCC
Enq Off
Total

88
110
22
220

0
3
1
4

0
0
0
0

98.18

100.00

98.64

(↑)

(↔)

(↑)

% Force
Compliance Per
Auditable Area

Closing
Code

Qual 1 .

Total
Errors

10
0
0
10

0
0
0
0

12
4
1
17

100.00

95.45

100.00

(↔)

(↑)

(↔)

No.
Inc.
Failed
12
4
1
17

92.27% 2 (↑)

% Overall Compliance:

KEY:
95-100%

Excellent

90-94.9%

Good

80-89.9%

1

Fair

Below 80%

Poor

This auditable area relates to incorrect use of qualifiers only.
The overall compliance level is calculated using the number of incidents which fail the audit and the total
number of incidents audited.

2

(↑) indicates increase/decrease/remained static from last audit.
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Findings from the Quarterly NCRS Risk Based Audits: Robbery, Burglary, Violence,
Sexual, Rape, Hate, PPU Referrals, Damage, Theft, Drugs and No Crimes.
1.

Incident System – Non Crime Closure

Aim: To test whether NCRS is being correctly applied to incidents opened with a
crime-code and closed with a non-crime code (i.e. a crime has not been recorded)
Compliance
Sexual
227 (100%) Incidents
audited

84.10%
85.17% in previous quarter

Hate
99 (100%) Incidents with
QH audited

83.84% ↓
87.61% in previous quarter

Robbery
55 (100%) Incidents
audited

76.37% ↓
83.82% in previous quarter

Burglary
258 (33.16%)
Incidents audited
Oct - March

92.25%
No previous quarter data

Violence
372 (3.79%)
Incidents audited
Oct - March

93.01%
No previous quarter data

Damage
295 (23.32%) Incidents
audited
Oct - March

92.88%
No previous quarter data

Theft
Excluding Fraud (CJ)
221 (9.09%)
Incidents audited
Oct - March

93.67%
No previous quarter data
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2.

Incident to Crime and Classification

Aim: To test whether NCRS is being correctly applied to incidents opened and closed
with a crime code (i.e. a crime has been recorded) and that resulting crimes are
correctly classified.
Compliance
Sexual
49 (85.96%) sexual
crimes audited

83.67% ↑
83.05 in previous quarter

Robbery
34 (100%) Incidents
opened as robbery and
closed as another crime
audited

91.18% ↑
87.5% in previous quarter

Burglary
134 (100%)
Incidents opened as
burglary closed as
another crime audited
Oct - March

89.56%
No previous quarter data

Damage
92.92%
99 (100%) incidents
opened as Criminal
Damage and closed as
another crime audited
Oct - March

3.

No previous quarter data

No-Crime

Aim: To test whether NCRS is being correctly applied to no-criming
Rape

Compliance
100% ↑

14 (100%) rape no
crimes audited

85% in previous quarter

Other Sexual
offences

100% ↑
83.33 in previous quarter

5 (100%) sexual no
crimes audited

Robbery

100%

2 (100%) robbery no
crimes audited

100% in previous quarter

All Crime

99.11%

227 (23.31%) No crimes
audited
Oct - March

No previous quarter data
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4.

Classification

Aim: To test the accuracy of classifications in accordance with NCRS
Compliance
Drugs
97.46%
276 (35.29%)
Drugs crimes audited

Less Serious
Violent Crime
100 (approx 16%) crimes
for January and February

5.

No previous quarter data

79%
No previous quarter data

Crimes Within Specialist Units

Aim: To test whether NCRS is being correctly applied to police contacts other than via
the contact centre, for example referrals to PPU.
Compliance
Safeguarding
children
PPU Child
Protection Sexual
90 (100%) sexual
safeguarding children
referrals audited

Domestic Abuse
PPU

81.11% ↓
(note there is double counting in relation to these referrals and sexual incident/crime compliance
within tests 1 & 2)

87.32% in previous quarter

92.50%

80 (65.57%) referrals
autided

No previous quarter data

Person
susceptible to
Harm PPU

97.50%
No previous quarter data

18 (100%) PSH referrals
audited

Risk Assessment
PPU
80 (79.89%) referrals
audited

Vulnerable Person
PPU
54 (100%) referrals
audited

Child Protection
PPU – exc Sexual
80 (88.70%) referrals
audited

93.75%
No previous quarter data
90.74%
No previous quarter data
93.75%
No previous quarter data
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6.

Ad Hoc Audits

Aim: To test specific areas in response to emerging trends or requests
Compliance
Hate
Key word search over all
incidents without a hate
qualifier
764 (100%) audited
Jan - March

96.06%

Harassment
100 harassment (CA)
incidents not crimed
audited for the month of
January 2013

94%

KEY:
1

The overall compliance level is calculated using the number of incidents which fail the audit and the
total number of incidents audited.
(↑) indicates increase/decrease/remained static from last audit. Note most of the above audits are new
this quarter.
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